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TRIBUTE

B£ AndrewGonzalez; FSC
1940 - 2006

by Ma. Lourdes S. Bautista
De La Salle University-Manila

Severalyears ago,at the launching of one of his books, Br.Andrew was introduced with
what seemed to him excessive praise. When he stood up to give his response, he said,
self-deprecatingly, that he wonderedwhether he was alreadydead, because people were
talking much too nicely about him. But now that he is dead, we can extol his greatness
as a liinguist, institution builder, and human being.

He wasanoutstanding linguist, and it isa surprise to find out, reading hisupcoming book
God-Talk, that he hadplanned on becoming a professional theologian, andit wasonlyon
orders of the Provincial of the Christian Brothers inthe Philippines that hehadgone into
linguistics. He felt negatively aboutthe decision then, but he eventually camearound to
seeing it as partof the ways of Providence. His workencompassed descriptive linguistics,
historical linguistics, psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics (especially language planning) and
applied linguistics (especially language teaching). His publications have appeared injournals
andbooks inthe Philippines and alsointhe United States, Germany, Russia (Commonwealth
of Independent States, formerly the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), Taiwan, China, Hong
Kong, Singapore, Japan, andthe United Kingdom. Some of hisworkshave been translated
intoJapanese, Mandarin Chinese, andRussian.

Indescriptive linguistics, hewrotearticles onvarious phonetic, syntactic, and lexical features
of Tagalog andhismostnoteworthy contribution inthis areamightbehisdoctoral dissertation
onthe semantics of Kapampangan. His work on historical linguistics includes a studyof the
oldTagalog grammars and religious writings of the Spanish missionaries. As oneof onlya
handful of psycholinguists inthe Philippines, hedida pioneering case study of the acquisition
of Tagalog bytwo children andhealsoprepared a stateof the art paperon child language
studies in the Philippines. Inthe areaof applied linguistics, Br. Andrewmade contributions to
both the theoryandthe practice of language teaching. It wasthrough his influencethat
English for Specific Purposes became anestablished approach in Philippine schools.

But hisgreatest impact, bothnationally and internationally, hasbeeninthe areaof
sociolinguistics. He wrotethe canonical work on the Filipinos' questfor a national language
(Languageandnationalism. The Philippine experience thus far, 1980 - in hisopinion, 'his
most important work'). He laid out the language agenda for the Philippines for the twenty
first century: the maintenance of English andthe development of Filipino, especially its
intellectualization. He wasat the forefrontof policy formulation, especially with regard to
national language andlanguage-in-education policy. He directed several language surveys
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andco-authored a work reviewing andcritiquing 70 language surveys donein the Philippines.
Together with a colleague, heexplored the features of Philippine English in the printmedia
andwent beyond impressionistic descriptions to more quantitative descriptions. Hisquestion
'whendoerrors became features [of the newEnglishes]?' and hisproposition thatthe
sociolectal varieties of English inthe Philippines area function of extentandquality of
education rather thansocial class have given rise to important research inthe field.

Hisworkin linguistics shows themelding of hisstrengths asa linguist andasan institution
builder. He taughtand mentored a number of students whoarenowdoing important work in
linguistics andlanguage education. More importantly, hestrengthened the Linguistic Society of
the Philippines byraising funds and being adrumbeater for itsprojects andbymaking itavisible
provider of training and research expertise for language-related matters. Mainly through his
efforts, the Linguistic Society of the Philippines, of which hewasExecutive Secretary for 21
years, anditsjournal, the Philippine Journal of Linguistics, which heserved aseditorfor 17
years, have had animpact onPhilippine social sciences and Philippine education.

Another institution that Br. Andrewhelped buildup is the Philippine SocialScienceCouncil
(PSSC). Together with Fr. Frank Lynch, S.J. and other pillars of the social sciences in the
Philippines, he was instrumental in negotiating with fundingagencies and donorsfor
support for the projects and programs of the PSSc. He wasthe linguisticsdiscipline
representative to the PSSC Boardof Trustees in 1973, 1980, and 1985 and he was
PSSC Chair in 1981. He was active in PSSC activities and remained interested in PSSC
mattersand concerns even when he was no longeractively connected with the Board.
One of his final services to PSSC waswriting the obituary of his dear friend and esteemed
colleague, Bonifacio Sibayan, who alsoserved as PSSC Chairandwho passed awayon
28 January2004, almosta yearto the daywhen he himselfpassed away.

But of course the institution withwhich Br. Andrewhasbeen mostclosely associated isDe
La Salle University. During hisfour termsasPresident (1979-1991 and 1994-1998), the
institution wastransformed froma boys' school inthe sixties to the research multiversity that
it is today. He constructed several buildings in DLSU-Manila andfounded the College of
SaintBenilde asa centerfor innovative learning; he instituted the trimestral system to attract
andretain facultybymatching the salaries of industry; hedoubled the studentpopulation to
keeppace with the growing population of the country; he promoted graduate education and
initiated consortia arrangements to sustain newmaster's and doctoral programs. Forall
theseandmore, hewasconferred the title of President Emeritus of De La Salle University on
28 September 2005. His listof achievements alsoincludes being Secretary of the
Department of Education, Culture andSports (1998-2001) and Academician of the
Department of Science andTechnology-National Academy of Science andTechnology.



But in the end, the achievement that matters most isthat hewasa greathuman beingand,
according to the BrotherVisitor of the La Salle Provincialate, Br. Eduardo Fernandez, FSC,
hisgreatness layin selfless service. He didmany littleactsof kindness andgenerosity, and
oneexample was donating most, if notall, of hishonoraria to support the ASSCOM-DLSU
Friendship Hospital in Apalit, Pampanga ashiswayof serving the men, women, andchildren
of hishometown. Thedescription of himinthe obituary prepared bythe De La Salle Brothers
of the Philippine Province captures the essence of the person we have lost: 'Aman of vision,
a man witha mission, institution builder, academician, linguist, intellectual. A disciple and
citizen, prophetandprofessional, whobrought the transforming powerof the Gospel to bear
onevery human endeavor in orderto realize God's kingdom of truth, justice, love andpeace:

---
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DomingoSelit», Phd
1916 - 2006
by Meliton Juanico

University of the Philippines

Domingo C. Salita had a rich and varied educational background and experience. He

held several degrees: BS Mining Engineering, University of the Philippines (UP), 1939;

MEC, Granite City Engineer School, Illinois, 1945; BS Civil Engineering, National

University, 1946; Bachelor of Laws (with honors), Arellano University, 1954; Master of
Science (Geography/Geology), Up, 1958; and PhD (Economics), University of Santo
Tomas, 1967. He finished elementary and high school valedictorian, obtained 2nd place in
the Board Examination for Mining Engineers and 9th place in Civil Engineering Board

Examination, and earned a general average of 90.75 in the Bar Examination.

Dr. Salita started teaching in UP in 1939. Through hard work and sheer merit, he rose to

become Professor and Chairman of the Department of Geology and Geography, acting
College Secretary and later Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences from 1972 to
1976. Subsequently, he served as Chairman of the UP Marine Science Research Center
and later assistant to the UP President until his retirement in 1981.

In addition to his work in the University, Dr. Salita, together with the late Prof. Dominador

Rosell, was instrumental in making the Philippine Geographical Society (PGS) and the

Philippine Geographical Journal grow through the years. He once served as the
President of PGS. He also served as Chairman of the National Research Council of the
Philippines (NRCP) Division of Social Sciences, and as NRCP Secretary, Vice Chairman,

and Chairman from 1976 to 1981, and later appointed Chairman Emeritus of NRCP.

From 1991 to 1995, he was appointed consultant of the Department of Education,
Culture and Sports.

Believing in cooperative work, Dr. Salita co-authored elementary, high school, and

college textbooks in geography, general science, physics, geology, and algebra. He
wrote the article "Manila" published in the 1974 edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica.

Because of his outstanding accomplishments, Dr. Salita received several awards and
citations, including Men of Achievements, Cambridge, England; Most Outstanding Civil
Engineer in Educational Research, Philippine Institute of Civil Engineers (PICE);
Professional Award in Geography, UP Alumni Association; Distinguished Service Award,
NCRP; National Social Science Award, Philippine Social Science Council; GY Zara
Award, PAAS; Most Outstanding Award in Education, Province of Pampanga, 1994.
With his rich educational background, research interests, and professional affiliations, Dr.

Salita was truly the quintessence of a broad-minded and holistic geographer.

I
I
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ShirleyAdvincula
1937 - 2006

by Lorna P. Makil
Philippine Sociological Society

My Introduction to Professor Shirley Advincula was unusual. I had just moved from
Dumaguete to Manila in the summer of 1980, and I was teaching one class in the
Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Ateneo de Manila which was housed then at
Bellarmine Hall. One morning while waiting for my turn at the ladies' room, I overheard
three Ateneo coeds discussing their teacher in Political Science, a certain Shirley
Advincula. One said (accompanied with appropriate facial expression) that she was very
strict and a no-nonsense teacher. I became curious about Prof. Advincula and imagined
her to be a formidable woman.

A few months later, I finally saw Shirley in person during a gathering of Social Scientists.
She was far from the formidable person I had imagined her to be: she was not too old,
and she was good to look at.

Shirley and I became good friends in the 1990s. I was then working with the Secretariat
of the Philippine Social Science Council when she was elected to the PSSC Board of
Trustees, representing her professional organization - the Philippine Political Science
Association or PPSA. She served from 1992-1995 and was Treasurer of the Council
during the last two years. I got to know her better because she was never late for the
meetings of the Board. She would come early and wait by my desk, giving us a chance
to converse.

From her colleagues and from Shirley's comments about her teaching at the Ateneo, I
had the impression that she was indeed a good teacher. She made sure that her
students learned the basics of the discipline. Good teachers are like this, and the good
students remember them in positive ways. One of Shirley's former students, Atty. Maria
Lourdes Sereno, now a leading woman lawyer in legal research, paid unexpected tribute
to her during a conference of social scientists held at PSSC. Atty. Sereno served as a
resource person for one of the sessions, and Shirley failed to recognize her. Shirley stood
up to ask a question, adding that older people in the audience like her, needed
clarification. Her former student prefaced her reply with an affectionate "For me, Prof.
Advincula, you will never-grow old."

Very articulate in the English language, Shirley expected her students to communicate
well. Her use of the right words and phrases and her crisp, clear diction sometimes
intimidated me. She had no patience with academicians who spoke in dangling
sentences or mispronounced words carelessly. Once I made the comment that regional
languages or dialects have a strong influence on spoken English, and that perhaps she
was just an "Ateneo elitista" criticizing people. She reminded me that there are standards
to be observed in spoken and written English, especially in the academic world. Towards

.~-.
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her retirement from active teaching, she often expressed dismay with what she
perceived was a decline in her students' English.

Shirley was also frank in her speech, sometimes sounding "un-Filipino" She would not for

example, hesitate to confront sensitive issues and the persons involved in the issues.
Once the PSSC Secretariat had to deal with a person who was stubborn in his views
about certain policies affecting the operations of the Council. A meeting was arranged
to thresh out the differences, and Shirley as Treasurer helped in clarifying the issues and

bringing about agreement.

Even when her term as Trustee ended, Shirley continued to serve faithfully in other
committees of PSSC. She also represented the American Studies Association of the

Philippines as its president when the organization was still an associate member of
PSSC. We were pleased to note that PSSC seemed to have a special place in her

professional life, and that we could always count on her interest and cooperation.

From the stories that she told me of her past, I learned that Shirley was a very young girl

in Tacloban when the Americans liberated Leyte from the Japanese. Some of the
American GIs were regular visitors to the Advincula home and praised the fried chicken
of Mrs. Advincula which, they claimed, was even better than the fried chicken that they
were used to at home. Shirley's "Americanization" deepened when she went to graduate

school in Georgetown University.

In October 1994, Leyte held a big celebration to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the
landing of the allied forces. Shirley attended the affair. To my amusement, she recounted
only the inconvenience in attending the event: walking with a big and noisy crowd along
a dusty road and feeling very hot and sweaty. How very like Shirley to focus on that, for

she was always a lady. She dressed well all the time, a picture of feminine class.

One of my last times with Shirley before I returned to retire in Dumaguete was the dinner

that she prepared for her PSSC friends-former Chairs of the Council, Professors Jose

Endriga and Ma. Concepcion Alfiler, Executive Director Virginia Miralao and myself. We
were curious to see her house at Alta Vista, and she had issued a gracious invitation for

us that Christmas season. We enjoyed the evening - piped music quietly playing in all of

her rooms, good food, stimulating conversation.

It was late when we finally headed for home. But the warm hospitality of Shirley and the

warm camaraderie of the evening lingered with us - and still does today.



PROCEEDINGS OF THE
WORKSHOP ON THE MANAGEMENT

OF CURRICULUM CHANGE

Welcome Remarks

Filomeno Aguilar .lr, PhD
Chair, PSSC

Good morning. It is a busy time of the year in the country. The school teachers are just

getting to know their fresh batch of students at the grade school and high school levels.
So ,weexpect that a number of people who would like to be here could not come because

the school year just started. Nonetheless, we thank you for coming here to the Philippine
Social Science Council (PSSC). I welcome you warmly to PSSC and to this three-day

seminar workshop on the management of curriculum change. As you know, PSSC is the
umbrella organization of all professional social science associations in the Philippines. We

are mostly dealing with social science at the university or tertiary level. But the PSSC,
under the leadership of Dr.Virginia Miralao, has sought to extend the influence of social

science to the basic education level and to the secondary education level, which is very

important if indeed at the tertiary level we are to find students who are prepared for
university, who are prepared to discuss the social sciences. So this is a long-term struggle

for PSSC and really for the country as a whole. The need for curriculum change is very

apparent if one has been reading the papers in the past few days.

We are grateful that PSSC has found partner in this seminar-workshop in the University of

the Philippines' National Institute for Science and Mathematics Education (UP NISMED)

as well as the UNESCO International Bureau of Education (IBE). We are delighted and

very honored that we have a number of education experts who can share with us their
expertise in this three-day seminar-workshop. Foremost of which as you know, Dr.Zhou

Nanzhao, Director and Professor of the Chinese National Comission for UNESCO under
China's Ministry of Education. We also have Dr. Molly Lee of UNESCO Bangkok, and Ms.
Lucille Gregorio who serves as consultant of the IBE and UNESCO National Commission

of the Philippines. Today, we have friends and colleagues coming from SEAMEO Innotech

and the Department of Education (DepEd), as well as a number of school superintendents

and teachers from as far south as Koronadal in Mindanao, all the way to Laoag and Vigan
in Northern Luzon. Hopefully, many other school superintendents within Metro Manila and
fellows from the Ford Foundation International Fellowships Program would find time and
take advantage of this seminar-workshop.

Tomorrow, we have a number of experts who would be coming and talking about their
areas of interest, including Mr. Renato Opertti of IBE in Geneva, Dr. Merle Tan of UP
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NISMED, Dr. Lolita Andrada of the Bureau of Secondary Education of DepEd, Dr. Ella
Yulaelawati of the Ministry of National Education in Indonesia, and Dr. Jean Miralao of
PSSc. I need to point out that Dr. Ong Eng Tek of the Sultan Idris University of
Education cannot join us for some urgent reason and expressed his regrets. In lieu of his
session, we will have Mr.Wilfredo Prilles from the Naga City qovernment who will be
sharing with us the experiment that they have done in devolving or decentralizing
education. I look forward to that because my hornetownrs-Naqa City and this is a major
experiment going on in my native place.

Without much further ado, I would like to welcome you again to the PSSC. I would like to
declare this seminar-workshop formally open and we look forward to your enjoying these
three days. Thank you.



Overview: Directions & Policy Issue
of Curriculum Change in Asia-Pacific

Good morning everyone. First of all, I would like to extend my thanks first to PSSC
for organizing and inviting me to this seminar workshop on curriculum change.
Secondly, I would like to thank Lucille Gregorio for playing a significant role in

the development of the Resource Pack on Management ofCurriculum Change, which is
the fourth major guideline in leading the management of curriculum change in Asia Pacific,
and which will be used for capacity building of curriculum specialists and teachers in other
regions. Thirdly, I want to thank Dr. Molly Lee, a colleague at the Asia Pacific Programme
of Education Innovation for Development (APEID), who has continued to show me support
in program activities in curriculum change in the Asia Pacific region. Through our
coordination, many meaningful activities are being continued. This seminar-workshop is
only a part of the program activities in the area of curriculum reform in our region.

My presentation aims to provide an overview of curriculum change especially in the
Asian context, and to share my perspectives on some of the contentious issues in
curriculum change. My presentation will have four parts, as follows:

• Background illustratingthe current situation of curriculum change in the Asian region;
• Major directions in which curriculum change in many Asian countries are

proceeding;
• Policy issues which are being debated in the process of curriculum change; and
• How capacities of teachers could be built to meet the challenges of curriculum change.

Overview of curriculum change in Asia

Significance and meaning of curriculum

I would like to talk about the significance of the curriculum. Curriculum lies at the heart
of the educational process. In the 2005 Global Education for All Monitoring Report (The
Quality Imperative), a number of determining factors of educational quality were
identified. One of them is curriculum- curriculum content. UNESCO has defined quality
education in ten dimensions, including secure learning environment, relevant curriculum,
professionally competent teachers, decentralized management, evaluation of learning
outcomes, adequate educational resources, among others. Curriculum is a major factor
in determining learning outcomes.

We should be aware of the changing nature of curriculum. The International Bureau of
Education defined curriculum as "an ongoing process aimed at organizing better learning
opportunities and thus focusing on actual interactions between the teacher and the
learner."This suggests that curriculum is not just a set of textbooks or learning materials.
It is a kind of sequence of learning opportunities designed for the meaningful dialogue
between the teacher and the learner. Curriculum could also be defined as the
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organization of learning sequences and experiences in view of producing desired
learning outcomes. It does not only refer to products- a kind of document, textbook or
material. It also refers to educational inputs and processes. In education, UNESCO has
three major objectives. One of them is improving quality through diversification of
educational content and method, and the acquisition of universally shared human values.
From this UNESCO objective, we can see that the textbook is only one of the means to
deliver this diversified educational content.

There are several points I wish to make to contextualize the discussion on curriculum
reform. One is the profound impact of new ICTs (information communication
technologies). The new ICTshave made information-acquisition curriculum and rote
learning- which are dominant in many Asian schools- irrelevant and have led to changes
in learning objectives, learning content, learning approaches, learning outcomes
evaluation, and the types of learners. Those who are sitting in classrooms today are
radically different from those sitting in classrooms in the 60s and the 50s. The learners
themselves are changing. In view of these kinds of changes, we have to rethink what
curriculum is, what part of curriculum should be changed.

Through the years, we have also come to recognize the links between learning, teaching
and assessment. When we are working on curriculum change, we always have to keep in
mind what the learning needs are, what the learners should and can learn. This requires
continuous monitoring, feedback, and subsequent revision and modification. Thus, we are
talking about a curriculum reform cycle. In many countries, there are major reforms every
six or seven years. In my country, China, it has been 10 years since the major changes
were introduced. This year, in July, the state councilor the central government is going
to convene a national conference on curriculum change to promote curriculum change
at the secondary level, and to review and assess the curriculum reforms that have been
going on for the past 10 years. It is a continuing process of modification and adaptation.

Another point I would like to raise is that schooling is just one part of a lifelong learning
continuum. When we are designing primary school curriculum and secondary school
curriculum, we have to be aware that the content is only part of what learners should and
could learn. Curriculum developers should not expect to deliver all that they think the
learner needs know. Most curriculum specialists tended to cram the content into one phase
of education. They hope to equip the learners with all the knowledge and skills, which they
themselves think the learner should learn or should master. I think this is totally wrong.

Curriculum change could be understood as a process of varying scale and scope
depending on the context. It is a very complex and a very dynamic process involving
many diverse stakeholders in the development of a range of products. For example, in
China, we used to have the People's Education Publishers' House under the Ministry of
Education. For 50 years, it monopolized the design, editing, and production of textbooks
for all school grades in all provinces. The printing shop of this publishing house was just
next to my former institute, and we saw how many millions and millions of copies were
produced at this printing shop. Very centralized. But things have changed. The publishing
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house now gets only 40 percent share of the market for school textbooks. Many
educational publishing houses at the provincial and local levels are now competing with
the national authority for this kind of curriculum change.

The college entrance examination still plays a dominant role in how school curriculum is
designed and implemented. Principals, teachers, and former school pupils themselves are
under high pressure for this college entrance examination. Even though higher education
in China has been much expanded- China's higher education has become the world's
largest one, with three million college students as opposed to U.S.A. and India- the
competition for entrance to better universities is very intensive. This competition is felt
even in primary and kindergarten levels. Parents want their children to get into better
schools so that they have better chances of getting into better universities. Although
curriculum specialists know very well now how to design this learner-centered
curriculum, they are confined by many external factors. They cannot do what they want
to do or what they believe is the right thing to do because the college entrance
examination is still so powerful. So this is one factor we have to keep in mind.

In many countries in our region,curriculum reform has become a priority in national
development. It is geared not only toward the improvement of education quality, but also for
better economic competitiveness, social coherence, and preservation of cultural identity.
Curriculum change is not only an education issue.It is social,economic, political and cultural.
The discussion on curriculum is now much broader than what we used to have in the 1960s.

Curriculum reform in East Asia

I will give some examples to illustrate the types of curriculum changes occurring in our
Asian region. In China, curriculum change officially started in the late 90s. For the first
time in the history of modern China, the government invested 200 million yuan, which is
equivalent to more than US$22 million just for the reform of primary and lower
secondary school curriculum. This was unprecedented. And this year, after the national
conference on curriculum reform, there will be another major financial input into this
curriculum change. Every major dimension of curriculum development had been changed
- curriculum design, standards, content, assessment, management.

In South Korea, the T" revised curriculum received strong opposition from the teachers.
There were also debates on the differentiated curriculum, the reduction of curriculum
content to 30 percent, and the learning load. When Lucille Gregorio and I were
participating in the regional workshop in Tokyo on curriculum change, we discussed why
teachers would strongly oppose a curriculum that seems more learner-centered. There
could be two explanations. One, the newly designed curriculum was not so relevant or it
was too much idealistic. And many teachers thought this new curriculum might not
match so well the learning needs of this generation of students. Or another possibility:
the curriculum is well designed, the changes very relevant, but the teachers' professional
competence is not so well developed. Hence, they could not fully comprehend the
curriculum philosophy or they do not have the competence to deliver this new curriculum. e__-
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I think these are just possibilities. Either there is something wrong in the newly designed
curriculum or there is something wrong with the teachers' professional com petencies.

In Japan, the Central Education Council introduced new national curriculum standards in
the late 90s and began implementation of this in 2002. Under these new standards, (1)
teaching hours were reduced from 1050 to 945 hours; (2) there is greater flexibility of
learning guide to promote learner-centered education; (3) learning content was reduced
by 30 percent to give students more flexibility and more time for self-learning and to
encourage critical thinking; (4) foreign languages and technology and family were made
compulsory as a response to internationalization and information explosion; and (5) a new
course on 'comprehensive learning time' was introduced.

Curriculum reform in Southeast and South Asia

In South Asia and Southeast Asia, some countries have implemented reforms and are
monitoring and evaluating these, including India,the Philippines and Nepal. Many Southeast
and South Asian countries are implementing or preparing for reforms like Myanmar,
Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Vietnam, and Maldives. In Cambodia, curriculum reforms were
introduced in mid-90s. In Singapore, a 10-13 percent reduction of curriculum content was
effected in the late 1990s by the Committee on School Curriculum Evaluation and
Systematic Review.

Curriculum change in Asia was started I think due to many common problems like the
centralized mode of curriculum decision making; out-datedness and irrelevance of learning
content; neglect of human values and social/life skills; discrepancy between general and
vocational education and between science and humanistic education; low level teacher
participation in decision making and inadequate professionalism in curriculum
development; and crowded and overloaded subject content.

In Thailand, learning reform- they do not call it curriculum reform- is at the heart of
educational reform, implemented from policy level to grassroots level. One of the changes
was from teacher-centered to learner-centered curriculum. Some time in the late 1990s
and early 21 st century, I myself observed some kind of confusion of many teachers and
school principals over this newly introduced curriculum. It used to be very centralized. Now,
schools are encouraged to make their own choices of textbook and curriculum materials.
My observation is that many of the schoolteachers and even the policymakers are not
ready yet for this radical change in curriculum. So when this learner-centered curriculum
was introduced, there were no relevant curriculum materials prepared, no newly designed
textbooks developed, and teachers' capacities needed to be developed to cope with this
kind of change. For two or three years, there was a kind of confusion at the school level in
terms of what kind of textbooks to choose, what kind of curriculum content should be
included, and how to evaluate this kind of new learning outcomes in the reformed
curriculum. Curriculum change is a complex process. Teachers have to be prepared and
materials have to be developed. Just because anational policy is introduced does not
mean that everything will fall into place accordingly.
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Diirections of curriculum change

Iwill discuss firstthe curriculum objectives andeducational ends. Beforewe develop
curriculum, we should think or rethink educational ends. Manyaremoving from instrumental
to morehumanist goals. By instrumental, we mean that curriculum andtextbooksare
particularly linkedto the acquisition of knowledge, andeducation isaimed at developing
particular skillsto contribute to national competitiveness inthe international market. Even
U.S., Germany andJapanhave been discussing howto maketheireducational systems more
relevant andhowto improve their quality to makeindividuals morecompetitive. But there
have beensomeshift to more humanistic ends. Byhumanistic, we mean the development of
a complete person, not onlyinthe cognitive, butalsointhe affective, moral/ethical, and
aesthetical terms. ThiswaswhatJohn Deweysaid manyyears ago.

Education should providenot only the maps of the complex world in constant turmoil. It
should also providesimultaneously the compassthat will enable peopleto find their own
way~ This means curriculum should provide this kind of multiple sources of information
and knowledge. Learning will not only be a kind of collection or selection and analysis
and management of information.Nowadays, in manycountries, learnersare able to
collect and manage information better than their teachers.Curriculum is supposed to
providea guide to learning ends, pathways, and approaches. Whereastraditional
curriculum aims to developthe intellectual faculty of learners, a curriculum with
'humanist goals' seeks the full flowering of human potential of each individual student.

Whenwe design curriculum for secondaryschools, I think one fundamental question to
ask is havetheir aims or functions of secondary education changed in recent years? And
what kind of changes?

Ithink one of the majorchanges is the diversification of the functions of secondary
education. Traditionally, even inmyhomecountryof China, we saysecondary schools have
two aims: one is to prepare the students for college, second isto prepare them for
employment for those who cannotattendcollege. But I think therearemorethanthese two
objectives. Not onlypreparation for highereducation. Not onlypreparation for the worldof
work Secondary education mustalsoprepare students for responsible citizenship because
whenstudentsgraduate from highschool, mostof them areeighteen years of age. They
become citizens. And thiskindof citizenship requires special competencies of the learners.

Also in contemporary time, secondaryeducation should be an important stage for the
preparation of the capacity to learn to learn throughout life. When they earn a high
school diploma,students must know how to learn to learn, whether at colleges or
whether in their specific jobs. The development of the capacity to learn to learn or how to
acquire knowledge and skills has much to do with curriculum content.

This means that curriculum must not only focus on what kind of knowledge should be
imparted for algebra, geometry, etc. It must also addressthe social, vocational, life skills
and civic value. In other words, there is a need to balance science and math education .'-------
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and the arts and social sciences. Forexample in our country, there has been a kind of
neglect of social studies and the arts, and overemphasis in physics, mathematics and
chemistry, even though the curriculum policy statement gives them equal importance. In
practice, there is a kind of neglect.

This kind of challenge to define new learning objectives- learning for creativity and
adaptability for change- is quite new. When we are undertaking curriculum reform in
China, there was much discussion and debate. What do these new learning objectives
mean? How could these be implemented into the curriculum? How could this
adaptability be evaluated in the college entrance examination?How could our national
identity be preserved through the school curriculum?The preservation of cultural identity
through school curriculum is a major issue in China.

If social studies and the artsareneglected infavorof the teaching of sciences, then it might
mean that human qualities arenot so important compared to the actual knowledgeof math,
physics and science. I remember very wellwhatonescholar said: "The failureof education in
the countrywas not the teaching of mathand science, it wasthe failure in teaching human
andsocial values andskills:' It is so important, but it is so difficult to teach human and social
skills. Inthe newenvironment of learning, human qualities for interpersonal relationships
become essential, whilethejob-specificoccupational skillsbecome secondary.

InChina, more than50 percent of ourschools upto secondary level areinvocational and
technical education. IthinkChina hasthe highest percentage of students placed invocational
and technical education. But oneof the problems inthe curriculum of secondary orvocational
schools, from myobservation, isthat mostof the teaching hours areused for teaching job
specific skills. Forexample, inthe program ofcooking, schools areteaching Chinese students
howto cookChinese food, Western foodsothat when theygraduate, theywould begood
chefs. Andalsointhe program forsecretaries, therearestudents whoarelearning howto drive
cars, fix upa computer, type- job-specific skills. These arevery important. But again human
qualities, interpersonal relations, social skills, communication skills, howto express one's self,
howto workwithotherstudents areequally important. Ithinkoneof the problems inburcountry
isthat many of theseyoung students become very self-centered. Theydonot knowhowto
work withothers. They even donotknowhowto express themselves fUlly. This isa result of the
curriculum contentand theway thiscontent isdelivered.

There are changes in other areasas well- in curriculum design,content, management
and assessment. Forexample, there is a shift from a teacher-centered to learner
centered curriculum. In this kind of environment, teachers encourage active learning,
develop inquiry skills, nurture creativity, and also facilitate how to learn to learn.More
attention is also paid into the learning process rather than the acquisition of fractured
knowledge. At the sametime, there are more learner-directed activities in and outside
the curriculum. The traditional, rigid discipline by subjects is changing to more
interdisciplinary, integrative learning. UNESCO Bangkok has played a very active role in
the 80s in designing integrated curriculum. China learned much from the experiences of
other Asian countries.We adopted an integrated science curriculum in high school in the
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80s, and we offered social studies in the new primary school curriculum. This is one
example of Chinese curriculum specialists learning from UNESCO experiences. When I
was a high school student, we used to have three subjects for mathematics. We had
algebra, geometry, and trigonometry. But this is no longer the case now. We also had
examination-oriented teaching- examination was used to seek feedback from the
students so that the teaching could be improved.

In the West, particularly in the US, school education is value free. There is delineation on
what is supposed to be taught by the school, by the church, by the families. For Asian
countries, I think we have a strong tradition in values education. The teaching of
universally shared human values was made a learning area, and value education was
integrated in the curriculum at all levels. Education used to be regarded primarily as a
vehicle for transforming and preserving cultural norms. But increasingly, international
concerns have been reflected in school curriculum because of globalization.

In terms of curriculum management, there is a shift from centralization to
decentralization. At the same time, the trend is to reduce curriculum load. In China, even
as early as the 60s, Chairman Mao Tsetung had that kind of instruction- that the
curriculum was too heavily loaded and should be cut by one-third. This instruction from
the central authority was made as early as the 60s, yet today it is still being debated how
much should be reduced and how it should be reduced. So by reducing curriculum load, it
means there should be better definition of basic subject content and there should be a
better balance of basic learning competencies and the learning content to be achieved.
In conventional curriculum, technology used to be very weak. Now, it has become
technology pervasive. Information and communication technology (ICT) is even
integrated or offered as a special course. In China, many teaching hours are used for the
teaching of new information technologies. One other change is that textbooks are being
used now only as part of multimedia learning materials and in some cases, no standard
textbooks are used at all.

There is also a change in curriculum assessment. The new change is taking place
accordingly in quantitative and qualitative terms to align with curriculum change. I think
what is important is thatwe are going to measure not only the measurable, but also the
relevant. For example, in our college entrance examination, there are only three core
subjects placed in our nationwide college entrance examination, which are Chinese
language, mathematics, and a foreign language (mostly English). For those applying in the
natural sciences, we add physics, chemistry, and biology. For those intending to major in the
social sciences, we add history and geography. So it's three plus three or three plus two. In
recent years, the new model is three plus x. Moral education in Chinese curriculum is
always placed as the number one important course, but we do not include it in the college
entrance examination and the teachers do not have very good instruments to evaluate the
learning outcomes for moral education or character education. There are no indicators, no
instruments. It's neither measured nor evaluated. Thus, people tended to focus on those
subjects which would be examined in the national college entrance examination like
mathematics, Chinese, English, chemistry, physics, biology, history and geography. ---
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Policy issues in curriculum change

Iwould liketo discuss some ofthe policy issues incurriculum change, whichare being
debated in some countries. Oneissue is howto relate curriculum objectives to educational
ends. I think we need to continue to inquire howtheseends canbetranslated intocurriculum
contentandactivities. Anotheris howto align curriculum andteaching standards to learning
standards. Iwasvisiting the United States lastmonth. When Iwas in New York, I hada
discussion with the State's Education Department. Oneof the projects they aredoing is to
refinelearning standards for specific subjects at a given level, for instance, primary school
arithmetic, secondary school math learning standards). This kindof open attitudetowards
experiments withdiversified curriculum models is important because, Ithink, nocurriculum
model is perfectandnocurriculum model can beapplied to all national context. These
curriculum models have to be relevant to given national or locale-specific conditions.

Also,we should set the policy framework for a system-wide curriculum change. There is
a model included in the UNESCO 2005 Education for All Global Monitoring Report. It is
a policy framework for the improved quality of teaching and learning. The learning is
placed in the middleor at the center, and the teaching or learning is supposed to
facilitate the actual learningacquisition of the learner. Thenthere are many factors
affecting learning or teaching and there are also manystakeholders that playdifferent
roles in the curriculumdevelopment and also in the processof teaching and learning.
This is one of the policy framework proposed by UNESCO.

Another issue is what is calledthe differentiation in curriculumand South Korea is one
example. In South Korea, a differentiation curriculumwas introduced in which learning
objectives were prepared for different student groups basedon the academic capacity
of those from the first to tenth grades, as well as on the interests and future careers of
those in eleventh to twelfth grades. What is a differentiated curriculum? How should
curriculum be differentiated for different learninggroups?This is one of the issues.

Another kind of issuepertains to the so-called minimum learning standards, which the
UNICEF talked so muchabout in the 90s.The issueis minimum learning standards for
whom?Is it supposed to be for children of disadvantaged groups in rural areasor in the
minorities? Doesthis mean that these children have lessabilityto achieve the learning
standards set for ourschools' pupils? Then there is the issueof equality. Whyminimum
standards for children of disadvantage<\moups? Whatkindof conditions can be provided
to these disadvantaged groups so that t"ey can alsoachieve the average or the
nationwidestandards set for all children? How doyou defineminimum? Forwhom and on
what assumptions? Doesit conflict with the principle of equity? What kind of social
consequences might there be?InChina, for example, 50 percentof studentsgo to general
high schoolandthe other 50 percentgo to vocational schools. Vocational school
education is still regarded asa secondclass education catering to those who are not
achieving well. Onlya few vocational schools offer programs that can leadto verygoodjob
prospects. Although parents are motivated to sendtheir children to these schools, they
viewvocational schools as second classschools. I think this a very importantpolicyissue.
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Another issue is that learning as a cost-cutting curriculum course. In the new China
school curriculum, for example, we have a separate course, a special course on research
learning. In the United States and many other developed countries, inquiry learning or
research-based learning is integrated into all subjects. So even primary school pupils,
they are required to look for materials in the library or on the web and write a paper,
doinq so-called research. This is meant to encourage pupils to learn how to acquire
knowledge by themselves. In China's new curriculum, it is offered as a separate course.
There is a kind of discussion whether it is better to have a separate course or whether is
it to be integrated into all subjects.

There is also a discussion about the approaches to curriculum change: whether there
should be only modification plus additional courses, or fundamental removal or replacement
or reorganization. We are fully aware of the impact of new technologies whereby learners
need not learn those factual knowledge in classrooms, they could learn these through the
web or through other materials. Why should we teach? Why should we cram our textbooks
with these kinds of information? So much of the curriculum content can be totally removed
or replaced. There are many different approaches- radical or revolutionary.

There is a debate on whether the curriculum change should be supply-driven or demand
driven. By supply-driven, we mean that curriculums are supposed to deliver what
curriculum specialists think or what the teachers think students should learn and how
they should learn. Curriculum specialists tend to regard themselves as the authority of
knowledge or in the design of curriculum content. They believe these content should be
taught this way and that way. But this is changing. It should be more demand-driven;
learning based on the actual needs of learners.

Likewise, there is a debate on whether we should reduce one-third of the learning content
of the learning load. For example, in our country, high school students have much
homework to do. Even in primary schools, students have to do homework. In some cases,
they complete their homework by midnight. And their homework has to be signed by their
parents before they hand them over to the teachers. My question is whether our curriculum
is so overloaded and to what extent should it be reduced. I think this is also debatable.

One other common problem is the link and continuity of learning from primary to
secondary school. Curriculum specialists tend to work on their own areas of study or
their own subject courses. They do not think so much about how to connect or link
primary school courses to secondary curriculum. In some cases, there is much
overlapping in curriculum content. In this way, the learning load also becomes
overloaded. A kind of holistic and integrated approach might be necessary.

l
I
I

There are also concerns about the mechanism for supervision, monitoring and evaluation,
and the sustainability of curriculum change. As I have mentioned, our government
provided so much budget for curriculum change, but the problem was what kind of
changes should be implemented. That is why in recent two or three years, not so much
progress was made in curriculum reform. We are waiting for another major input from the .1------1
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governmentso that university professors, research scholars, curriculum specialists willi
have new resources for their own work.This kind of sustainability is an issue.

A major policy issue is how to reform school curriculum along with the transformation of
the college entrance examination. In China, local authorities now havegreater power to
developtheir own local curriculum- 30 percent of our school curriculum is left to the
local or the provincial-and the county-level authority. But many local curriculum
developers are reluctant to deviatefrom the centrally-developed curriculum because if
they design their own textbooks, students might not meet higher learning standards of
national curriculum, and the high school graduates might not be so competitive in the
nationwide college entrance examination. Hence,they prefer to use the nationally
developed curriculum. Forexample, we have55 minoritiesand we encourage bilingual
education starting in elementaryschool. But in manyminorityschools, they tend to use
Mandarin becausetheir language is not well developed. Also, curriculum specialists are
less competent, so they use the national Mandarin curriculumtextbooks so that these
children of minoritieswould alsohavemoreopportunities to enter nationalcollege.

Interms of trends anddirections, there aretwo different approaches. One is radical/
fundamental. Another is changein certain coursecontent. An example of a radical
approach is the non-graded primary school in the U.S., which started as earlyas in the 60s.
Thereare hundreds of primary schools that are implementing a non-graded curriculum.
Primary schoolsaregrouped bydifferent levels, not bygrades. Another example is that in
someschools, they don't have standardized school textbooks. For instance, the
International Baccalaureate Organization (IBO) doesnot have so-called standardized
textbooks, but onlyhave multimedia, multiple teachingandlearning materials secured from
different sources. Thiswasa model developed andproposed at a regional workshopwhich
Lucille andthe International Bureauof Education organized in late90s. The curriculum
model offered bythe IBO is a kind of a hexagon. In middleschool, the outer part of the
hexagon includes languages, humanities, technologies, mathematics, science, while the
innercore includesapproaches to learning andcommunity service. In high school, there
aresix subjectgroupsat the outer core:Language 1, Language 2,experimental sciences,
arts and electives, mathematics, and individuals andsocieties. Studentsmaytake not
morethan four subjectareas at a higher level with 240 hours, andthe other subjects at a
standard level with 150 hours. The innercore of the hexagon is composed of theory of
knowledge, creativity, actionand service, which unify all the subject areas.

Finally, there is a needto focus on the capacity-building of teachers in view of their vital
roles in curriculum change: as real actors, as participants indecision-making, as conveyors
of curriculum philosophy, as implementers, asdesigners of curricular materials and
teaching approaches, andas lifelong learners. Curriculum reform andteachers' professional
development areclosely linked in building a learning profession. Thequalityof what
teachers know and can do hasthe greatest impacton student learning. Thankyou.
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Innovation for Development's (APEID) UNESCO Bangkok

Role in Curriculum Change & Innovation

Iwant to thank the organizers, especially PSSC, for inviting me and giving me
opportunity to share with you what UNESCO Bangkok is doing specifically relating to
curriculum innovation.

What I'm going to do is I'm going to start with a pre-amble, a continuation and a sort of
response to what Dr. Zhou said so that you can see the continuity of what we are saying.
Then I'm going to show you a short video clipping on Education for Sustainable
Development (ESD) because that would be the focus of my talk. How many of you have
heard of ESD? I think it's quite new to many of you.

Dr. Zhou gave a very exhaustive and very comprehensive overview of what curriculum
change is and what other countries are doing, but what struck me was the phrase

"learning for creativity and adaptability to change." Adaptability to change implies that
change is happening out there whether you like it or not, whether it's for the better or
worse. It is the onus of the individual to adapt to change. Yet at the same time, the next
statement is "learning to preserve cultural identity." Thus, the challenge to us individuals
and to curriculum developers is what to change and what to preserve. That is one aspect
that I would like us to bear in mind as we talk.

Learning to change

Now, another point that I would like to illustrate is to go beyond this ability to adapt to
change. It is even more complex and even more challenging; that is, learning to change
and learning to transform. This means not only learning to adapt to changes that are going

on outside of you, but also learning to adapt as an individual with a value system. You see
things outside of you that you don't like, that you think are unjust or discriminatory, how do
you change that? As curriculum developers, as teachers, as educators, as social scientist, I
think we have a very important role.These are the points that I'd like to raise because Dr.
Zhou will talk later on about the four pillars of learning: learning to be, learning to know,
learning to do, learning to live together. Now we are talking of a fifth pillar: learning to
change or learning to transform. The question is how? How to change? When to change?
What to change? I would like to zero in on some concrete ideas on how to do it.The issue
here is character building- the values part. What makes up the individual? What makes
you decide what you do and what you don't do? What is right and what is wrong to you?

Now I'm going to show you a video clipping, four or five minutes on what we call
Education for Sustainable Development. You are familiar with environmental education,
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right? Environmental education is about how to preserve, how to save the planet. ESD is

broader than environmental education. It includes the social and cultural dimension. So
it's very appropriate that the academics of social science are involved because there are
social and cultural perspectives of ESD. (Short ideo clip on ESD)

I have quite a bit in my presentation, but I have decided to cut this and only speak about
the first two items: (1) the Asia-Pacific Programme of Educational Innovation for

Development (APEID) program; and (2) the ESD. We have other aspects such as
human rights education, HIV-AIDS prevention education, world heritage education,

which would fit very nicely under the concept of ESD. There are materials in the website,
but I won't present it. If you are interested, you can just ask me a question.

APEI D's mission is "to be responsible for stimulating and encouraging educational
innovation through a network of national institutions:' It is one of the oldest programs of

UNESCO in the Asia-Pacific region and today we are very lucky that we have three
staff/ex-staff members of APEID: Dr.Zhou Nanzhou, Ms. Lucille Gregorio and myself.

I'm the new kid on the block. I just came two years ago, so I'm hoping to continue the
very good work that they had done.

The key word is education innovation- new ideas, innovative practices, new ways of

doing things especially pertaining to curriculum and educational reform. I mentioned

APEID network. We have a network throughout the Asia-Pacific region at different

levels: college, institutional, higher education/university level. We have UNESCO's
Associated Schools Project Network (ASPnet), technical institute like UNESCO
International Centre for Technical and Vocational Education and Training (UNEVOC),

the APEI 0 associate centers which link up institutions, research institutes, department

or ministry of education, and also regional centers like SEAMEO-INNOTECH.

In APEID, our programmatic thrust is curriculum change linking up with the International
Bureau of Education, the FocusingResourceson Effective School Health (FRESH) program
which Lucille has set up,and Asia-Pacific International Education and Values Education
(APN IEVE) where Dr.Zhou is the current president. Now ESD is the thrust and we are

also coming up with a network of institutions working on ESD. Since my two ex-colleagues
have retired, there are a few changes in the APEID programs. We still have higher

education, teacher education, technical and vocational education, but two new components
have come in and form part of the major thrust of our work: ESD and ICT in education.

,I
,I

I am moving now on ESD and elaborate a bit on what you have seen on the video clip.

A major thrust of APEI 0 is on how to reorient existing education to address sustainable
development. Some of you may have already known that the Decade of Education for
Sustainable Development has been launched last year by United Nations. UNESCO is
the lead agency for implementing this. It is from 2005 to 2014. The vision of ESD is "a
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world where everyone has the opportunity to benefit from education and learn the values,
behaviors and lifestyles required for a sustainable future and for positive societal
transformation:' They key words here are sustainable future and societal transformation.
T0) do that, we need to have the correct behavior, the correct attitude, the correct
lifestyle. The key idea here is that ESD is for everyone, not just for schoolteachers,
curriculum developers, private companies, non-government organizations and
governments. Everybody- even parents and children- should be involved.

Three pillars of Education for Sustainable Development

There are three pillars of sustainable development: society, environment, and economy.
By society, we mean an understanding of social institutions and their role in change and
development. Environment means an awareness of resources and the fragility of the
physical environment. Economy refers to sensitivity to the limits and potential of

economic growth and its impact on society and environment. Culture is the underlying
dimension. Hence, when we talk about culture, we are talking about ways of being,
relating, behaving, believing, and acting.

I'm going to go through the subthemes or content areas that are encompassed in each
pillar. Under the sociocultural perspective, ESD includes the fulfillment of human rights;
the guarantee of peace and human security; gender equality; the reinforcement of
intercultural and international understanding and of cultural diversity; good health; H IV
AIDS prevention-now maybe the Avian flu pandemic that is lurking- and good
governance. Under the environment perspective, we are concerned about conservation
of natural resources, control of climate change, rural transformation, sustainable
urbanization, and disaster prevention and mitigation. We have seen how much disasters
have devastated the Philippines, Indonesia, and northern Thailand. The most difficult,
challenging and unchartered area is the economic pillar. Under economic perspectives,
we have to tackle this whole issue of poverty reduction, and how to get the private
sector to be more corporate responsible and accountable. When we have this capitalist
market society, how do we promote a benign market economy?

Key characteristics of Education for Sustainable Development

What are the key characteristics of ESD? First, it is interdisciplinary and holistic in
approach. This is very relevant because most us, especially academics and intellectuals,
see things through the lens of the way we were trained, for example, as economists, as
biologists, or as anthropoloqistsi It is so hard to have a broader perspective. Second, it is
values driven. Earlier I pointed out the importance of learning to change. When you
decide what to change, there's value on it. What is good, we keep, what is not good, we
change. Good and not good are very subjective and relative. So it's values driven. Third, it
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is focused on critical thinking and problem solving. Fourth, it is multi methodological. Fifth,
it is participatory in decision-making. Finally, what is taught or learned is locally relevant.

A. lot of the time we have national curriculum, and we just say everybody throughout the
country should teach this, which may not be relevant to the local context. How do we
tussle with that? How much should be locally designed and how much should be
nationally designed?

What are the implications for curriculum innovation? I'm sure there are a lot of

implications and my colleagues here can help me. These are just my own thoughts. The
implication for curriculum innovation would be that the types of learning outcomes to
pursue should include knowledge, skills, values, and behaviors. Now, under knowledge, I
would think that it should have the essential cognitive achievements that all learners

should reach including literacy, numeracy, and core subject knowledge. In terms of skills,

they should have a command on how to solve problems, how to experiment, how to work

in teams, how to live together and interact with those who are different from them, and

to learn how to learn. It should also to promote values of solidarity, gender equality,

tolerance, mutual understanding, respect for human rights, nonviolence, and respect for
human life and dignity. Behavior means the willingness to put into practice what has
been learned, actual change in behavior, and the reinforcement of appropriate behavior.

Now, the issue is how do we do this? Very often when you have something new, the issue
is how to introduce a new subject. As we know, our school curriculum is already

overcrowded, overloaded. So what we are trying to advocate is to reorient the existing
curriculum, the existing education system to address sustainable development. We
should realize that many of the topics that are inherent in ESD are already part of the
former education curriculum. However, these topics and content areas need to be

identified and to be teased out and see how they are linked to the concept of sustainable
development. Besides identifying the topics and content, I think we also have to deal
with the teaching and learning process. We always talk about learning-centered

approach. We have tried what we call teaching and learning cycle that was developed by

APNIEVE. APNIEVE teaching and learning cycle emphasizes knowing, understanding,

valuing, and acting. It's a cycle. You know something, you understand why it happened,

then you form a value that this is good, this is not good, this should change, this shouldn't

change, this should continue, this shouldn't continue, and then acting on it. It is not just

knowing intellectually. So that's why the behavior comes in.

Regional strategies for Education for Sustainable Development

Since the Decade of Education for Sustainable Development started only last year, we
are still grappling with the concept. We are still experimenting on how to incorporate it
into the school curriculum and how to get the teachers to adopt this ESD. In fact, we
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have done more at the teacher-training level in the last two years that at the curriculum

level. But, we have come up with a few regional strategies in trying to get schools to
incorporate ESD in the school curriculum. One is transdisciplinary approach, which
means ESD has to cut across the school curriculum. Two, we have to be innovative; that

is, we need to experiment with the local context, the school that you are working in.

Three, it has to have to involve the whole school. Fourth is thematic approach

developing main themes and subthemes to flesh out issues relating to sustainable

c'evelopment. The last, and maybe the most important one, is partnership approach.
UNESCO cannot do this alone since we don't have the capacity, we don't have the
resources. UNESCO, especially UNESCO-APEID which is the prime mover of ESD, is

intent on forming partnerships. So far, I can share with you that we have built

partnerships with APNIEVE, the Asia-Pacific Education for International Understanding

(APCEIU) in Seoul, the Asia Pacific Cultural Center of UNESCO (ACCU) in Tokyo, as
well as with other APEID associate centres and ASPnet schools. We hope to build more

partnerships as we go along and I invite your institutions to form partnerships with us. I
will stop here. Thank you very much.

Open Forum

Mr. Arnold Azurin (UP Center for Integrative Development Studies): After listening to
the two very well presented papers, I realizedthat there is no mention at all about nationalism
and I might understand why there is no mention. The issue between China and Japan about

textbooks interpreting what happened in World War II is still a very problematic issue. So then

my question is: how in your scheme of curricular development or education for sustainable
development do you propose to tackle nationalism because it is still there as a living
characteristic of communities? How do you propose to tone down the volatile passions
concerning war memories that are creating a lot of problems between the governments of

China and Japan in curriculum development and textbook development?

Dr. Zhou: My presentation did mention the relation between nationalism and

internationalism. I mentioned that one trend or one direction is to go from only national

and local concerns to dealing with international issues for better international
understanding. This is not only for the textbooks. You mentioned this kind of Sino
Japanese relations. Actually this is one of the policy issues in the development of
textbooks for history because history is a major subject for our primary and secondary
schools. There was a debate in curriculum content on how the Second World War was
interpreted in the teaching and learning of history in the Japanese curriculum.

In China, we use more the words patriotism and internationalism. The word nationalism
has some kind of implication, a different interpretation. In our curriculum change, we did
take care ofthis kind of nurturing of patriotism through our different subjects and in our .>----
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interdisciplinary themes. International understanding in the globalized world is a kind of
curriculum theme and is integrated into our various subjects like geography, like the
teaching of social studies, and also languages. But the main approach we are taking is
to kind of balance nurturing patriotism in this changing world which is increasingly
globalized so that young people would have a better understanding of their own history
and culture, and at the same time, would have a broadened vision of China, of the nation
as part of the global civil society. So I think the teaching of patriotism and the nurturing
of international understanding is most taken cared of. Now we are trying to integrate
these themes into our curriculum.

Dr. Lee: As rightly pointed out, I read somewhere that patriotism is a broad concept of
love for the nation, whereas nationalism or nationalistic is a very narrow concept of
attitude that you have for your nation. We need to distinguish the two. Now under ESD,
there are two dimensions. One is education for international understanding. Here we are
very concerned about peace because there is so much conflict between countries.
Conflict resolution and peace education are very much a part of ESD concept. But I'd
like to also point out that the respect for cultural diversity is not only an issue between
nations like Japan and China, China and Korea, or Malaysia and the Philippines, but also
an issue within the country, especially in multicultural and multiethnic countries. The
concept of intercultural understanding is so important. Let me give you an example. I
come from Malaysia which is a majority Muslim country. And working in Malaysia for the
most part of my career, I get very upset, because they will go and schedule meetings on
Good Friday and Easter Sunday, totally ignorant of what is happening in other cultures
within the country. Then coming to work in Thailand, and my short stay here in the
Philippines, I experienced the reverse. We get invited to dinners and receptions and I
have Muslim colleagues sitting with me saying, "Tell me which ones I can eat, which ones
I can't eat,"because pork is served. So that is the kind of cultural sensitivity that is so

important and people need to be sensitized.

Mr. Wilfredo Prilles (Naga City Government): I just came in at the point where you
said that you are open for partnership. So my question is how do we get things rolling?
For instance, if the City Government of Naga is strongly interested in curriculum change,
how do we get into partnership with UNESCO to assist us in actualizing this even as the
provision of public education service is centralized with the Department of Education?
There is very little elbow room that is available to local communities. And yet at the same

time, we want to achieve a lot. I will welcome clarification.

Dr. Lee: I think each case needs to be worked out. UNESCO being an international
organization usually works with the national government. Each country has a National
Commission for UNESCO. But that does not rule out working with local authority. A very
good example is Cebu. The Cebu local authority is one of our partners in ESD. This is
because they are enthusiastic and they are willing to put in the resources, the human
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resources, to organizethings. Bear in mind that UNESCO, as our colleagues here can
blear witness, is not a funding agency. But we can providetechnical assistance and
technical expertise and we can talk.

[Or. Zhou: Dr. MollyLeementioned several partners likeACCUandCommunity Learning
Centers (CLC). CLC is a program of Asia-Pacific Program on Education for All (APPEAL),
which isaseparate unit from UNESCOBangkok. They have developed community learning
centers in morethan 20 countries. This isoneof the mechanisms in implementing Education
for All programs. They could bean important partner of APEID program on ESD.I think,
apartfromthis, youmust look intohowto become a member of APEI0 program by
becoming anAPEI0 associate centerinthe Philippines. Idon'tknowthe exactnumberof
associate centers in the Philippines, butthey have somevery active associate centers here
including SEAMEO-INNOTECH.I think your local community canget involved in this by
membership in the APEID program through the UNESCONational Commission, andalso
through Dr. MollyLeeherselfwho is coordinating the APEID program. Also, from her
presentation, we have seen thatAPElo is refocusing its Education for Sustainable
Development, whichwas in the initial mission of APEI0 program morethan thirtyyears ago,
butnowrefocused on innovation. Ithink if yourcommunity hasmade meaningful innovations
in usingICTfor educational exchange or for curriculum change, whynot apply to be an
APEID associate center? Then youcan become a memberitself rather than a partner.

Dr. Aguilar: Professor Zhou, your presentation was very stimulating. How do you make a
distinction between a learner-centered curriculum with a lot of room for creativity and
where you havevery bright students and creative teachers,and other contexts or
settings where students are not very bright and perhaps eventeachers are not very
creative and do not havea lot of resources. I have heard anecdotally that in areas where
these approaches havebeen tried, students who are not verybright and teachers who
are not so creative havetended to lag behind, and therefore in the end,they become
more disadvantaged. So could you pleaseenlighten me on this issue?

Dr. Zhou: I think in all education system, the difference between individual learners is a
reality. And this kind of difference could not and should not be taken away. Teachers and
curriculum developmentspecialistsshould design approaches to cater to these kinds of
differences between the learners. One possibleapproach is, you might design stratified
nationalcurriculum standards. Under these standards, you define learning objectives in
different learning areassuch as social sciences, natural sciences and life skills.Then, you
design modules of curriculum content so that learninggroups with different capabilities
can make their own choices with regard to modules. In the traditional curriculum where
textbooks are used, you go from one unit to another and it is quite rigid. It is very difficult
to choose from these units and to organizeclasses for those better-achieving students.
But i~ you have learning objectivesdesigned for different learners' groups,andyou have
different modulesof curriculum content to fit the different needs of these learning
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groups,then students and teachers are in a better position. Schools do not haveto have
this kind of nongradedschool structure.

Also anotherapproach is to design/developmore appropriate evaluation and assessment
instruments. If we use conventional evaluation methods, it's very difficult to put this kind of
different groups into oneclassroom andto offer individualized teaching. It is verydifficult
becausein manyof ourAsian countries, the class sizes tendedto be very largecompared
with classes in Western countries. Forexample in China, there are 70 to 80 pupils in one
classroom. Very crowded. How could teachers individualize teaching, pursuethese kindsof
learning modules, andchange learning methods? Thiscouldn'tbe done.

Inaddition, Iwould liketo referyouto the IBO model wherestandards aresetat higherlevel
andat standard level sodifferentlearners could take different levels of courses. There isan
advanced placement program wherehighschool students canpay university course credits
for thosebrightstudents andwhen theyfinish highschool, theyhave already earned some
credits whichcan betransferred to college. This can reduce the timethey spend for the
college years. Also, for example, inChina, we have colleges for the young andtalented so
even young people at age fifteen can take the graduate courses. Theydo not have to take all
the highschool courses since theirachievement level ishigh, beyond highschool.

Dr. Lee: I think it is easier done in privateschools than in national schools because in
national schools, the Education Ministry, being the Ministry, wants monitoring and
control.They control the national curriculum and the national examination system. They
even go to the extent of imposing which topics or lessonsto teach in week one, week
two and so forth. It is what we call deskilling the teachers. The teachers don't have much
leewayto experiment, to innovate. On the other hand, in the privateschools, facilities are
better and teachers have much more room to innovateand experiment.

Mr. Assad Baunto (International Fellowships Program Fellow): I havea question on
the role of education in multicultural setting in relation to development. The current trend
now is curriculum change. In the Philippines, they want to integrate courses in the
general education,the standard education (English, science, math) with Islamic
education. In Mindanao, there is Islamiceducation, the madrasah system, and there is
also the standard formal education. Those in favor of integrating the two see formal
education and madrasah system as complementary, meaningthey go together. But,
there are some peoplewho want to madrasah only because it gives them social identity,
social capital, social network. It acts as their social insuranceagainst changes in the
environment. On the other hand, there are people who want a standard formal education
only. If the two systemsare integrated, there maybe a problem of overcrowding. At the
sametime, some peoplethink that it will destroy social identify and social network- you
open up their perspective on current trends in globalization, modernity, opportunities,
higher welfare,all these stuff. Kindly comment on this.
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Dr. Lee: Excellent issue, unsolved problem. I remember when I went to study my
postgraduate on curriculum, school curriculum was defined as "a selection of culture."
Sounds very simple and straightforward. Then the next question is whose culture? For

whom? It becomes very problematic. I think what you have identified is whose culture?

Different types of school system have different kinds of cultures. Even mission school
and public schools perpetuate a certain kind of culture. If there is a variety of schools
existing, parents would have a choice. Now you are talking about parental choice of the
kind of education they want for their children. Some countries have more choices, more
freedom than others.

r

,

Your issue of Islamic school in Mindanao is the same as that in Malaysia and Thailand. It

is an issue of how threatened the government is on the minority issue. It's not just
religion. Language is also a problem. I'll give examples. In Malaysia, there is the issue of

Chinese education versus mainstream Malay education. In Singapore, Chinese education
for the majority of the Chinese died a natural death. The Chinese schools closed. Why?
Because it's not just the cultural dimension, it is also the economic dimension. There is
more economic value in English education and so they choose to send their children to
English schools. In Malaysia, the reverse is true. When the Chinese parents felt that their
Chinese identity is being threatened, even the mama and papa who don't speak Chinese,
those who were assimilated Chinese, send their children to Chinese schools. That is the
political dimension. In Malaysia, the madrasah school, we call them escuela bontoc, is
beinq closed down by the government because the government felt so threatened by the
radical fundamentalist Muslim Islamic schools. They close these schools down. They
started opening their own version of religious schools. Each country has to understand
the political situation to see what is happening. That's all that I can offer you.

Dr. Zhou: You know, in China, Islamic Muslims are the largest minority. They are more
than 20 million. There is a large Islamic population in China. To answer your question,
maybe I could suggest some observations. One is that the national curriculum standards
themselves should reflect the need for diversified educational content. The teaching of
different cultural values including Islamic education in your society should be one of the
aims for learning acquisition in a multicultural society. Secondly, in your country, there is a
proportion of national school curriculum that is to be locally developed. Given this, you
might design separate courses to cater to Islamic education or religious education.
There is a kind of flexibility given to local districts or local schools. Thirdly, integration of
this kind of Islamic education can be made into various school subjects, standardized at
the national level. I think there are different ways to integrate your national and Islamic
education in curriculum content.

Mr. Azurin: I would like to follow up the issue because it seems like the integration of
Islamic and the formal can be handled easily. I think it is a very difficult, controversial
matter. The madrasah system, like Prof. Lee said, implies a different kind of culture. The
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madrasah teachers claim that the irnportantxchosen holy people are based in Arab and

they spread out around the world and they reached Mindanao, Sulu, and they became

the ruling class in that area. In other words, there is a supremacy of cultural self
valuation and identity. In the madrasah system, they must use the Arabic language

because that is the holy language of the privileged people. Now, in the Constitution of

the Philippines, which is supposed to be the political and sociological schema for
interpersonal relationship, it says that all people are equal and so on and so forth. At the

same time, Filipino students are taught about Christianity. They are being indoctrinated

to be pro-Israel and against Palestine as they are growing up without knowing that they
are being blindfolded by the formal school system. I think the teachers and the school
administrators know that they are indoctrinating pupils, but they don't do anything
because their superiors and the government itself are engaged in this kind of subtle
indoctrination too. Where do we create a wedge to change this veiled and effective
indoctrination of specific culture?

Dr. Lee: It depends on the political clout of the group that you are talking about. In some

countries where there is democratic space, they manage to get concessions. In

Malaysia, they managed to get primary school education in Chinese. If they need your
vote or if they need your support, they will compromise. It's all political. Curriculum is just
one of the contested areas.
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Many of you would know already what I am going to say. I will just thread them
together in a sensible form. What is happening in our educational system is
what I would call a lot of nonsense. As you verywell know, last week or this

week is the opening of the classes and so the media, from print to television, havebeen
fcocusing onthe educational system, especially elementary andthe highschoolor what we
call basiceducation. You have noticed, those of youwho have beenwatchingtelevision or
reading newspapers, that the concentration of mediaandthe government hasbeenonthe
supplyof textbooks, classrooms, andteachers. You knowvery well that we have
inadequacy of these three. Theykeepon mentioning numberof classrooms, or ratioof
pupils to a classroom. Theysayit is 100 perclassroom. It is actually 50 students per
classroom divided into two shifts, the morning shift andafternoon shift. Thereisanother
session, which they call section three. When I asked what is that section three? Is that
evening session? No, it is the people who take their classes underthe tree- it is section
tree, not three. Well, to us it's a joke.But,to many in the provinces, it is not really a joke.

Still, that is not what I would consider basic or eventragic situation. The more tragic
situation is what is not mentionedat all in the massmedia. So what if they hold classes
under the tree, or in the bathroom? So what if they have morningand afternoon
sessions? The question is what are they learning?What are the teachers teaching?
Everything that I will be sayinghere would somehow be a more intimate view of what Dr.
Zhou was sayinga while ago about integrativeapproach to learning, about reducing the
manhours, and then perhaps making it more holistic. All the beautiful things that Dr.
Zhou said a while ago are really part of my own dream in the Philippines. I know that it's
a dream becauseour policymakers in education do not really bother about what is being
taught by the teachers who have more to learn than to teach. It is not to put down the
teaching force because I had been part of the teaching force myself. We know very well
that in the Philippines- and I am surethat nobodywould quarrel with me here- the
parents or relatives would say: "You'd better be a teacher because you cannot be a
lawyer. Come on child, you cannot be an engineer or a nurseso just be a teacher:' For
them, it is easier to be finishing a course and then be a teacher, than to be engaged in
any other profession. With that kind of social valueto the teaching force, what is also the
policyvalue of the governmentand the school administrators? It clearly reflects that.
Nobodycares in the media, whether television or print, about finding out what the
teachers are teaching and what the students are learning.

I havebeen involved in a protracted kind of research on what ails our public education,
especiallyour basic education. I started it in 2002 and I hadto read first the book
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published by the Philippine Social Science Council as part of their evaluation of the kind
of concepts being used in textbooks. To make the story short, the evaluation of the
PSSC-UNESCO publication published in 2001 is that the concepts used are already
obsolete and irrelevant. I will cite an example of how bad our concepts are. We teach our
teachers and we ourselves.teach our friends that the ancestors of the Filipinos are the
first Aeta. What is basically taught is that they are so primitive; live in the forest; and just
survive on hunting and gathering. Then came the first immigrants, the Indonesians. The
Indonesians came with little bit of a high grade of culture, but it cannot compare to the
next wave, the Malay. The Malay came as a superior culture to these shores. There is a
very recent book published only three years ago by my own host institution, the Center for
Integrative and Development Studies (CIDS), in which one chapter claims that the
Matigsalog, a minority group in Mindanao, are descended from the Indonesians who
migrated to the Philippines in 1500s. This book was part of the Mindanao desk of
research of CIDS and so when I saw it before printing, I talked with the boss of my office
and pointed out that whoever said that the Matigsalogs descended from the Indonesians
and came in 1500s was too late because in 1500s the Spaniards were already on their
way here. What kind of migration is that by our primeval ancestors? Then the boss said to
me: "But Samuel Tan, the historian, already approved it. And the problem with you is that
you are complaining now when it is about to go to press." And so it went to press. The
worst part is the claim in the next paragraph that: "The Matigsalogs have kinky hair, and
dark-skinned, and are short." I myself have gone to the Matigsalog group in Sinuda Valley
and of course they are taller than I am. They didn't have kinky hair. It is a stereotypic
visage. That is the kind of book that is published even by the University of the Philippine
so what do we expect from the other textbooks that we are using? Let me cite Samuel
Tan himself when he said that: "When these publishers say that they have a new or a
revised edition of textbooks for use this year, what they really mean is that they changed
the cover of the book. That is all that they revised."

The big problem is what the DepEd has been doing or has not been doing. We don't hear
from the DepEd that they are improving the curriculum of the school system. They are not
saying that anymore. During the time of Sec. Raul Roco in 2001-2002, he tried his best to
come up with a revised curriculum for basic education, which he called the Makabayan
cluster. He pursued clustering so that the teachers will be liberated somehow from so much
load of teaching independently history, social studies, and social values, among others.
There would be more time to study math, science and English. The orientation of the
curricular change was biased in favor of these three subjects, and nothing was heard about
social studies, or civic education or about the interpersonal education of the children and
their humanistic values and so on. I talked with Dr. Maria Luisa Doronilla who recently
passed away while doing education research in Mindanao. She said that the problem with
the Makabayan cluster was that it made the teachers more confused. As some of you
might have noticed, many teachers resisted it. They had a lot of statements in the papers
that they didn't want it. One reason was that they didn't know how to handle it. Another was
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that it was supposed to engage in team teaching. They didn't know how to organize a

team. Obviously, Makabayan is trying to present a pedagogical approach, an instructional

style, that is very similar to what Dr. Zhou was saying a while ago which is integrative,
holistic, interdisciplinary. But, the teachers resisted it and they were part of the pressure to

oust Secretary Roco. In a way, they didn't make the stay of Secretary Roco comfortable.

When Roco himself was too premature in saying that he would like to run for the
presidency, he immediately got the ax from _Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo. So that is the end
of our Makabayan curricular change. Until now, it is not being implemented. There is no

integrative teaching, no holistic orientation, no minimizing the time. Today, the teachers
are handling it by dividing the time: they teach history up to 45 minutes, then shift to
geography for several minutes, and so on.

I have been wondering and asking people, what kind of education are we really getting and

what kind of testing? In 2003, when education officials were quoted by media as saying

that 99.6 percent of the elementary graduates failed the National Achievement Test and
less than one point passed, I wondered what kind of testing was it. Last year there was
another news that even in Filipino language, Tagalog,only about 60 percent passed. Again,
the question is what was being tested? How do they determine the rightness and

wrongness of answers in Filipino? Now let me give you an example. There was a writer

whose daughter was told to use the word kapakipakinabang (useful). When a very young

student is asked to use kapakipakinabang, it would be a very difficult exercise for her,

especially when the family communicates in English. Instead of some exotic terms such as

kapakipakinabang, why not just use the terms maysilbi/walang silbior maypakinabang/
walang pakinabang which are basically the same. What is the rightness and wrongness of
these answers? Have we found out? Also, when there is a test question that asks the

national costume for male, is it wrong to just say barong instead of barong Tagalog? The
textbook says barong Tagalog is the correct one, but the term barong alone is being used

by most of us.

What I am saying is that what we need is to change the building blocks of knowledge that

we are trying to purvey through classroom to innocent children. We must have a different
kind of a knowledge system. An agency like the PSSC or the National Institute for

Science and Mathematics Education, or maybe an institute of social science and
communications must help the DepEd in evaluating these things and look over the

shoulders of the DepEd. DepEd is very much interested in the textbooks, but are not very

interested in the content. In fact, I interviewed the National Book Development Board
(NBDB), also based in the University of the Philippines incidentally, and asked the people

there: "What do you do when you engage in national book development?" They answered:
"It's simple. We only look into the contract whether the books submitted to us for
distribution has the right cover, the right paper, has the right number of pages, and has
the right volume according to the contract' All they do is look at the technical aspects.
Who is going to evaluate these evaluators? Somehow, there must be a wedge into this
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monolithic system of churning out very bad books that nobody cared to evaluate as to
their badness. Toquote the PSSC-UNESCO study: "The concepts being purveyed are
obsolete and irrelevant:'

What can we do to make the Makabayan cluster organized by Roco workable? Dr.
Doronilla said that even DepEd does not have the competence to be able to evaluate
what is reliable knowledge and what is not reliable. I am not surprised. They are the
administrators of the number of classrooms and the number of textbooks, but they are
not really administrators of the knowledge system. Now, let me be more daring by
saying that if we have to really push something, I think we have to push for a new
regime of knowledge, which is integrative, holistic, interpersonal, humanistic, and scientific.
How do we do that? I have to rely on the idea of Jacques Delors who said that basic
education especially among children should start with what is in their immediate
environment, not about the universe. They must first understand their own environment
before moving on to a wider area. I have proposed a set of references that would definitely

subvert the textbooks system and the mediocrity of the teaching process. This is an
approach to intervene. In this set of readings for teachers, we start first with the origin
of the terrestrial, marine, air of the archipelago and Asia (because the archipelago
cannot exist apart from its Asian context). Then we introduce the geological formations
of islands and mountains- fully illustrated. Then we proceed with the geographic/
archeological concept of the sundalan. The sundalan is supposed to be the big mass of
land interconnected with Indonesia, Borneo, Indochina or what used to be Indochina, and
South China, all the way to Japan. Since the sea level at the time was so low, so much
of land was exposed and because we are in the equatorial area, this land was a very
fertile zone for biodiversity. While many parts of the world were covered with snow, with
ice, here in the sundalan, in the equator, all the way to Africa, the land was very fertile
and produced a lot of animals and plants. This kind of reference material will now try to
show the teachers and titillate their minds that the process of making islands, mountains,

rivers, is really a scientific process. It is not done by the diwatas, by the spirits, and by
the gods. No matter how we love our traditional gods and animist pantheon, we still

have to go into a scientific discourse in a classroom.

Can we really create a wedge and present this idea to the Department of Education? I
have my doubts. The interests of the publishers of bad textbooks, the distributors and the
people who receive these in DepEd are so traditionally interlocked and we cannot
intervene in that aspect What may be done is go to another agency, not the DepEd, and
see whether we can come up with these modules, then we can experiment. If we can
excite more teachers to use it, then we would have achieved a little thing. Our projection
is, if we can have one percent of teachers in one year, then it would be a very joyous
achievement already. I was intent on listening to Dr.Zhou a while ago because there in
his powerpoint presentation, we saw the main ideas that would support this kind of
knowledge projection through the classroom. So with this, I will stop now. Thank you.
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Open Forum

Ms. Eliza Agoo (Department of Education-Baguio): This is a reaction. I am an
educational supervisor for social studiesbased in Baguio. In fairness to DepEd, we never
prescribed textbooks. Wealways train our teachersto be resourceful in getting reference
materials. If you haveanysuggestions on the best books to use, then I can recommend
these to the Baguio office. I have been part of DepEdevaluation of textbooks and we do
have consultants from the University of the Philippines andAteneo de ManilaUniversity
and other experts who look into the content of the social studiestextbook.Wedon't just
look at the book cover. Weevaluate the content, and look into the learningcompetencies.
Until now, there is no textbook that had passed the evaluation for social studies. We
recommend references andwe tell teachers not to relyon a textbook.

With regard to the waveof migration, I guess that had been scrapped. Whatwe reallyneed
is teachers'training. The instructional leadershould recommend howteachersshould
implementthe competencies. When we sayMakabayan cluster, it doesnot meanthat the
subjects are rolled into one. Insecondary school, we havea specific subject area, Araling
Panfipunan (social studies) I, II, III, and IV, with 50-minute allotment, four times a week.We
have physical education, musicand health, which haveseparate time allotments. What the
subjects have is an integrativetheme pergrading period. What I am disappointed about is
the mannerof implementation. Theteachershave beentrained how to integrate using
one-theme pergrading period. The problem here is teachers'training.

Dr. Lee: I would like to sharesomeexperiences we have in Malaysia. We havea Textbook
Bureauthat selects textbooks for the national system, but there is so much money
involved, from the suppliers and policymakers. Theyzone it out.This partof Malaysiawill
follow one textbook,the other one will follow anothertextbook.This is doneso that the
profit is distributed quite fairly. You know, Ilike your idea of evaluating the textbooks,the
qualityof the textbooks,the relevant knowledge. But when push comesto shove, who is
there to makethe kind of decisions in a verycentralized system like Malaysia? At the
school level, in Chineseschools in Malaysia, principals are beingaccused of selling
textbooksand pocketingthe profitsandtaking commissions fromthe suppliers, in millions
of dollarsperyear. So we must not be so naive when we dealwith textbooks.

Another point that I want to make is that no doubt textbook is very important
curriculum is textbook drivenand our teachers rely on textbooks- but I think in the years
to come,with more ICTs, we will be relying more and more on the Internet.There are lots
of information and resourcesthere.

Now,on the issue of localized knowledge that you are advocating about, I would like to
add that the economic value of knowledge determines what kind of knowledge gets .1----
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incorporated in the school system. A very good example is Western medicine and
traditional medicine. We all know how good traditional medicine is, but your traditional
medicine will never get incorporated into the medical faculty.

Mr. Azurin: Thank you for your enlightenment. Thank you also for the lady from Baguio.
But I have one question. If the DepEd does not prescribe textbooks, who does? Because
there is the "approved textbooks:' Who does the approval?

Ms. Agoo: It's the Instructional Materials Council Secretariat. It is not DepEd. We don't
prescribe textbooks. We discourage that. We have told our teachers to be resourceful in
looking for information they give to students. As an educational supervisor in my own
field, I discourage the recommendation to buy textbooks. We have learning
competencies and it's up to the teachers to look for the best materials. What they need
is assistance when it comes to choosing which is the best.

Mr. Isagani Lachica (Philippine Social Science Council): I would just like to point out
that the Instructional Materials Council Secretariat or IMCS is under DepEd. Their office
is in the DepEd main office and the people in the IMCS are actually the people who used
to be part of the Instructional Materials Council (IMC), which is now the National Book

Development Board.

Mr. Prilles: I can only speak about the English, Science and Math because these were
the three subject areas prioritized by the Naga City Government. In 2001, I think, there
was a list of prescribed or approved titles, but a year or two ago, it was rescinded by the
DepEd, precisely because they found problems with the titles contained in the list. There
is actually leeway in so far as local governments are concerned. DepEd, I think, is
coming up with a new list that they will endorse to the local governments. DepEd is
inviting publishers to come up with new textbook titles. Ms. Agoo is correct in saying that
there are no prescribed titles right now. But, DepEd is buying textbooks and the mere
process of buying textbooks and distributing it throughout the archipelago in essence
means that these are the ones that you should buy. It is possible that instead of titles
coming from the national government, the city government will buy different titles.
Hence, in the classroom, there can be two titles for the same subject.

..
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ou will get the material that we have developed for management of curriculum
change. This material, which is quite thick, has been developed by the UNESCO

Bangkok's Asia-Pacific Programme of Educational Innovation for Development

(APEI D) starting from year 2000 when Professor Zhou was still our coordinator, and

finalized eventually when Dr. Molly Lee became the coordinator of APEI D. It took us five

years to have a research-based resource material for training of curriculum developers and

education specialists to build the capacities for management of curriculum change. The
material, which we have titled Leading and Facilitating Curriculum Change, is a resource

pack: for capacity building. I will explain to you what it is about.

The resource pack has eight modules that you can use for training your teachers, your
education specialists, and your curriculum specialists. We recommend it especially for teacher

training institutions so that the teachers will be prepared on what to do in case of curriculum
change. The development of this material began in year 2000 when a framework for capacity
building for curriculum specialists was developed in Bangkok. The person who developed the
framework for the countries to undertake is of course our own Dr.Jean Miralao with a team of
specialists from Southeast and East Asia. Originally we had 10 countries, but it expanded to

as many as 12 countries in Asia, and now it is being utilized in other regions of the world
because of the involvement of the International Bureau of Education and the formation of the

community of practice. The community of practice is actually an exchange, a network of
practitioners who would like to access materials in the Internet.

If, for example, you want to know what is happening in 'Malaysia, we have a CD-rom

attached to this book, which shows you exactly what curriculum reforms have taken place

and what we can learn from those. This is not supposed to be a Bible. It is supposed to be a

guide for curriculum specialists. If we want to learn about curriculum development, then this
is going to be useful for us.

Curriculum change has been going on in many parts of the world. The International Bureau
of Education International Conference, which takes place every two years and where
UNESCO member-countries are represented, will give you an idea of what is happening
around the world and what we are going to learn from their experiences. The resource pack
starts with the central module curriculum change. It is a curriculum change module that will
allow us to reflect, make a vision, and then take action as a starting point of capacity
building. After the introductory module, the persons using the material can just click on any

one of these topics. If you are interested, for example, in piloting an innovation, then click

this so that everything on piloting an innovation will come out of your computer. Or, if you ---
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are interested in curriculum change, and particularly want to know about policy dialogue,
then you just click it if you are connected to the Internet and you will find materials in
other parts of the world that pertain to policy dialogue. There is one chapter on
curriculum design which includes the latest materials and the latest problems we have.
One primer included here is disaster education for disaster prevention. The new areas
which were mentioned by Dr. Lee here this morning are taken up in this capacity building
resource pack. We do not claim that this is complete. That was why it is linked to the
Web so that if you need materials from the International Bureau of Education, then you
will be able to access all the materials that you need related to content and curriculum
development.

There is a chapter that addresses the issue of integrating the madrasah and formal

education curriculum, which Mr. Assad Baunto raised earlier. Some of the concerns are
discussed in the decentralization module. The materials included here are case studies

that come from the eleven countries, which participated in the research on the
development of the material. The Philippines' contribution here is the selection of
textbooks, the criteria on how textbooks are identified, who writes the textbooks, and
all the other issues that you have raised today. Tomorrow, Dr. Tan will be discussing
with us how teachers are trained for curriculum materials, curriculum change, and
teacher development because the National Institute for Science and Mathematics
Education was involved in the development of materials for capacity building.
Somebody also mentioned about curriculum standards. Many countries have
curriculum standards, but I am not sure whether we have one in the Philippines. Maybe
we can ask Ms. Lolit Andrada tomorrow since she's the one in-charge of that. The only
country I can tell you which has a systematic curriculum standard from planning to
curriculum and evaluation using the four pillars of education is Mongolia. You will also
see that in the materials that we have here. It is a very thick book, but you have this in

the CD-rom that will be part of your folder.

Now, for whom is the resource material? This is the framework and you can start with
any module after you have accessed curriculum change. So we have curriculum change,

policy dialogue and formulation, curriculum design, decentralization, development of

textbooks and other teaching learning materials, capacity building for curriculum change,
piloting and innovation, curriculum evaluation, and student assessment. For your
information, the original people who participated in this research-based material
development includes Jean Moraleda; the Secretary of Education herself, Dr. Fe Hidalgo;
and DepEd's Lolit Andrada for the second phase which is the curriculum of the
Philippines including the Makabayan. In this material, we learn about the curriculum
development process of 12 countries including China, Cambodia, Laos, Nepal, Indonesia,
Malaysia, South Korea, Japan, Mongolia, the Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam.
However, the third phase is now the material for capacity building, which you can use
yourself for individual capacity building, or by your teachers if you are a supervisor, or by
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institutionsif you are working in teacher-training institutions. If you are working in a
textbook development board, there is a module on textbooks. We are trying to

recommend the use of this material by the Development Academy of the Philippines
(DAP) where our local administrators are being trained. Hopefully, they will take up this

offer. Anyway, all these materials are copyright free. You don't have to worry about
getting a copyright as long as you acknowledge the use of the materials.

In terms of adaptation, eight countries have translated the materials into the national
language. We did not translate it in the Philippines because we can all understand and
speak English. However, if you think there is a need for us to translate in our national
language, then it is up to you to make your adaptations, make your own materials, put in
your own case analysis.

What are included in this material? In the Introduction, we have the ten criteria for quality
education. This is because the curriculum transformation that was mentioned by Molly
(Lee) this morning is part of the vision for the use of the material. The goals of the
Education for All, the recommendations of the World Conference on Education forAII,
and the latest 2005 Education for All Monitoring Report, plus the UN Millennium
Development Goals are all part of the background in the development of the project. As
mentioned in the discussion, we have different paradigms for curriculum change based
on the political situation, economic situation, the culture of the community, and all the
other vision or mission that is of interest to your own society. The challenge is how to
lead and facilitate curriculum change. The aim of this resource pack is the enhancement
of individual capacities for three functions: leadership, operation, and management. So if
you are in policy, then you are going to use this for decision-making. If you are in
operation function, then you will have to allow your teachers to develop their own
materials, how to prepare a pool of lessons, how to prepare test items for assessment
and evaluation. It will also help the teachers by not letting them do the lesson plans
everyday because the complaint of our teachers is they stay late at night preparing
lesson plans day in and day out. The other complaint is that they don't have enough
resource materials in the classroom. We have also made recommendations in the
capacity-building resource pack on how to utilize the whole school approach, how to do
integrated studies program as what is being done in Japan, what to do in e-Iearning or
leT and how to integrate other new areas like HIV-AIDS prevention education, ESD
which was given to us as a core now of the Education Innovation for Development
Program, and even the Education for Disaster Prevention. All these are part of the
material. The material is for all kinds of audience: for people in policy formulation; design
and development of instructional and support materials; implementation of the
curriculum; research, monitoring and evaluation; students in teacher-training institutions
and graduate schools; and adviser for curriculum studies.

The approach adopted in the development and design of the resource pack is
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collaborative, which means that we have the network between UNESCO-Asia Pacific
RegionalBureau for Education and the International Bureau of Education in Geneva.

But it builds on the experiences of senior people, experts from the different countries of

the region, specifically the 12 countries that I mentioned. We are lucky here that Prof.

Zhou, Dr. Miralao, myself, Dr. Tan, Dr. Lolit Andrada, and Dr. Molly Lee and even Sec. Fe

Hidalgo are supporting it. You may have also heard this morning some issues like linking
global and local realities. The emphasis is on the interplay between global and local

realities, providing a sound understanding of national challenges within the context of
regional/international trend in curriculum development. The material is integrated and

process-oriented. It is a case-study approach based on and looking through the lens of

the four pillars of learning, inclusiveness, respect for social and cultural diversity, and

gender mainstreaming. The modules also highlight the dynamic link between vision and
action and the interdependence between the processes and products that constitute
curriculum development. The material is also flexible and adaptable. It is organized as
self-contained modules, adopted for a wide range of context and audiences. English
language versions of the materials are available in print, CD-rom and online. The web

based resources contain a built-in updating mechanism that allows for continuous

updating and enrichment of the materials through the incorporation of cases and sample

materials submitted by users. This means you are free to submit your materials being

part of the community of practice of curriculum specialists. This material is based on
networking. It provides a framework for regional groups to engage in dialogue about
curriculum renewal policies and processes, thereby promoting effective communication
and collaborative working practices within and across organizations.

The modules contain discussion papers, policy guidelines, illustrative cases, analytical

tools, research studies, sample curriculum materials, and suggested readings-a very
comprehensive set of materials. By using these resources, we will be able to learn ,and
make our own analysis of what is good for our own countries. We had just come up with
a primer for disaster prevention after the earthquake in Indonesia, Thailand and Sri

Lanka. It is entitled Earthquake: Primer on Earthquake Preparedness and Coping
Mechanisms. It could be taken up in science, social studies or even physical education,

depending on the skill of the teachers in the use of the materials. The Science part is
there- the description of magnitude, how it is measured, the intensity scale. There is also

a primer on volcanoes. The Philippines has a lot of volcanoes and they are featured here
such as Mount Mayon. These are just some of the examples of the materials that you will
see inside the resource pack. We have a chapter on how to cope with a traumatic
experience during and after the disaster. In the design, we have activities related to

curriculum framework, what students should know and be able to do, and approaches to
structuring content. We have discussion papers and lessons learned regarding the
separation or integration, infusion of peace, citizenship, human rights, preventive health
interventions in the curriculum, science education for contemporary society, school
health and H IV/AI OS, state of curricular response, and promoting ESD in the
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curriculum. Then we have the case studies: curriculum content and the four pillars of
education in Mongolia, citizenship and curriculum balance in Northern Ireland, science
technology education in Korea, and integrated learning in Japan. Prof. Zhou said
reducing the number of hours in the Japanese curriculum has given students more time
tor integrated learning where the student chooses what he/she wants to do two hours a
week, for instance, self-study or looking at materials which they are interested in. So
instead of depending on the textbook, the child locates the materials himself. If he wants

to improve the environment, then he works with the community. If he wants to learn
music, then he studies music. If he wants to do art, then he goes to the art teacher. If he
wants to learn computer, then the computer is there. It is called integrated learning,
where the child integrates what he learns in school with what he wants or what he
needs. It is up to you how you want to use this material, and whether you want to share it
with your colleagues after attending this workshop. It is up to you decide what is useful,

for example, in Naga or in Baguio. It is up to the DepEd people how they will utilize the
material.

The DepEd has new programs on bridging primary and secondary education because
among those finishing primary school, many are still nonreaders. They go to high school,
but they cannot read. Where does the problem lie? It is included in the material. We have
asked Lolit to write a case study on the bridging program of the Department of
Education. What do they mean when they say bridging elementary to secondary
education? The problem may be that teachers are not equipped to prepare students for
higher education, or there is a repetition of what they learned, or the students have not
learned anything at all and so there is a high percentage of dropouts. It is because we
have been trying to pattern our curriculum reform into what we call a one-track,
objective model of curriculum design. As mentioned this morning, there should be a
balance. Keeping the right balance between decision-making and responsibility is an
essential part of the success of the education process. In the material we always say
that curriculum development is not an exact science. It is a dynamic process that
involves people often with different priorities, vested interests, and needs. Here in the

Philippines, we think that the curriculum development process is exact. That is my
observation. I am talking now as a Filipino. After working outside the country for nineteen
years, I see that we really have a problem. And I agree with Arnold Azurin about all these
problems and we have been very active in telling the Department of Education: "Please
listen to other stakeholders as well."Unfortunately, they only listen to the media because
it is the media that tell them what is wrong and what they are supposed to do. This again
is another problem. The priorities of politicians and parents can be very different from the
priorities of teachers and employers. It can be argued that these groups have legitimate
interests. In the UP Integrated School, they are now accepting children for Grade One.
We have a Child Development Center in the UP College of Home Economics. We have
Child Development Training Center sponsored bythe Philippine Association of University
Women.We have a Child Training Center by the Catholic Church.We have Child Training
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Centerinthe campus. These arefour institutions inthe campus for preschool education.
Manyof thosewho pass inthe Grade Onetest of the UP Integrated School camefrom the
Philippine Association of University Women group. Whatis mytheoretical understanding? It is
because they aregoing intoa structured curriculum in the UP Integrated School. The
philosophy of the Child Development Centerisall play andletthe childunderstand himself/
herself. Maybe if someof ourteachers fromthe UP Integrated School are here, we can
discuss with themthe shortcomings- whychildren fromthe Child Development Centerdo
not pass the exams of the UP Integrated School. All myfivechildren went to the UP
Integrated School, butthosewerethe days when the school hada different wayof
understanding theircurriculum. Now, Grade Five children cannot speakEnglish anymore. This
is a problem. It is the curriculum itself. I amsorry that the people from the UP Collegeof
Education areonlycoming tomorrow. I hopetheycan review the curriculum of the UP
Integrated School because it used to bea laboratory school of the UP College of Education,
andnow hasbecome a regular elementary school of the Department of Education. Theyare
followingthe curriculum andthe standards of the Department of Education.

We havetwo models that we have tried to considerin developing the material. One is the
Objective Model or what we call Sequential Model, which is what we are using in the
Departmentof Education. The other is the Interactive or the Dynamic Model, which we are
proposing in this resource packwherein you can start with anystage. You don't have to go
from planning, design, to evaluation. You canstart with anystage. The resource pack has
manypossibilities. Thequestion of Mr. Bauntoabout integrating formal curriculum with
madrasah education, we do not have it here. But,we would like to listen to the panel
discussion on Friday. Theycangive us inputs, which we can integrate in the material. The
resource pact is advocating a shift: from teaching to learning; from transfer of facts to
student construction of knowledge; from memorization of information to analysis, synthesis,
evaluation andapplication of information; from rote learning to applied learningor
contextual learning; from traditional subjectsto your integrated subjects; from schooling to
life-long learning; from focus on inputsto focus on outcomes; from didactive learning to
interactive learning; from anassumption that there isjust one learning styleto recognition
that there are preferred learning styles; from a belief that curriculum is a product to the
ideathat curriculum is both a process and a product. Wehave what we call as an ideal
curriculum. I am sorry it is very small, but youwill find it here.

We had a verystrong equivalency program in the beginning. In fact, Indonesia and
Thailand were learningfrom the Philippines how to institutionalize the equivalency
program. You join a nonformal education and if you are ready, you advanceto formal
education. Now, Thailand and Indonesiaare very far ahead of us. We havecalled our
program Alternative Learning System. But, our adult education has produced a lot of
illiterates.We report a 97.6percent literacy level, but the actual figure is only 70 percent,
especially if you count those ethnic minoritieswho haveno opportunities for schooling.
They are the marginalized people in this country. Wethink that the only marginalized
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qroups are the Muslims, but they are actually the most privileged ethnic minority now. We
have not looked at the Mangyans, the Aetas, and other indigenous groups. These are
ooncerns that we have to pass to our DepEd.

As Mr. Azurin said, we have not really looked at the content of the textbooks that our

children are using. My grandchildren are studying in an elite private school. They are
allowed to choose textbooks. I looked at their textbooks and told them: "Tell your

principal there are many wrong concepts in these textbooks. Tell the principal to call me
901 can point these out to them;' The principals are afraid that the parents will complain
that the school has chosen bad textbooks. There was a project between UNESCO and
the Philippine Social Science Council called The Review of the Social Studies
Curriculum, which was headed by a very well known professional in this country. I am still
looking at the results of that. They have asked me to give an input. And I was saying:
"Lolit, if you are looking at the social studies curriculum, where is the health education
here?" There is no such thing as health education, health and sanitation, effective
resources for school health, which are supposed to be the focus of our quality education
program. These are concerns that we really have to work on if we want to improve the
quality of education in this country. Prof. Zhou and Dr. Lee were saying that the Filipinos
are very communicative. Everyone can converse in English including taxi drivers and
janitors, but that is not the English that we are learning now. We are learning Taglish or
we are learning wrong English especially now with this text messaging. When you look at
the text message, you really do not know what the word is unless you are used to text
messaging. This is distorting the English language. It has affected the quality of
education. The criteria for quality education that Mr. Zhou mentioned this morning are
not present at all. When can we achieve quality education? By 2015 if we really work
hard. It is not only the Department of Education that should be blamed for that. It is all of
us. We have to-contribute something for the improvement of the quality of education in
the Philippines. Thank you.

Open Forum

Ms. Gregorio: We are passing on a piece of paper. Please write down your thoughts and
ideas on three items: (1) what do you see as areas/facets of existing basic education
system/curriculum in the Philippines that are in need of reforms; (2) what are the major
impediments in making the change?; and (3) how do we move forward in order to
overcome the obstacles.

Dr. Miralao: Can I just add something? Lucille was hoping that we could come up with
positive ways/recommendations on how we can move this forward and not just criticize
our existing educational system. We are at a gathering where we have resource persons
from UNESCO regional and international offices as well as our own national .



commission, and from the Philippine gOvernment. Lucille feels that we haveenough
linkage to bring our suggestions to the attention of our policymakers.

Mr. Prilles: What do you see as areas of existing basic education system/curriculum in
the Philippines that are in need of reforms? Here, I answered three. First is the
governance of public schools. This is essentially centered on the question, to whom
should the public schools be accountable to, the DepEd or the community they serve? I
think that is the central question.with regard to governance. Second is the limited

investment and inefficient use of public education funds. Right now, in the Philippines,

there is no integration of national, local and community funds. The funds coming from

the national government are spent by the schools, those coming from the local

government are spent by the local government, and the Parents-Teachers Association
(PTA) funds are spent by the PTA. This results in great inefficiencies and prevents

optimal use of whatever meager funding is available for public education. Third, there is
the fear to touch or tinker with the curriculum. This is anchored with the DepEd-alone

mentality. That is very pervasive at the local level.

What are the major impediments in making the change? One is the organizational
structure of DepEd, which is highly centralized. Right now, DepEd employs 400,000
teachers to provide public education service delivery. With the rising population, it will
continue to grow. There's even an argument that the curriculum is designed to provide a
welfare system to these masses of teachers. At 400,000, it's the biggest bureaucracy in

the government. I don't think it will be sustainable in the long run. Another factor is
DepEd's own culture problem anchored on 'leave DepEd alone'. There is high distrust of

outsiders. In spite of the efforts to open up the system, there is still selective

engagement. They will engage you so long as it is in their vested interest.

How do we move forward in order to overcome the obstacles? There are essentially two

contrasting schools of thought. The school of thought which I personally prefer is
selective devolution of public education. Why should we devolve? Because by devolving,

you make local leaders/officials accountable for public education. Through devolution

there can be greater integration of national and local funds, which can help in addressing

the problems of targeting and resource allocation. There is a pitfall because of our mixed
experiences in devolution. Devolve in communities that will demand for it, because if

there is demand, there is greater certainty that the local leaders will behave and will act
responsibly as far as devolution of public education is concerned. The more radical
school of thought is to operationalize the choice in public education. How do you go
about it? You implement a massive voucher system. You give the parents the choice
whether they will enroll their child in the public or private school system. The downside is
that this can lead to the closure of schools which do not perform. The upside is you will
be able to tap the unused capacities of the private schools because public education is
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supposedly free and parents are enrolling their kids in the public school system. So if you

ask me, I am still for the state presence in public education through the local state

because only government has the heart for ensuring access for the marginalized. At the
same time, however, we should operationalize accountability and make schools

accountable for the education service they provide.

Ms. Gregorio: May be we can write up all the suggestions and give these to the

Secretary General of UNESCO National Commission who is a media owner and can put

them in her column. This is an avenue for us to tell President Macapagal-Arroyo our

recommendations to improve the quality education.

As we all know, there is no social science component in the curriculum of the Philippines

except in HEKASI (geography, history and civics), whereas there is a strong emphasis
on science, mathematics, reading and English in the basic education. Social studies,
which is the soul of the curriculum, is not given enough focus. Please write your own

tr ouqhrs on these problems. We are not criticizing. We are just analyzing what the

impediments are. The quality of our education that is at stake and curriculum is the heart

of promoting quality education.

Mr. Azurin: The heavy orientation to English, math and science has been a historical

pattern. If you recall, even in the 1920s and 1930s, the American Commission that
evaluated the success of public education sector had always concentrated on English,

math, and science. This is because English, math and science are used to measure the
level of Americanization of the Filipino mind. They did not pay attention at all on civic

education even then. Why is it still the case until now? I realized that through
investments, like training our teachers in English, math and science, we are developing

an apprenticeship system of training Filipino teachers to be good not only in English but

also in math and science. Those teachers can be tapped by US schools. There are so

many Filipino teachers who are being tapped to teach math and science in the US.

Ms. Gregorio: I agree with Arnold. For the information of Dr.Lee and Prof. Zhou, every year,
4,000 science and math teachers are being exported to the US.Well,economically, it is

feasible for the individuals,but we are really losing many of them. We are not only losing math

and science teachers, our doctors are becoming nurses as well because they have good
opportunities for employment abroad.What is missing? Maybe our lack of patriotism.

Malaysia,China, Japan, Korea, Mongolia, North Korea and even Nepal with all their problems
are emphasizing citizenship education. But here in the Philippines, we don't have that kind of
feeling that is why the Japanese said that as Filipinos,we do not love our country.

At present, our teachers are being asked to teach English in Japan since there is a big

opportunity for our English teachers. Even Australia is getting our cooks and chefs but .'----------i
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for those of us who are staying on, we can do something. I told Assad that with the
network of International Fellowships Program Fellows- there are already eight
graduates from that scholarship- they could set up a community of practice which will
link with APEID. With the community of practice and with the other networks, I think

that would be a good beginning for us to get the support. UNESCO is not a funding
agency so we will be asking them for technical support.

We should not lose hope and maybe we can prepare a Republic Act for the creation of a
social science counterpart of the National Institute for Science and Mathematics
Education. This has been put aside for quite sometime. We will try and ask your support
as well as of UNESCO and all ourfriends outside.

. j
I



Community of Practice
in Curriculum Development

Iwould like to thank Mrs. Lucille Gregorio, the Council and your Chairman for all the
support to this seminar. This is an opportunity for sharing visions and ideas on the
proposed creation of the community of practice in curriculum development that the

Intemational Bureau of Education is working out in different parts of the world. It is
important as a start-up; to identify how we can move forward on creating this community
of practice and how we can have a branch of this localized community at the University
of the Philippines. It is also important to start working on the Asia Pacific Resource
Pack for capacity building that was created in collaboration between UN ESCO
Bangkok, IBE and the different curriculum developers in different parts of Asia .We
believe that it is important to continue refining its elaboration and explore other
alternatives to have it adopted in different languages aside from English and Chinese to
be able to work with different Asian countries.

I will start by focusing on some questions, which are open for discussion. Firstly, how can

we generate settings and opportunities for developing initiatives, and maintain efforts
under a shared vision and fund-raise resources that help design and implement
curriculum changes within a holistic framework of education for all goals? Simply stated,
how can the community of practice help us in approaching the problems and the
challenge around curriculum change?

Education for all goals is not only about primary school but also about youth school, other
schools and education quality. What we want to promote is a holistic framework that
encompasses childhood education, primary education, youth education and all other
education. There are different approaches and different conceptions behind this idea.
So the first question that we raise is: Can the community of practice be a good settinq

for design and implementation of curriculum change within the holistic framework for the
education for all goals? What are the institutional conditions needed for moving forward
and how can we institutionalize this?

The second question is: How can we help develop the community of practice? What can
we expect from developing this? Is there a possibility of having this proposal at the
regional space? Can we work together on a regional framework? How can we work on
both levels (regional and national)?

When we talk about the community of practice we are talking about two levels. The first
level is that the community of practice is for knowledge sharing. I believe that it is not
only a space for information sharing, research and cooperation development but also a
space for collective regional knowledge construction.
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Let us try to define the community of practice. A community of practicecan be visualized
as an interregional wideopensetting capable of generating process of collective thinking
and action on issues related to the curriculum of basiceducation. It is an interregional
spacethat is composed of local, national and regional spaces. Please note that when we
talk about an enlarged basiceducation, we are talking aboutapproaches to both the
childhood education andthe secondary. Many countries are increasing the numberof years
in basicschooling. From six (6) to seven (7) years to nine(9) or even 12 yearsdepending
on national realities or regional realities. A good example of this is China. Moreover, Finland
achieved a high rate in the international PISAevaluation in math, science and language
and the reason behind that is they havea nine-yearbasicschooling. Even if we havea
good basiceducation, there is still a needto reflect on how we can enlargebasiceducation
as a tool to achieve a holisticeducation for all goals. The community of practice is a space
for exchanging documents and researches, carrying out national, local or regional projects
and strengthening cooperation between andamong countries andeducators. Wewould
like to foster cooperation between andamong regions because no one hasthe monopoly
of knowledgeand reason. All of us can benefit from each other. We can benefit from
knowing eachother's experiences, practices, andvisions.

Moreover, the community of practice hasdifferent models according to different realities.
In some regions the community of practice is localized at the university level like in the
University of SanAndres in LatinAmericaand in China. While in other places, it is localized
at the ministrylevel like in SovietUnion, in Belarus, Guatemala in Central America. The
proposed community of practice is plural in terms of institutional settings. It also recognizes
the needto overcome dichotomies, which iseducation in boththe publicand private. In
short, the community of practice is plurally institutionalized andplurally localized.

Also, the community of practice can be a space for deepening our analytical framework
in order to analyze and understand problems around conceptual and empiricalevidences.
There is no universal agendaof education but there are universal problemsto be
approached by an educational agenda. Indifferent regions of the world,we are facing
same problems like the high drop out rates in secondaryeducation, transition from
primaryto secondaryeducation and low achievement rates in math and language, etc.
All these are universal problems. Weare not sayingthat we only have one universal
agenda to tackle our problems but we havea common spaceto think about different
alternativesto respond to these problems. We can benefit from sharing research based
on evidences, not only on empirical evidencebut also on conceptual evidence. Many
times education decisionstend not to be clearlyjustified. Theyare either politically
influenced or executed undera compromised engagement.

The community of practice has five main characteristics. Firstly, it is an open space
where educators belong. Everybody is welcome to be part of this community. People
from a local school, a local communityor a national ministry or universitycan benefit
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from the community of practice. Plurality is the core value of community of practice. We
dlo not mobilize nor impose any model but we would like to emphasize an ideology.
Education demands daily work and engagement so this community tries to develop
activities that can be done on a daily basis.

The community of practice is also a reflexive space wherein useful reflections that can
help regions and countries to design and implement curriculum change are present. It is
also a dynamic space that aims to be proactive in developing and implementing ideas for
carrying out projects.

The next thing that we should understand is diversity since we have different cultural and
social diversities. Diversity is good. We should not look at it as an impediment/hindrance

but as an opportunity to work collectively. So, the community of practice is not only a
space for knowledge sharing but also for knowledge construction based on respective
diversities. We do not want this community of practice to be ideologically rhetoric. We
want it to be substantially constructive. We want to find solutions to the problem by
taking into account the conceptual and empirical evidence. We should have a good
system of education that can help us in making the right decision at the right moment.
This implies a better relationship in information construction and management.

A.t present, the community of practice has more than 200 curriculum developers from all
over the UNESCO regions. I believe that is an opportunity for collective construction.
These people, though working on different agendas and on different ideas, are connected
because of the weekly sharing of publication, information and documents from seminars.

And now, the ten characteristics of the proposal that can help us define the set of activities

to be carried out in the Asian region and to be localized at the University of the Philippines.

First, it is a friendly space; an open, and an amicable space for a shared vision,
documentation, research and information. At least twice a week you will receive an
information, documentation, and research about education from different regions, actors,
and institutions. Some are in English, while others are in French and Spanish.

Second is a multicultural space that is based on people from different culture, different
social settings and different social realities who are together sharing educational
agendas in a wide-open format. We feel that this multiculturalism is a good opportunity
for collective knowledge construction.

In the main page of IBE/UNESCO's website, you can find the community of practice.
The site can be viewed in three languages, to wit: in English, Spanish, French, so people
from the different regions have the option to choose the language they are most
comfortable with. At the main page of the community of practice, you can find focal
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points from the different parts of the world, which serve as the coordinators of the
communityof practice, as well as their respective activitieswherein this seminar in the
Philippines will soon be included.

Thethird idea is an inclusive space. We bring different people from different institutions
together to discussand work on curriculumchange. InCentral America, we are working
with all the ministries and universities of the six countries of CentralAmerica. We have
done this in Guatemala, CentralAmerica wherein a seminarwas held last April to work
on the commonapproach based on competencies. And during the seminar, participants
told us that it was the first time that they were together to work on the transformation of
curriculum based on approaches by competencies.

The fourth idea is a linking spacewhereinthe communityof practice can link people
from the different partsof the world forging cooperation amongthem.This is also known
as the south-south cooperation. An example of this is the comparative study between
China and Latin America, which focused on comparing curriculum forces and results of
reforms in the last 20 years. The rationale is bringing together the educators from the
different parts of the world to reflect on the similarities and the differences on how they
advance in terms of curriculum change. Our task is to find the key behind the success or
note the processof curriculum change. And by having international comparative
research between races, we can moveforward better.

Wehave talked abouta friendly space, a multicultural space, an inclusive space, and linking
space. Thefifth characteristic is a plural space. Forexample, the series of e-forums
focusedonan interregional basis the approaches bycompetencies ineducation. Lastyear,
we facilitatedonewhere Mrs. LucilleGregorio wasalsoa participant, andwhich aimed to
elaborate competencies and its impactfrom an Institutein Belgium. This year, we are
proposing to an institutein Canada to elaborate anotherdocumentsincethey have
different visions of competency approach. We aregoingto have a second forum on
different approaches of competencies because we wantto share different alternatives and
different ideas. These e-forums canbe participated bypeople from different countries
because people can express their concemsintheir own language. Itwill be conducted in
the second semester of this yearand I am inviting youall to participate. The e-forum last
yearwas in free language. Someone wrote in English andwe translated it to French and
Spanish andviceversa. So if you're from LatinAmerica, your ideas are in Spanish, if you're
from a French speaking country in Africa you do it in French andwe will translatethat to
Spanish andEnglish. Theforum this yearwill alsobetranslated intoChinese so there will
be a total of four languages in this newe-forum. This ideaof plurality showsthat we can
have different ideas that can be put together in the community of practice.

The other idea is the productive spacewherein we can producedocumentation,
publications, and newsletterandwe will have an onlinenewsletter in curriculum
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development, which will also be available in different languages. Furthermore, all these
seminars as well as the power presentations will then be circulated online to disseminate
knowledge in all regions of the world. This only shows that we can disseminate
knowledge either through paper publications or through online publications.

Finally, the sixth characteristic is our worldwide space. It is having a coordination of
network of a community of practice in different parts of the world. In Asia, we have the

University of the Philippines, and in China, we have one in Beijing and another one in
Shanghai. In Latin America, we have three focal points of coordination, while in South
America, we have the University of San Andres in Argentina, the other one in Peru

particularly in Peruvian University and one in Central America localized in Ministry of

Education of Guatemala. Moreover, we also have one in Galvare State in Kuwait; we
have three in Europe, specifically in Romania, Belarus, and Finland. So we are putting
thiis community of practice in a worldwide spectrum and we expect to establish another
orne in Africa next month. So focal points will be present in all the UNESCO regions.

Also, there is an intellectual space. This community of practice should foster the
intellectual thinking on education in the region. Let us talk about the possibility of having
a sort of thinking space, which is common among the universities in the Asian region.
The idea here is that if the community of practice will be an intellectual space it can help
in leading and orienting the events of our curriculum change. It is important to have
regional spaces composed of universities as sort of think tanks to mobilize ideas and
proposals around curriculum change. For example, in the case Latin America, we are
now working on mobilizing ideas around the enlargement of basic education. We have
conducted three seminars, two of which were in April and one will be held next week.
These seminars are focused on how we can have a renovated concept on basic of
education. This could also lead into resource initiatives working on partnership, for
example, a partnership between the University of the Philippines and Shanghai University
to work together on moving some ideas on the educational agenda. This university
partnership is part of these proposals, but on interregional university partnership.

Next, we have the research space. We are very interested in developing research,
particularly comparative research between regions and interregionally-based research.
We are very open to support with our limited resources the idea of promoting research
that can lead to a better quality of curriculum design and implementation.

On the other hand, in a comparative data space, we want to integrate and systematize
the information on education curriculum from the different regions of the world. It is like
having a database that can be easily accessed. This will facilitate the organization of all
the information about innovation from the different parts of the world. At present we are
working on a matrix on curriculum development to compare the innovations in education
that have been done in different parts of the world.
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And finally, a multilanguage space means that the community of practice publication can
be promoted on various languages. Right now, all the communications of the community
of practice are available in four languages (English, Spanish, French and Chinese). We
are also looking at the possibility of adding a Russian translation since we have the
community of practice in Russian countries. So what we are saying is that this is an open
space, open to ideas and initiatives with no closed format with the idea of working
closely together not only on information sharing but also on contracting knowledge.

In summary, the ten ideas of the community of practice that we are trying to forge, foster
and

l
develop in different regions are: friendly space, multicultural space, inclusive space,

linking space, plural space, productive space, worldwide space, an intercultural space,
intellectual space and comparative data space. Based on this framework we can put all
the important information that we would like toshare, discuss and analyze. And in over all
terms, the very nature of this community of practice is to be a friendly community and
allow the countries to think better to be able to implement educational change. And
finally, as we talk about education, we say that a good education always depends on a
motivated teacher and a good community of practice depends basically on motivated
members who are willing to share, to express their ideas or to open initiatives. Thank you!



Social Scientist's View
of Education Reform &
Curriculum Change
in the Philippines

Iwill begin my presentation by linking it to the earlier concern. My presentation is

coming from the perspective of a social scientist, which is quite a different community
from that of the educators'. So even if we talk about the community of practice and

creating a new space where we can have a shared vision on curriculum change and
reform, many times at the country level, we feel that we come from different

communities, which result in difficulty in moving the process of curriculum reform. They

say that there is a need to bridge the community so I am taking this presentation as an

opportunity to partly bridge the differences in the communities between the social
scientists and the educators.

In many ways there are differences evenamong social scientists. I should mention that there
are times when a shared community is not always present and the best example of that is in

our own Council, which is comprised of many disciplines. I do not think the anthropologists
and the economists understand each other verywell. We have to struggle to be able to reach

a common understanding of things before we can move towards a community of practice
that would support a shared vision of reform and changes not only in education but also in
other areas of social reform. So that is a reaction to Renato's presentation.

The main point I would like to discuss is the role of the social sciences, particularly social

science research, in the formulation and development of policy and programs. All of us

educators, social scientists, natural scientists, policymakers and administrators- do

share the vision that social, educational and other programs and policies must be
evidence-based or research-based.

Let me share with you the work that we have done in trying to assess the extent of

social science research that has been utilized by policymakers in order to influence

policymaking in the educational field in the Philippine experience.

First, from the social scientists' side, we feel that for us to influence policymakers, we must
ensure that the conduct of research adheres to the rigors of science. In other words, for
social scientists to be heard by the public, policymakers and educators, we should come up
with quality research. Our output must be something rigorous and must conform to the
standards of research. Furthermore, we have to make our research relevant to the public

so we can demand that we be listened to. We can only ask to be listened to if we did quality
and relevant research; otherwise, it will be a very esoteric exercise.
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Second, other thanensuring that we should have quality and relevant research, it is also
importantto makesurethat our findingsaredisseminated to the concerned usersor to the
concerned public. Weshould ensure that there isa systematic wayof disseminating our
research findingsto the concerned audiences or policymakers whomwe want to influence.

Iwould liketo share withyou a case study that I didfor UNESCO asa member of the
UNESCONational Commission. Forthe lastten years, therewasaneffort withinthe
UNESCOto bridge itsdifferent programs. It hasdifferentcommittees (Education, Social and
Human Sciences, Communications, Culture, etc.) andwithin UNESCO, there is a move to
get thesecommittees/sectors to worktogetherandbecome likeacommunity andsupport
oneanother. Itwaswithin that framework that I did this particular work. WhatI didwasto
briefly go backand seewhatthe direction of educational policymaking hastaken inthe
Philippines since the mid-1990s and to whatextentresearch hasbeen used in influencing
policy ineducation reform inthe Philippines. It isvery interesting to knowthat therearegood
researches available and very goodanalytical work hadbeen produced overthe lastdecade
orso, which had been inputted to educational policymaking inthe Philippines.

Social science researches on Philippine education

What I did was to review three majorworks that were done to guide educational
policymaking and curriculum reform in the Philippines. Theseare the Philippine
Education for the 2151 Century; the 1998 Philippines' Education Sector Study which was
cornrnissioned duringthe time of PresidentEstrada; andthe PhilippineAgenda for
Educational Reform released bythe Presidential Commission on Educational Reform in
April 2000. Moreover, the Philippine HumanDevelopment Reportof 2000 also cameup
with a special report for that period focusing on the educationsector of the Philippines.

These studies contain all the research findings of the social science community aboutthe
statusof Philippine education. Not surprisingly all these reports provide a goodanalysis and
clearunderstanding of the status of Philippine education, its problems, and so on. They
coverall the issues youcan think of on Philippine education including the lack of
infrastructure suchasclassrooms, libraries and laboratories; textbooks; multipleteaching
and non-teaching assignments that aregiven to teachers which result in their inability to
concentrate ontheir teaching assignment; poortraining of teachers; unsatisfactory
performance of teachers; and inefficiencies, mismanagement andcorruption that have
erodedthe credibility of ourDepEd. Oncethe credibility is eroded, it isverydifficult to
gather popularsupportfor the kindof reforms that youwant to pursue.

Moreover, the studies covered all the complaintsthat we heardyesterdayabout what is
being taught.Theyexamined not onlythe student-textbook-ratio or classroom-student
ratio, but more importantly, they looked at the relevance of the school curriculum. They
found that the school curriculum has not caught up with the changing dynamicsof
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Philippine society and is no longeras useful as before. All these reportsareevidence
based and analytical.

Thestandard for promoting somebody in the primary or elementary school to high school is
the DepEd's National Achievement Test which reflectsthe national performance. I
suppose you can look at them asthe standards that have been set nationally in order to
assess the qualityand performance of the educational sector. It isquiteclearthat if you are
to get the results from the achievement tests of students, maybe twentyyears back, you
will observe the steady deterioration of figuresovertime.Everything in the reportwas
analyzed andtherearerecommendations/suggestions on howto address the problems
identified. Theyare too long but I can share with you the articlethat I wrote. You can refer
to them for the specific recommendations that came out fromthese reports.

Use of social science researches in educational policymaking

What I want to focus on now is how the policymakers in the educational sector have
madeuse of our research findings. The focus of the paperwas the utilization of the
social science research in educational policymaking. I went through all these and tried to
see how our policymakers in education reacted or usedthe findings. And here, given the
enormityand complexityof the problems and issues facing Philippine education, it is
reallydifficult to try and track down what might have been the effect of research on
policymaking. I suppose it is easierat the classroom level. If you do an experimentand
saythis group of students will be exposed to this kind of teaching method and the other
will be exposedto another kind, that one is easierto track.At the macro level like this
one, it is quite complex.

Inany case, since there are manyagencies in the Philippines that deal with education
the Department of Education or DepEd which dealswith the basiceducation;the
Technical Educationand Skills Development Authority or TESDAwhich dealswith
vocational and technical education; andthe Commission on Higher Education or CHED
which deals with the tertiary level- what we tried to do was take the results of this
research to all these levels and agencies. What we are talking about is implementing or
utilizingthe research findings involving so manyagenciesand levels of the DepEd all at
the sametime. As you can see, it means a multi-agency-broad-front kind of reform that
involves manyactors and which of course I could not track all the time.

Let mejust limit the tracking that I did to the responses of the DepEd. I did not look
anymore at TESDA and CHED.I just focused my research on what the DepEd did on
this reform. Wewere quite fortunate that at that particular point in time, Br. Andrew
Gonzalez who happensto be a social scientist,wasappointedas Secretaryof Education.
This was a very important development as SecretaryGonzalez was aware of the bulk of
social science studies that were madein the educationsector and which he can utilize
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during his administration. He asked us to share all these things/findings with the DepEd.
He ordered many copies of these and brought them to the Teachers' Congress that was

annually conducted in Baguio City and did much of what he can do to bring these things

to the attention of school teachers, curriculum developers within the elementary and

secondary education, and within the other units of DepEd. Br. Andrew was also very

concerned in getting popular support for the reforms that he was doing. He had to do
something about the operations and management of the DepEd to ensure that things
were being done to address the mismanagement, the inefficiencies, and even improve its

reputation within the Department. Many of the reforms that he wanted to do would
impinge on existing interests even within the bureaucracy itself.

What we observed was that the research results and recommendations were very well

accepted at the leadership level. The problem began when the leadership tried to take

the ideas down to the bureaucracy. Even under the best circumstances, with Secretary
Gonzalez at the helm, it was difficult to get things moving. When Secretary Roco took
over, he also tried to keep the momentum of the reform within the Department by
curbing corruption and ensuring that the teachers were deloaded from all other tasks.

The teachers were made to focus on teaching and were given new materials. Secretary

Roco also came up with new rules about textbook production, distribution, and so on.

These reforms, which have the support of top leadership, were met with some resistance
and bogged down at the bureaucracy level. I think it is characteristic of bureaucracies
everywhere and not just in the Philippines. We know that bureaucracies, when they have
been there for so long, become obstacles to change. It is very important to recognize this

facet of the bureaucracy. There is a need to retool existing bureaucracy in order to move
forward a reform process.

Public support for education reforms

Unless we are able to enjoin or convince a broader spectrum of public to also support

the education reforms, it is very hard to pursue the reforms. The first obstacle is the
bureaucracy and the other one is the popular mind. When you talk about basic education
in other countries, it is up to twelve years. Here in the Philippines, we only have ten years

and so researchers are proposing an additional year in basic education. The most popular
resistance to this recommendation comes from the parents. Parents often say, "Why will
you add another year?" For parents, an additional year means extra expenses for tuition
and further delay in entering the labor force and earning income. We have to convince

the public that one more year is beneficial in the long run.

We must not forget the issue of bilingual education. Research findings are quite clear
that in the initial years, it is best to teach in the vernacular and eventually you can shift.

The nationalist fervor that characterized our country when we overthrew the Marcos
regime put so much emphasis on Filipino as the national language. Now we have two
languages all the way to college, Filipino and English. It really came from the activist-kind
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af nationalist advocacies that werebeingpushed by politically influential sectorsat that time.
COn the otherhand, othergroups inthe Philippines suchasthe Cebuanos, lIocanos- we are
a multicultural groupwitheight majorlanguage groups andmorethan a hundred minor
dialects- objected to the useof Filipino or Tagalog whichthey call the language of Manila.
l1he useof FilipinolTagalog asa medium of instruction isconsidered Manila-centric and
there is resistance to that even fromthe different regions of the Philippines.

As social scientists, we try to do what we can, but we also recognize that the whole
policymaking is a very political process. Therefore, it is important that we do our share
toward curriculum reform outside the bureaucracy, in ways that are not politicized and
where we can get more people to join us in a community of practice.

Thank you.

Open Forum

Dr. Florentino Hornedo (UNESCO National Commission of the Philippines):
Education is now facing globalization. In the past, it was mainly facing national
challenges,but now you have this tension between the local and the global. Sometime in
1975, UNESCO hired Dr. Poblicarto study a growing problem in both Europe and the
rest of the world, and he saw more than 30 years ago the growing tension between the
local and the global. Now we havewhat we call the "glocal" which attempts to symbolize
the desire for greater unity.

Education isgenerally a rearguard action rather than proactive. This is howeducation
reforms and innovations get out of datebythe timethey get to be implemented. The
challenge is not just keeping upto date, but it is really moving fast. Like what Humpty Dumpy
orAlice inWonderland says, it takesa lot of running to remain in place. Thiscatching up is
probably what iscalling ustogethertodayandweareseeing the various dimensions.

Mr.Opertti: Here is the websiteof IBE/UNESCO whereyou can find the community of
practice in curriculum development. Thisone is the introduction forthe community of practice
whilethat is the phototaken lastyearwhen we created the community of practice. You can
seeproposals in different languages: English, French, Spanish and Russian. Please notethat
we will be addingChinese nextweek. Soanybody whovisits the community of practicecan
see the project in their own preferred language. If you want to know moreaboutthe
community of practice, you canbrowse all the documents. You cancontact us in caseyou
want to be a memberof the community or to know moreabout the community.

Events tab is alsopresent inwhich thisworkshop inthe Philippines willalsobe included. This
cone in BuenosAires isthe latestthat we have conducted inApril. Below isthe list of activities
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of the community of practice andasyouvieweachof thesepoints, youwill find their
activities, contactdetails, etc. Forexample, the focal points, the comparative curriculum
research in Latin America andChina Hereyoucanseewhatthe studyisallaboutandwho
will do it.Andwe will putthereall the information aboutcomparative studies.

In the competencies approaches tab,you can find all the information about the fora that
were conducted last year. The documents in the e-forum are in English, French and
Spanish. You can also find the information about Asia Pacific Resource Pack by
UNESCO Bangkok and IBE. In this seminar, with the support of Ms. Gregorio and all
the participants, we can identify how we can move forward on refining the resource
pack.The idea that if you enter a community of practice, you can have different kinds of
activities and you can haveall the information that you need.

In this site you canalsofind ananimated version of the community of practice, in which the
educational reforms indifferentcountries are posted. Forexample, the Guatemala
Secondary Education Reforms,theapproach in competencies, the informationto share
and the documents to sell. All the messages that we sendin the communityof practiceare
in the website. It showsthat there is a permanent dynamic process, which we can reflect in
the community of practice. Wewant to share all the documents in the most numberof
languages possible. Thisisa tool for worldwide sharing andworldwide construction.



Local Education Reform Efforts
in the Philippines: A Situationer

It is my privilege to be here and share what we have been doing in Naga.Let me link
my presentation with some of the things that stood out.

Dr. 'Miralao pointedout the difficulty encountered bythe DepEd in pushing the introduction
o~ an additional year in the curriculum. From ourexperience, it is rooted from the fact that
localcommunities do not realize the gravityof the problem. When we tried to initiate the
reform process in Naga- this is bythe wayten years late because decentralization efforts
beganonly in 2001, a decadeafter the Local Government Codewas passed in 1991
there is a disjointbetweena parents' appreciation of the kind of education servicehis/her
child is getting and the reality. Thebasis of the parents is the report card. The report card
will show gradesbetween80-90 or even higherandthe parents will think that there is
nothingwrong with their child so they expect that when their child reaches high school and
eventually college, he/she will bea competitive individual.

Unfortunately, if the members of the community do not have accessto the real Philippine
performance at the national level andto the comparative statisticsthat our social scientists
have been able to generate, theyjust cannot relate to the situation and hence, they will
resistanyattempt to burden them with an additional year. Thiseffort, which I said is ten
years late, createsan opportunityor opensthe door for the involvement of the communities
essentially in operationalization aswhat Dr. Hornedosaid"glocal"engagementinvolving
localcommunities in education reform. Our projectstarted in 2001. This is part of a
broadermovement wherewe allied with an organization called Synergeia

Mypresentation will coverthree areas. I will explain Synergeia's mission andthe resultsof
its initiatives in localcommunities. Iwill alsoshare Naga'sown experience in reinventing the
localschool board, which is the focal point of reform/engagement at the loca/level. I will
alsodiscussthe impactof the various reformefforts in the Philippines. Let mejust point out
that reformefforts are not onlyoccurring at the local level. The DepEd is engaged with its
own basiceducation sector reform agenda, so it's a sort of a parallel effort at the local
level. I'lltry to show the limitations of these currentapproaches and maybe proposea
better way becauseit has been pointedout that if we really want to do something, we have
to do some brute forms of reforms to initiatea dramaticchange in the whole system.

Reinventing the local school boards

Ononehand, there isa perspective that education isa national government function. This is
one reason why local officials arehesitant to engage. Theyseeit mainly asa DepEd problem.
But there isanemerging, differentperspective involving someforward thinking local leaders.
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Theirconcern abouteducation is rooted onthe fact thatwhileDepEd is the main service
provider of public education, the clients arethe children of local communities. Essentially it is
the futureof thesecommunities that areat stakeso even if inthe Local Government Code,
public education isyetto bedevolved, theseforward-looking, progressive-minded leaders are
taking advantage of the general welfare provision in the Code, where it says that anyactivity
or areaof governance where the interestof the community is at stake, the local government
canactually participate. Taking advantage of this provision, NagaCitywas asked by Ford
Foundation in 2001 to try to pilotanapproach using the local school board asthe take off
pointof local education reform. At that time, I washelping the citygovernment with many of
its othergovernance innovations andthe mayor asked meto drafta proposal, whichwe sent
to Ford Foundation. Theproposal soughtto translate NagaCity's experiences in local
governance intothe education sector. However, we realized acertain difficulty inthe
enterprise. Why? Because mostotherprograms of the local government involved agencies
that arewithinourcontrol. Onthe otherhand, whatwe aretryingto do is to try to influence
an external agency. Onegoodthing aboutthe city government is that we have access to a
significant resource that we call the Special Education Fund or SEF. NagaCity, a medium
sized city, hadanSEFof around P18 million at the time. Cities like Makati have biggershares
of SEFbecause the fund isa function of the cities' real property tax collection. Makati, at
that time, already hadP1 billion SEF. We'd liketo think that NagaCity is representative of
majority of Philippine cities because we'remedium scale. We're not likea municipality that
hasa small SEFof between P500,OOO and P1 million; ours is nottoo big, nortoo little.

TheSEF is being budgeted bya local bodycalled the local school board. The local school
board consists of the representatives of stakeholders inthe local community: the mayor,
superintendent, representative of non-teaching DepEd personnel, citypersonnel,
representative of the Sanggunian, youth represented through the Sangguniang Kabataan,
andthe Parents-Teachers Association president of the city level. Theirtask essentially isto
budgetthat fund. Theconventional practice, which still exists in mostother local government
units, is for the mayor andthe superintendent to talk between themselves howthe SEF is
goingto be used. Inspiteof that provision in the Local Government Codecalling for
consultations to determine the needs of the public school system, the traditional practice is
for thesetwo powerful figures to talk to each otherand negotiate howto allocate the
resource, the restof the local school board members being merely figureheads. Intraditional
local school boards, the budgettended to reflectthe priorities of the superintendent andthe
mayor. There isvery littleopportunity to address the needs inthe ground.

When we began the project, the superintendent wasnot really cooperative. Wewereforced
to run a survey of the public school system. We senta survey instrument to the principals,
askedthem aboutthe number of teachers and textbooks they have, what their needs are,
etc. When we integrated the results at the city level, we wereshocked. Wefound out that for
allGrade Five students in NagaCity, not even onecopyof a science textbook isavailable.
Our response wasto gathertogetherthe stakeholders. Itwasthe very first time we gathered
togetherthe school principals, the baranggayofficials, andall the stakeholders, not onlyat
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the city level but alsoat the baranggay level. Oneof the questions we asked is:"These are
the results of the survey we ran and frankly we donot believe them because theyare
unbelievable. Can youvalidate the results?" To ourshock, theysaidthat:"Sir, it's true" Even
our mayor wasdumbfounded to the pointthat hetold the audience: "Hadyoutold methat
this is the situation onthe ground, we would have invested earlier onthe soft infrastructure
liketextbooks, andnot onthe physical thingsthat we thoughtyouhave been asking for all
along:' Thatmarked a shift in the waythe local school board allocated its resources.

Beginning2001, we decided whatthe priorities areandwe usedthe priorities identified by
that bodyas the bases of our budget. Our local school board budget now reflects and
addresses the priorityconcerns suchastextbooks, teachers, investment on information
technology(IT), and so on and so forth. It has been five years now andwe're proud of what
we have accomplished up to this point because Naga City doesnot have the moneythat
Makati City has. Right now, at leastat the elementary level, we can probably saythat the
ratio is one textbook to one student. Wehave alsodeveloped our own workbooks in
science, Englishand math, andthe workbook to student ratio is 1:1. In 2001, when a kid
entersa publicschool, he usually goeshomewith an emptybag. Now he needstwo bags
because of the workbooksandtextbooks that he has. Thisonly illustrates the logic of
comingup with localactions, of localizing the problem andutilizing local resources to
respond to the problem. Wedid not stop there. Wewent into teacherhiring reforms. You
see, in Naga, the class size wasbetween50 and60, especially at the high school level.
This is reflectiveof the national problem of resource allocation. So in 2001, we were forced
to hirearound 30 publicschool teachersusinglocal resources. Theywere locallyfunded
teachers and do not have national items. We did it because we discovered that classsize
matters. Wehaveprogressively increased the share of locallyfundedteachers.

Synergeia and local education reform

•

Our movementcalled Synergeiais a coalition of individuals and institutions working
together to improvethe quality of basic education. Synergeia's approach is systemic and
anchored in the school board and a lot of other interventions. We'reall throughout the
Philippines. Our Board of Trustees includes Prof.Solita Monsod of the Universityof the
Philippines; Fr. BienvenidoNebres of Ateneo de Manila University who sits as our Chair;
and Mr. Washington Sycip of Sycip GorresVelayo and Co. Our mission is to be a catalyst
of change through systemic, collaborative reforms, but operating at the local level. This is
where the value of involving local communities comes in. If you take note,there had been
studies showing that the SEF nationallyhas raised P7.8 billion, almost four times the
amount that the nationalgovernmentallocates for school buildings everyyear under the
national budget.The P7.8 billion is only 54 percent of the total collectible.Just imagine if
you can collect a hundred percent of the SEF and the impact it can bring.As it stands,
the SEF is based on not even one percent of market value. Just imagine if it's based on
the current market value andjust imagine the kind of resources that can be made
available to the public school system. ----
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As I have mentioned, the amount of SEF varies from city to city and municipality to
municipality. The only constraint is that local school boardsoperate mainlyas a body
that budgets and disburses SEF and nothing more. Most of them meet only at the start
of the year to budget and then drop out of sight. Most of the time, Board membersare
quite passive, with the localchief executiveandthe superintendentcontrolling the
agenda. The SEF is attended by the lack of transparency and accountability at the local
level. If a local governmentunit decides not to show the figures to DepEd, it can do so. It
can even use the SEF for various expenses. Some local governmentunits use the fund
to buyvehicles for the DepEd and some for the staff of the local government unit; some
use it to buy aircon, cell phone, etc.The Cebu provincial government, because it has so
much SEF, has parkeda substantial amount on moneyinstruments in the market. Hindi
ni/a a/am kung paano gagastusin (Theydo not know how to spend it).This, again, is a
perennial problem. Twenty percentof the SEF goes to sports, especially in provincial
governments. Synergeia's wish list is that there is a systematicconsultation similar to
Naga'sexperience, and that there can be greater participation and mechanisms for
exacting accountability in the system.

Policy environment for greater involvement of local government units
in improving basic education

Wehave found out that the policy environment is very dynamic, but veryfew local
government units realize it.There arethe mandates for greaterlocal involvement suchas
Republic Act 7160 (Local Government Codeof the Philippines) and previously, Republic
Act 5447 (An Act Creating A Special Education Fund to be Constituted from the
Proceeds of anAdditional Real Property Tax). Wefound out that this almost forty-yearold
law, authored bythe formerSenatorEva Estrada Kalaw, gives greater flexibilityto the
localschool boards on howtheycanusethe money. TheLocal Government Codedefines
the usageof the local school board budgetonlyupto district level, which maybe the
reason why it is beingspenton sports activities. But,Republic Act 5447 allowsgreater
leewayonthe usesof the fund, whichthe Local Government Codedid not wholly repeal.
Partsof Republic Act 5447 arestill operative. This means that a localschool boardcan
still go into hiringof teachers, prepare instructional materials, do research, grant
government scholarships etc. Mostof this information is not knownto local government
units thereby limiting what they can do with the money. Then, we alsohave the Education
for All CountryAssessment Report and DepEd's own BasicEducation SectorReform
Agenda. The 2000 Education for All Country Report recognizes the increasingly important
rolebeing played bythe local government unit. It says in Section 2 of that reportthat more
than the enhanced capacity to spend on education, the biggestcontribution of the Local
Government Codeis that it broughteducation closerto stakeholders andthe local
governments now have agreaterresponsibility overthe respective communities'
educational future. Indirectly, it is telling the DepEd that you have no choice but to engage
with local government units. This is the latestenhancement on the policyagenda.

I

~
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Ihadthe opportunityto attendthe consultation in Baguio in March. It'sanchored essentially
onstrengthening local schools- theirmanagement, principal empowerment, etc.- but it also
toucheson putting in school representation in the local school board. Oneobservation I
madewasthat it still doesnot provide exacting accountability on the usageof this SEF.
What isthe rationale for expanding the local school boards? You canexpand the
membership to bringin moresectors that canhelpyouwithyour reform agenda. You can
makeuseof their sectorsto bring in moreresources to the board. Synergeia hasbeenable
teo comeupwith variations of expanding the local school board to increase accountability and
broaden stakeholdership. InNaga, we have increased the membership byfour. Webrought in
the federation of non-government organizations inthe city, the business chamber because
they have the money, andtwo principals of private schools. The logic is that they can say
thingsthat otherwise politicians cannotsayto the DepEd. Two local government units in
Cagayan Valley actually didmore than Naga They added seniorcitizens, religious groups,
private schools, andthe alumni of schools. You cantap the alumni for their resources because
they have certain senseof belonging in the school. The Municipality of E.B. Magalona,
NegrosOccidental hada differenttake on this. Whatthey organized arebaranggay school
boards. The logic, again, is that baranggay captains have their own resources and by bringing
them asstakeholders, you cantap themto share their resources with you. Even our
policymakers are recognizing the need to expand the local school board. Pending in
Congress- unfortunately notbeing acteduponinthe plenary- aretwo House Bills. One is
being proposed byRep. Constantino Jaraulawho proposes that the minority leaderof the
Sanggunian be included to ensure transparency. Theother isHouseBill 2262 sponsored by
Rep. Roilo Golez, whichseeksthe inclusion of non-government groups involved in non-formal
education in the board. Ifyoutake a lookat what Synergeia hasbeenableto accomplish,
we'rewayahead of what Congress hasthought of.

The Naga School Board project

Let me go to Naga'sexperiences in trying to reform its school board. To us, it's an avenue
to improve the governance of publicschoolsystem and buildstakeholdership, Theseare
the two guiding principles. First, education is a shared communityresponsibility andwe
cannot depend on central government to do it.The central governmentdoes not havethe
moneyand it's not sustainable. You're talking already about the biggest bureaucracy with
400,000 teachers, and with rising school-age population, it will onlyget bigger and
continue the underprovision of publiceducation services. Second, alongwith shared
responsibility, you shouldhave shared accountability. This requires defining rolesof various
stakeholders. This also requires the localoffices of the DepEd, which are provingto be
stumblingblocks to meaningful reform, to be moreopen.

During the first three terms of MayorJesse Robredo in Naga, before we beganthe reform,
the superintendentwould always assure our mayorthat Naga is either numberone or
numbertwo and he would stop there. Parasa kanya nagawana nyaresponsibilitynya (He
believes that he has done his responsibility). Well, it's true to a certainextent. Factsshow .-
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that Naga is number two in elementary and number one in secondary level. But what
people should see is the comparative national performance. This is where the sad story
comes in. In the 1999 Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS),
the Filipino child ranks third from the bottom. There was a small improvement in 2003, but
we were still at the bottom. Unfortunately, DepEd is not participating in 2007 for whatever
reason. By the way, when we showed the TIMSS results to the constituents of Naga, they
were shocked. They just couldn't believe that the conventional thinking that the Philippines
is a literate, English-speaking country is not borne out by reality anymore. This can
generate the social outrage that usually starts reform at the local level.

A school board as conceptualized can do capacity building. It can measure performance
like what we are doing. Every three years, we go school to school and we show them the
results of our efforts using the national tests. We can mobilize resources more effectively
than DepEd can ever dream of doing at the local level. A local government unit is in a

better position to mobilize resources only if it will open up and cooperate and we can
procure SEF funded services. When Butch Abad was Secretary of Education, he ,opened
the door for local government units to participate in the ranking of teachers. I don't know
if you realize that just last April, this was again held back. It reverted to a purely DepEd
affair. How do you assure local government units that there will be transparent hiring of
teachers if you do not allow outsiders to playa role or even observe the whole process?

Naga is fortunate to have a rich and diverse experience in governance. We merely use
the lessons from these innovations in local education. There are two most important
strategies anchored on progressive perspective. One is the 'half full glass' perspective.
What the law does not expressly prohibit, it allows. The other is the budget. If the budget
provides for services beyond the traditional budgets of local government units, then it
authorizes the conduct of these activities. If you have budget for teacher recruitment, for
instance, you can actually go into teacher hiring using a fair and transparent process.

What have been the results so far in terms of quality? We were able to address the
textbook shortage, i.e., we were able to generate locally developed textbooks at 1: 1
ratio. We were able to reduce class size from 55-60 students per class down to 45
students per class at the high school level, and to 42 students per class at the
elementary level. We have an IT program and all public elementary public schools in
Naga have their own computer labs with a minimum of 10 computers each. This is where
I'm itching to do curriculum reform because we have made an initial investment in
hardware, but the curriculum of DepEd does not support the optimum utilization of these
resources. What is provided in the curriculum is only 40 hours of contact time on ICT. We
really need to do more if we are to ensure higher returns of investments. Curriculum
change is something we should do but Deped would not touch at the division level. In
1999, our performance at the National Elementary Achievement Test is only 32. Last
year, we practically doubled the result to 60. These are real gains.
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With regard to testing, I don't know if you have read the Newsweek article about
cheating in tests. Actually, it also happened in our city, which is why I'msaying exams
should be validated and cross-referencedwith third partytesting.There should be
triangulation. You can havethe TIMSS as one leg,then the local division testing, then
the national testing. Triangulating this will give you the real picture on the ground.

We are also looking at nutrition status of our schoolchildren. We found out, based on the
last nutrition report of our nutrition council, that 20 percent of children in the public
school system are below normal. Ifa child in Naga enters the public school system, the
nutrition status deteriorates. Forpre-school, our nutritional status is only five percent,
which is below normal. Whenthe child enters the public school systemit shoots up to 20.
We reallyhaveto think about manydimensions if we want to improve public education.

The way forward

What is the way forward? This is mytake on the wholesituation. Education reform is
taking place in a dynamic environment where the box is getting bigger. Let's think of the
wholesituation of how DepEd operates on a box; the box is definedbythe publiceducation
policies, by laws, its orders and its memos. The box is shrinking or expanding at one point in
time. The LocalGovernment Code, the SEF Law, the Education for All reportare all telling
DepEd that there shouldbegreater involvement of localcommunities and it will expand
better if we do something morethan what we are trying to do right now.

Where arewe todayreally? There are, I think, threescenarios. Oneisthat we arejust
'muddling along; maintaining the status quo. DepEd continues to bea welfare agency for
400,000 workforce, which will only growwithtime because enrollment will growbigger.
Congress will be forced to allocate moreresources but it will not meetthe needs. Thiswill
ensure underprovision of public education services. This hasbeen goingon for threedecades
now. Inthe lastseveral years, the mostsignificant change that hasoccurred in the Philippines
wasthe outcome of the Education Commission Report, inwhichtertiary education wastaken
outof the then Department of Education, Culture and Sports. Despite this, there isstill
underdelivery of public education services. Thebureaucracy isstillhighly centralized despite
the efforts of the differentSecretaries of Education-Raul Roco, Br. AndrewGonzalez, etc.

Another scenario is the top-down approach of the Basic EducationSedor Reform
Agenda. It is nationally initiated and central control remains. It calls for stronger local
education divisionsand school-basedmanagement. The strength of this is that it has the
force of national policy. National governmentwill support it becauseit's national policy.
Its weakness lies on sustainability. How can you managea 400,000-strong workforce
and get optimum results?How will you exact accountability?Has there been a DepEd
supervisorwho has been fired becausethe results in that particulardivision are so
dismal?Nothing of that sort has happened. Yet, it's the local community that's suffering
from the underprovision of public servicedelivery. At the sametime, it skirts local .--1
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accountability issues with regard to the SEF.The mayors and the governors can have
their way with the SEF and use this according to their own agenda and yet, they're not
accountable for it. It's DepEd that's responsible for public education services.

The other scenario is the local school board-anchored scenario, a bottom-up approach,
promoted by Synergeia. It was inspired by the Local Government Code. It leverages SEF
to push reforms. However, it depends on the readiness of DepEd to engage. If DepEd
doesn't want it, you will encounter great difficulty. It lacks predictability because of weak
policy grounding. The current policy actually limits what a school board can do- it's only
a budgeting agency. But Naga City believes that what the law does not expressly

prohibit, it allows. In 99 percent of the Philippines, what Commission on Audit says limits

what local government units can do. The strength of the bottom-up is that because it's
demand-driven and local communities are asking for it, there's a high level of
sustainability. It has its own weaknesses. Scaling up depends heavily on the quality of
local leaders. This is good for the communities who have governors like Josie dela Cruz,
but how about the rest? Also, there is general ambivalence on the part of most local
chief executives. They still see education as DepEd's responsibility.

So what is the way forward? One, as I've discussed with you yesterday, is to
operationalize a national voucher system. Take government out of the public education
business. How can you do this? Expand the Government Assistance to Students and
Teachers in Private Education (GATSPE). GATSPE is a program that gives P4,OOO to
P5,OOO to every parent and allows the child to be enrolled in a private school. What are
the strengths? It taps unused capacities in private schools. It empowers parental choice
in localities where there are private schools. It has strong accountability features
because in the long run, non-performers will be penalized. If your school does not deliver,

you will have lesser enrollment, you'll close down. But the main weakness is that it will

limit access to basic education. That's the downside of privatization.

My advocacy is selective devolution of public education. How can this be
operationalized? Allow local control of public education where demanded and feasible.
There are two main criteria. One is demand. If a local community demands local control,

the national government should give it. Second, it should be balanced by feasibility. The
cities are the most ready because they have the money. What are the strengths? Faster
pace of change as we've shown in Naga. We can respond better and more effectively
than a centrally administered bureaucracy can, and there is greater local flexibility.

I have written an article, I submitted it to the Inquirer, which was the basis for yesterday's
editorial. I'll share it with you. In the article, I said that if Naga gets its per capita share of
the national budget, we could increase theoretically the salaries of teachers from
P1 0,000 to P20,OOO. We can start them as contractual employees so that at the
beginning, they do not have security of tenure. Their performance can be measured
through the tests that will be given, and once they meet the minimum standards, they
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cam be regularized, effectively doubling the salaries but lowering the class size. It allows
for clearer public accountability. Now, the mayor will be held accountable if the
connmunity continues to have dismal education performance. It can be an election issue.
If the parents decide to rise up in arms against the leadership, they may do so. In the
same way, if the mayor also finds that the superintendent does not deliver, he has the
authority to replace the superintendent and school heads. It optimizes the use of public
education funds because there is uniform planning, uniform assessment of needs,
uniform determination of the resources required, and uniform allocation of the funds
conning from the national, local and community. There is optimization of resources used

and if this happens, DepEd can now focus its attention on a smaller constituency. If you
take out the cities for instance, DepEd can address the needs of a smaller constituency
in he provinces, particularly in areas where assistance is most needed. Its problem
becomes more manageable or lighter. A significant weakness is that the Philippines has
mixed results in devolution. This is why I'm advocating selective devolution. Of course,
there's also the politicization issue, but these are manageable risks. There are
communities in the Philippines that are aching and ready for this kind of reform. I only
hope that the national government will one day find wisdom to recognize this. Thank you
very much.

Open Forum

Dr. Hornedo: We thank our last speaker, Mr. Prilles, for giving us a rather clear picture
of what is happening out there. The first thing that I noticed was that DepEd is dropping
out of the International Examination thing. Normally this is what DepEd does when its
results are embarrassing. According to DepEd's own statement, we have a learning
defiicit of 70 percent, which means we have a learning achievement of only 30 percent.

That's dismal. With regard to teachers' ability to use English as a medium of instruction,
statistics show that it is between 30 and 40 percent. That is not good. Some six or seven
years ago, the passing rate of students in the private sector in the National Elementary
Achievement Testwas 92.5. In public school, the passing rate was 17 percent. The following
year, the test was scrapped. So there is a pattern. The DepEd does not want to document
failure. But, the problem is that it does not help us identify the areas of improvement when we
do not see where the weaknesses are and how long they have been there.

Participant: This is just a comment. The inability of the Philippines to join the 2007
TIMSS is, I think, because of budgetary constraints and this is being handled by the
Department of Science and Technology not by DepEd.

Mr. Prilles: There's already the VAT, and pork-barrel is being restored. I think budgetary
constraint is not an acceptable justification. We pointed this out to Acting Secretary of

Education Fe Hidalgo when we had our forum in Pearl Hotel last year. I think it's only an
excuse.
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Mr. Ducanes (Human Development Network): I'm partof the groupthat is reviewing the
Third Elementary Education Project. Theadvocacy of DepEd todaywith regard to the Basic
Education Sector Reform Agenda istowards a local governing council similar to whatthey
have in Nagacity. Myissue is, isthis really applicable to mostof the places in the Philippines
or isthismore of an exception because Nagahas anexcellent governing unitexemplified by
Mayor Robredo? In oneof ourfield visits in Abra, we invited the division people to go to a
particular town. One of the division people there refused to go and wewondered why. Inturns
out that the person whorefused used to bea district superintendent of that areaandthe
town mayor, whowas agodfather-like figure, asked herto leave the postsohe could install
his relative. When thesuperintendent refused, shemettwosupposed accidents- the tricycle
shewas riding was hit byan official government cartwice. Mypointis, howmany Robredos
arethere inthe Philippines and howmany are thistypeof mayor? Maybe, ultimately, a local
school board iswhatweshould aim for, butmaybe it should also depend onthe political
maturity of the place.

Ona more technical note, from ourownexperience ouranalyzing the National Achievement
Test, it'sa littlemisleading to lookat the change inthe scores. Whathappened wasfrom the
period 2002 to 2004, the testgot easier sothatalmost all places had large gains intheir
scores. Maybe whatweshould be looking at ishowa particular place performed relative to
the others. Otherthan that I think it was anexcellent presentation.

Mr. Prilles: I fully agreewith the gentleman's observation about the quality of leadership
being a great determinant of success. That's why my personal advocacy, and I hope it
becomes a national one, is selective devolution. A main criterion should be the readiness,
the demand from the localcommunity. If the local community is ready, for all intention
purposes, it should be given the opportunityto do so.

Ms. Gregorio: I wouldjust like to make one commentandask one question. UNESCO
istryingto identifysuccessful innovations andgood practices inachieving Education for All
goals. I think the previous presentation impressed usverymuch with evidences of impacts
of successful local, systematic report. Theevidences inthe progress madeinthe level of
access to basic education intermsof quality improvement, in termsof strong partnership
between government and non-governmental, between public andprivate. Theselocal
education reforms offer averypromising model of howsystematic reforms couldbe made
at the local level. I hopethis kindof studycould be presented not onlyat this seminar. It
should alsobe presented to the National Commission for UNESCOandeven in
international meetings. I hope this presentation canbeturned intosomekind of paperor
presentation to be made at international events. I hopeyoucould attend l O"International
Conference on Education for sustainable Development, which shall take place in
Decemberin Bangkok. Onequestion is, since yoursystem reforms at the local level were
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successful, what kind of changes did you do in terms of local curriculum? Have you been
able to make the educational content more relevant to community development?

Mr. Prilles: We haven't begun to touch the curriculum yet. It is provided for in the
Revised Basic Education Curriculum that you can add some more subjects or whatever
into the curriculum. There is a general hesitancy on the part of the local division and even
on our part because it is still untested water. But, we're moving into that because as I've

pointed out we have not maximized our investments, for example, in IT.

Mr. Opertti: I want to deeply thank both presenters. They were very instructive and very
challenging. I hope we could publish this proposal.The idea of community practice is not to
mobilize but to cross-reference how things work, so it would be good if we could do an online
publication and disseminate this worldwide. Ineffect, the first phase of change is institutional
change and the second is curriculum change- remobilizing institutional framework and then
improving curriculum if institutions are ready. I appreciate the last presentation a lot because
in the last analysis,you established a dichotomy between public and private.We can have a
public education, but it is not antithetical to private education. You found an approach that
can maintain a public system and at the same time have the flexibility of other systems.

Ms. Ethel Valenzuela (SEAMEO-Innotech): I'm formerly of the Commission on
Higher Education now working with SEAMEO-Innotech. I would like to congratulate the
three speakers for giving us rich information especially on curriculum development. I
would just like to share what I've seen over the years. The subjects that are offered here
are at times copies of some of the subjects that are being offered abroad. That's the way

some discipline experts are revising the higher education curriculum. There is a different
approach by which we can improve the curriculum and the SEAMEO-Innotech
approach is to invite experts from Southeast Asian countries and let them identify
competency standards and somehow validate all these competencies and come up with
acceptable curriculum. I think we have not done that kind of system in higher education.
The main expectation of the Commission on Higher Education for international
benchmarking and curriculum change is really the acceptability of our curriculum in
terms of mutual recognition, in terms of mobility of professionals.

Ms. Agoo: In our area in Baguio, there are at least 7,000 foreign nationals like Koreans,
Chinese, etc. We have to address their educational needs. Some private schools
proposed a curriculum adding two more years of study. We did a feasibility study on this
proposal and we have endorsed it to the regional levels. They approved the additional
two years of schooling for some private schools.

The use of our SEF in Baguio is transparent. Every subject area supervisor can recommend
and justify what instructional materials are to be procured.We really are very happy to have
leaders who get our opinions on what should be done with our constituents. Thank you.

--
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Mr. Baunto: Iwould liketo comment aboutthe issue of a national voucher system ineducation.
It's a niceconcept, butthere are a lotof weaknesses. For example, if yougive voucher to a
family andthatvoucher isused foreducation, it distorts somehow the choice of the parents
because youtendto usethisonly foreducation. Maybe the family has adifferenttypeof
education ora different kind of learning inmind fortheir children. There isadeadweight loss.
Thehigh dropout rate inMindanao isalways explained interms of lackor lowfamily income.
But, it can also beexplained asachoice- maybe it isnotthe type of curriculum that the family
or the student wants. They may want Islamic education orsome ethnic groups may wantto
include, let's say, Mangyan culture etc. Ifthereisdevolution ordecentralization, then people can
choose the kind ofeducation orschool that theywantto attend withspecialized andunique
courses. Onthe SEF, Iwould liketo mention that I find it disturbing that it'sbased onthe
economic activity of a community. Why dowe have to base it oneconomic activity? Maybe we
can base it ontheachievement level of the students inthecommunity.

Participant: I think SEF is based on one percent of the tax being collected by the city or
municipality. It is how cities/municipalities raise funds.

Mr. Prilles: Theoretically, a voucher system canactually operationalize choice. In the
context in Mindanao, if a person gets access to a voucher, he can use the voucherto enroll
in a madrasah system. It doesnot limit the choiceto the private schoolsor the public
schools. On the issueof devolution, the essence of devolution is that it allowscommunities
to respond to local needs andthese needsdiffer in every locality. I agree that Mindanao is
in a different context. Devolution will enable communities in Mindanao to decidewhat's
best for them andnot be constrained bysituation that areobtaining in Visayas and
Mindanao. Selective devolution alsoallowsprovincial governments to allocate resources
towards publiceducation. I agreewith the reality that because the SEF is basedon real
propertytax, there are municipalities belonging to Synergeia that do not have SEF
collections. Effectively the provinces have more moneythan cities so if devolution is
operationalized at the provincial level, the governors become accountable for public
education. Theyhave no other choicebut to usethe moneyto support publiceducation
services. The basicargumentbehind devolution is local action- using local resources to
respond to the needsof the locality.

Dr. Hornedo: I think we cannot go on forever. I think we had a very felicitous group this
morning. Dr. Miralao presented us problems identified bythe social scientists regarding
education in the Philipines. Mr Prilles hasgiven usvision of a model, which is actually
already operational. That can be a paradigm for solving manyof the problems presented
by that surveyon our educational system. From Mr. Opertti's presentation, we now know
that the best practice anywherecan be shared on a global basis. I think we should thank
the three speakers for giving us three dimensions of the problems of curriculum
change- the international, national, local. Wealso thank those who asked the wonderful
questions, which broadened and enrichedour understanding of the morning papers.



Curriculum Change:
Implications for Teachers'
Professional Development

Iwill start my presentation by going back to our definition of curriculum. Then I would
look at the trends in curriculum designing, especially towards what they call a thinking

curriculum. And thirdly, I will focus on the implications of a thinking curriculum to the

kind of teacher-training program that we are going to develop.

Curriculum refers to the learnings that are planned and guided by the school, whether they

are done individually or in groups, inside or outside the school. The trend that is happening
now,not only in the Philippines, is towards a thinking curriculum. It is a very big term. What do
we really mean by a thinking curriculum? Does-it mean to say that our curriculum did not

develop thinkers? I would like to look at what they say traditional curriculum is, as

against thinking curriculum. In traditional terms, traditional curriculum tends to teach

content and process separately. That was what happened a long time ago. Although

traditional is relative now because in recent years there have been attempts to integrate
science through process skills. But a thinking curriculum tends to unite and integrate
process and content, especially using process skills that will enable them to observe,

realize situations in communities in their homes, so that they learn about the world

through the process skills that we emphasize.

In a thinking curriculum, thinking and learning processes apply to all content areas and,

thus, generic. These generic skills required by a thinking curriculum are also termed
higher order thinking skills or HOTS. So these include problem solving, decision-making,
evaluating, and comparing, and so forth. So let me go back to what a traditional

curriculum is versus a thinking curriculum. We say that a traditional curriculum expects

the students to master knowledge while in school and this knowledge is expected only to

be used when they leave school. The other side of that, when we talk about thinking
curriculum, is that while they are learning, they are already linking these learnings to

what is happening outside of the school. So there is an immediate application. When they
are doing activities in the classroom, they find some links between what they are learning
in the classroom with what is happening in the world. So, if there is a volcanic eruption

going on in another part of the Philippines, they discuss it immediately so that the

context is there. They do not have to wait until they reach, say, chapter five to learn it.

Characteristics of a thinking curriculum

Let me go through the basic characteristics of a thinking curriculum. The first
characteristic of a thinking curriculum is that it promotes in-depth learning. In a long list

ot topics, we can just focus on a few topics, and then go in-depth. It is deepening their .'-----
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understanding instead of covering all possible content on the Internet or whatever.
This means to say that wewant to focus more on depth rather than breadth. The
slogan that we use in developing a curriculum is "less is more". You have lesser topics
but you learn them more in-depth. Another characteristic is content and process
objectives are situated in real-world tasks. As I said earlier, content and the processes
are actually given the same attention. So you do not talk about theories only, you have
to look for its link to real life, to everyday life. When discussing genetics in biology, for
example, you have to relate it to genetically modified organisms such as the food
available now, so that they find some connection to what they read in the newspapers
or in the Internet.

The third characteristic is providing students with tasks that are sequenced in
increasing complexity. I think other countries call this as spiraling curriculum; from
micro to macro, from simple to complex, and from community to nation, and to the
global community. There is an increasing level of sophistication in terms of the context
as well as the examples.

The fourth characteristic of a thinking curriculum is that it actively connects content
and processes to the learner's background. This is related to what educators refer to
as constructivist approach to teaching. You always look at the prior knowledge of the
students before you introduce a new topic because they say that if you introduce a
topic that is contrary to what they believe in, even if you discuss with them that topic
for two weeks, you will not change their attitude and their thinking. You try to
determine first where they are so that you can bring them slowly to where you want to
bring them.

Developing habits of mind

The major agenda is really how to integrate content and processes. We must develop
in the students the "habits of mind." If you always have a tendency to pick up pieces of
paper from the floor and put these in your pocket, that's a habit. It does not require
people telling you to pick up that piece of paper. Habits of mind are defined by some
educators this way. These are the skills and behaviors that intelligent people do when
they do not know the answer to the question. Looking at different ways of solving
problems is a habit of mind. Using all your senses to observe is a habit of mind. So you
are not just listening, you are observing, using all your senses. There is a long list of
habits of mind that we need to develop among our students and even among our
teachers. I think the habits of mind would determine what kind of teaching would
occur in the classroom. If you are interested to look at the habits of mind you can visit
us in our institute and I will give this to you.
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Prornotinq a thinking curriculum

So now let us look at how this thinking curriculum should be promoted before I even

go to implications of teacher education. In mathematics and science education,
because that is our focus, there has to be some guidelines to put thinking curriculum
across the content area. For mathematics, it is basically focused on activities.
Learning is a meaningful activity. All curricular reform efforts should be geared toward
a curriculum based on engagement in authentic, higher order thinking skills. In the UP
National Institute for Science and Mathematics Education, our philosophy is learners
learn most when they are engaged, when they are challenged, when their lessons are
relevant, and when they are holistic. Two things are important here, the engagement of
the .earners and facilitator. Teachers now are not supposed to just give information,
they should facilitate learning. There is a big change from what was done before and
what should happen now. Indeed there should be some changes in the teacher
education program to be able to shift towards this kind of teaching.

One of the considerations in preparing curriculum standards, particularly in the context of
our present society that is becoming more knowledge-based, is the impact of information
and communication technologies in the proliferation of information available on the Internet
which overwhelm students. Lacking in their knowledge or skills in making use and
processing information available to them, students resort to cut and paste technique. We
do not teach them how to think. We do not teach them how to choose information and how
to choose appropriate information for a particular situation. This is one of the bases for a
thinking curriculum because in a knowledge-based economy,there is just so much
information available in the environment and even in different medium.

Social arrangements are now also more fluid-people move from place to place, families
are configured differently. We are saying here that people should understand what is the
culture there, what is happening in the community, and try to link these with lessons in
the classroom. The world is getting smaller. We travel faster, we communicate faster. We
also have to put this into context when we develop our curriculum. Even if we start from
a local context, we bring them to a wider context until it becomes global.

In the political realm, citizens struggle with different political issues not only in terms of
technology but also in terms of social equity and even interdependence with other
countries. This information should shift toward flexibility and adapting to changing
environment. And Dr. Zhou mentioned this about working together harmoniously, this is
basically what it means, live together harmoniously, work together harmoniously. Our
curriculum also emphasized all those things. Currently many of the classes are using
small group interaction. They think that it is a good start. What I put there is that
societal changes actually influence changes in the curriculum.
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Let me refer to the standards in mathematics in relation to the thinking curriculum. Whatwe
presented herearethe thinking skills surrounded bymathematical concepts, mathematical
habits of mind sothat ourthinking curriculum would befocused on helping students make
senseof what isaround them, and would beableto apply concepts to differentsituations.
Thesearethe standards in mathematics, geared towards addressing these skills. If youare
feeling confidentaboutone's ability, this isahabitof mind. Feeling confidentshould bean
integral partof one's ownmental disposition. If youarenotconfidentwithyourself, then
people will noticethat youarenotconfident andyoudo not knowwhatyouaredoing. You
have to exudethat level of confidence sothat people will believe inyou. Thishasbeengoing
on in the review of mathematics soweteachthem algorithms to solve problems.
Mathematics isa tool or language for solving problems. Thestandards alsoarticulate the
concepton whatstudents should focusonto beableto usethe language of mathematics in
real life problems, theyshould beengaged inhigherorderthinking, thinkingcritically and
puttingmeaning intowhattheyaredoing.

In the new curriculum, in the refined curriculum that we are trying to work on,we are
trying to developcore concepts that cut across the different disciplines whether they are
looking at integrated science, biology, chemistry, physics. There are core concepts that
unify them like, for instance, the concept of change since changes occur in physics, in
mathematics, chemistry, and order in the universe. We want to put across those unifying
themes. Habits of mindcannot be established until students engage in real life task of
posing a question, designing an experiment, synthesizing and information gathering. So,
given the situation how, we want to focus on a thinking curriculum what do we do
because more often our teachers are not given the right information or the information
necessary for them to change their thinking towards a thinking curriculum.

'Backward' approach to curriculum design

I would like to present to you a model of curriculum design that we are practicing at the
Institute. Originally, in the traditional models, they saythat we start with activities and
then developassessmentunits or assessmentquestionsafter learninga lesson. That is
the usual practice even when I was a student. Now the approach we are introducing is
what we call 'backward' processof curriculum designing.What does this mean? It's just
revising some of the sequence. This was described by Tyler 50 years ago.We use the
backward curriculum designing approach in developingour lesson for the Intel Teach to
the Future Program which seeks to integrate leT into the curriculum. We use this
backward curriculum design model that looks at the big picture with the end goals in
mind. After identifying the objectives, we try to identify the activities we are going to use,
and at the end,we assess the students. The way we would like to start is begin with the
end. You identify your objectives then identify your indicatorsof performance. Usually,
when you developa test, it does not coincide with the activities because it is done as an
after thought. If you do it reverse, you identify the indicators first then develop the lesson

J
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properly, the students will not say,"Where did my teacher get the questions when we did
not discuss it in class?" And that is a very common observation even in regular classes.
So start with the end so that there will be an understanding of where you are going. You

have to establish or to accept some evidence of performance to remain focused. We're
saying here that assessment indeed dictates instruction.

Ask your children, "What are you studying now?" They will say, "I'm studying this because

we'll havea test" Ask again, "Whafkind of test does the teacher give you?" They will
answer, "enumeration:' The kind oftest or assessment given by the teacher actually
describes instruction and even the way the students study. So we have to reverse this
process so that we are sure we know what we are assessing and what assessments we

should use. By identifying indicators of assessment, we are already helping the teachers

clarify their goals, define their teaching and learning target. The next step is plan the

instruction based on the learning experience or the assessment. We consider it backward

because we start with acceptable evidence rather than put it at the end. And it works. We
have tried it several times with several of our training programs. The teachers like it better
because they are already guided and they clarify the concepts. They say, "if I do not

understand the concepts by making good question, then how can I develop a good lesson
when I do not have a clear understanding of what these concepts are, how they link with

the community, and how they link with activities or situations in the real world?"

We should first identify what students should know and understand, and what are worthy

of understanding. It is very important to reflect on this because now, I heard it this
morning that we have many kinds of students, we have many dropouts also. If we target
students who are going to university alone then we are failing on what education should

Ibeable to deliver. We would not help students become productive if our targets are
always those who are going to college. We really have to determine what are the desired

results for a greater number of people who are in schools, who are in our community.

Imagine the results: out of 400 students who go to Grade One only about 26 finish high
school. That was the data presented to us yesterday.

Authentic assessment of student performance

If assessment is a very particular aspect of curriculum management, we should also look
at the way we assess the students. Now the trend is to look at authentic assessment.
What do we mean by authentic assessment? It's like teaching your students ballet. To
make an assessment, you ask them to dance or to perform skills in ballet. We do not do
that much in science. We test them with multiple choice, fill in the blanks and we teach

them through paper and pencil- not much performance in the real sense. But, we must
value the learning process as much as the finished product. What do we mean by this?
When we give a problem to students, we look at the final answer and if it is not within the
range, then we consider this wrong. We are interested only at the product. But in
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authentic assessment, we look at how they arrived at the answer and you give some
points perhaps or they would stop at this level. You now can start your instruction at level 1

then you move them up to level 2, level 3 slowly and surely they will master that concept.

The other characteristic, it should be authentic because it is real life situation. When you

ask them about questions on mathematics, for example, how do you apply discounts? This

is my favorite story. We were seated in a restaurant and we heard this waiter quarrelling
with three elderly ladies. The three senior citizens paid P1,OOO, but their bill was only P700.
They gave P1,OOO and they were expecting that their total discount would be 60 percent

because elderly people are given 20 percent discounts. They were quarrelling because they

expect to get a bigger discount. I thought that was real life problem solving. If we cannot

answer that at our age, we are not scientifically literate. These are real life problems, even
discounts in borrowing in department stores. We say 10 percent, five percent things like that.

You have to know how to compute. The major point there is that authentic assessment

allows the possibility that a problem could have more than one solution. We always give

them a,b,c,d, and letter e is correct. But in some situations, there is no correct answer or

there are multiple answers. What is the message we give our students and teachers if we

always give a paper and pencil test and an expectation of a single correct answer? We are

giving them the wrong message.

Collaborative lesson study

We have focused on teaching. Our professional development program has focused on the

curriculum itself, assessment. We look at how teachers should be taught to collaborate. We

said working harmoniously because we can learn from each other better. We introduced the

word collaborative lesson study.This is not new to us.This was adopted from the Japanese

practice of lesson study approach. It is like this- a group of teachers work together and plan
for activity and one teacher demonstrates that and the others critic, then the group comes

back together and reviews what happened and improves the approach, and finally the second

teacher uses that in the other class.What comes out is a very good class because it has been

tried two orthree cycles.This is collaborative effort and you learnmore from each other.

You do not developyour lesson independently of the other, especially if you are in a big

school where many teachers are doing this. Even in the US, this is now generating interest.
Basically, they work together, consider long-term goals, and do a research lesson. That is

one thing that we have to teach our teachers. That is part of our professional development

program-goal-setting, research lesson, lesson discussion, consolidation and back. Many
of the people we have asked said that lesson study brings education standards and goals

to life in the classroom, and promotes data-based improvement. That is why lessons should
be used to improve the next lesson, and assessment results should be used to improve the

next lesson. It targets many student qualities, creates grassroots demand for instructional
improvement, and values the teachers so that you boost their confidence that they are doing well.
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Transactional approach to professional development of teachers

Letmenowlookatthe professional development just to summarize all these. Intraditional
teaching" theysayit begins withthe answer ina lesson study. You begin witha question,
probablythat iswhatproblem-based learning isall about. They sayyou have more focus if you
aska question. Iasked inmyclass, "Which onewill freeze faster, hotwateror cold water?" Most
people will say, "Ofcourse cold water.' But no, hotwaterwill freeze faster. Howwillyouconvince
the students that this isthe case? You have to give themactivities; youhave to engagethem in
investigation andsoonandsoforth. This iswhat it meant bybeginning witha question rather
than withananswer. Theusual practice istelling themwhatwe wantto know, everything that
we wantto share withthem. Communication flowsfromtrainer to teacher. This isanother major
reform that we wantto focusonrlnthe past, theysay that we have been doing transmissive
professional development programs. Whatdowemean bythat?There isnointeraction, even in
the classrooms. Teachers arealways telling this and that

But wewantto go intowhattheysaytransactional approach to professional development The
emphasis of transaction approach isinteraction. Ourtraining programs nowaremore focused
on interaction rather thanjusttelling or lecturing teachers onwhatto do. It isless work for us
trainers, asa matterof fact, because wejust give thema problem, givethema few hints,
guidelines andtheyworktogether, thentheycome upwithsolution or if theydonot, theyask
questions. Theycome upwithanoutputthat istotally theirs. There isownership of whatthey
produce. Theexpertdoes notdeliver butfacilitates instruction, thentheyreconstruct

This is an ongoing interactive activity:experimental, interactive, engaging, challenging.
That is what we mean by transactional approach to teaching as well as teacher training.
We need to change how we view teacher developmentbecause teacher development is
not only professional but also social and personal development. These three aspects
should be linked together.Theyare intertwined. Forchange to occur, the programs and
activities should focus on these three aspects.What do we mean?Professional
development includes, of course, different teaching strategies,developmentof beliefs
and conceptions, subject matter, and updating scientific and mathematical knowledge.
Social development involves renegotiation, reconstruction.That's part of living together,
working with others, not only to share experiences but learn from the other. Personal
development, of course, is being aware of your limitations,being aware of your ideas as
science or math teachers, being in control of your own learning style and level of learning
that you haveacquired.All these haveto be part of the teacher development program. It
is not just sharing evaluation. It has to be transactional.

The challenge is how do we design programsthat will foster collaboration, capacity
building and reflective practices?That, I think, is the question I will pose because we
have just explained the challenges. How do we design professional development for
learning empowerment and transformation? How do we movefrom a conception of
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professional development which is static, top down and policy-oriented to free, dynamic

and constructivist approach. I quote this, "Professional development that does not
provide opportunities for teacher initiation and direction which does not lead to
meaningful, professional learning outcomes, cannot be considered quality professional
development from the perspectives of both individual growth and institutional capability;'

Thank you.
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Curricular Reforms
in the Philippine Context:
Some Success Stories & Some Remaining Challenges

Meeting the diverse needs of students

We are sharing with you some of our success stories relatively speaking. I cannot
claim absolutely that these are success stories but I would like to say that I
think they are better termed as work in progress and in the process I would

like to sharewith you some of the challenges that we face with regard to curriculum
reform at the secondary level. So I'd like to preface my presentation with a comic strip from
Peanuts, so this is Pattyspeakingand she says, "I learned something in school today, I
signedup for fold guitar, computer programming, stainedglassart, shoemaking, and
natural foods workshop. I got spelling, arithmetic, history, andtwo study periods:' So
Franklyn asked, "Whatdid you learn?" "I learned that what you signed up for and what you
get are two different things:'Thegirl is lamentingthat there is an apparentdisconnect
between her needsandwhat the standard curriculum offers. Iwould like to saywe have
somehowsucceeded in moving fromtoo structured, too standardized, one-size-fits-all
program to one that is more personalized, morecustomized to the diverse learningneeds of
children and one that develops the multiple intelligences of our learners, so that we can
comeup with a personalizing education through special curricular programs.

Special programs of the Department of Education

WhatI would like to present to you firstwould be the special science program that catersto
the needs of those students with talents in scienceand mathematics. You cansee here in
the illustration the corecurriculum. Thecorecurriculum spills intosomespecial curriculum
programs. Thecorecurriculum formsthe standard, the main areas of knowledge around
which the special programs arebuilt. Wehave special programs for thosestudentswho are
inclined in scienceand math. There isa special science program. Wehave special programs
for children inclined in sports, the SPSor Special Program in Sports. Wealsohavea
curriculum for those students whoareinclined in the artscalled the special program in the
artsor SPA. We have a curriculum for those who want to have training for gainful
employment. We havea technical, vocational program for students. And,we alsohavea
program for those students with learning disabilities, the special education program orSPED.

Special science program

WhatIwould liketo focus on first is the special science program. Here, we have 126 schools
that arescience-oriented. But Iwould liketo focusthis presentation onlyonthe regional
science high schools. First, Iwould liketo describe the contextof whywe established the .-
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regional science high schools. Theystarted by virtue of a department order issued in
1994 converting regularpublic secondaryschools. They started as regular public
secondary schools strategically located at the center of the region that were converted
into special science high schools. As new regionsevolved, additional regional science
high schools were established. So now, in each of the regions, there is a regional science
high school. There are 17 regions in the country so there are 17 regional science high
schools.

The objective, as I said earlier, is to developa nurtured talent in science and math and
produce graduateswho will pursuecourses in this specialized field. In contrast, in the
regular public secondaryschools, the objective is just to give a broad general education
for life long learning. The curriculumof science high schools, especiallythe regional
science high schools is moredemanding, more challenging than the regular program
being offered in the majorityof public secondaryschools in the country. You will note that
in the additional subjects offered in the curriculum, these include higher math or higher
science subjects or more advanced subjects in science and mathematics. Student
admission in the regional science high schools is highlyselective. So only the top ten
graduates of primaryschoolswithin the region maybe admitted to the regional science
high schools. In contrast,all graduates from primary schools maybe admitted in the

.regular public secondary schools. No one can be deniedadmission.

One school characteristicjust to distinguish regionalscience high schools from the
regular public high schools, as we said, is a specialized curriculum in science and math.
The students' admission is selective. The class sizeis verysmall, only 25 students per
class. When you think of the regular public schools, the class sizecan go as high as 100
or even 120 in some areas. There is selective teacher hiring, meaningthat only
specialists in science and math for instanceare hired, unlike in the regular public high
schools where eventhose teachers who are not specialist in these fields are madeto
teach science and math. This is a problem that is now being addressed by the
department.We also havemore qualified school heads, in the sense that, if this is a
science hig~ school, then it.[s expectedthat the school headshall be specialist also in
either science dr math. Relatively, they havebetter facilities. This is now the geographic
spread of the Philippine regional science high schools. You will see that they are spread
around the countries to servethe.needs of learners in the.reqions,

I am pleased to inform you that when we disaggregated the scores of the students
coming from the special science high schools and these scores are presented in that
green bar, you will see that comparatively they are pretty good.The performance of our
children is pretty good.Their performanceis comparable to that of high-performing
countries like,Singapore, Hong Kong,Korea, Taiwan, and Japan.So the performance of
our students is eVEm better than the performance of the students in Malaysia, England,
US and Australia. So I think, you know, all things being equal, our students can really
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oerforrnpiven the resources, given the small class size, given the better teachers, given
Jetter school administrators. Therefore the regional science high schools defined the
standards in the areas of curriculum instructions so we look at them as establishing the
benchmark for the rest of the school system in the area of also teaching performance,
student performance, school management, and school resources.

Aside from serving as models for other schools in the region, we also considered the

regional science high schools as laboratories for improving science and math

education. These are high leadership capacity schools whose teachers do action

research in teaching and learning and these studies are shared with other teachers in
the region. The school heads likewise experiment with management practices and
school programs in science and math and share their success stories with other school
administrators. We look at the Annual Regional Science High School Congress as the
forum for sharing best practices. Regional science high schools also adopt other schools
and snare the resources for teaching and learning. In that way, they also build the

capacity of other schools in the region. The regional science high school teachers train
teachers of other schools. Now the challenge, the first is, how can we raise the
performance of regular public secondary schools? Over all, we have been lagging behind
from !the rest of the countries in the region, in the world, in the area of science and
math. Well 07 course, the challenge would be to provide the resources, smaller class size,
better teachers, managers, etc. The second challenge is how to ladderize program with
CHED that will allow our graduates from the regional science high schools to have their

advance courses credited for higher education. There ought to be a program that would

provide incentive for our students in the regional science high school.

"

Special program in sports

Now I move on to another special program: sports. Those students who are inclined in
sports will be able to develop further their skills for higher level of athletic competitions.
The curriculum consists of the core program of 2002 basic education curriculum whose
time allotment in some subjects had been reduced to allow more time for specialization in
sports. Specialization in sports is a four-year program consisting of two-hour period daily
for athletics and swimming and a minimum of five individual or dual sports and the three
team sports. Only those schools with a track record of winning in any sport competition
for a period of three years shall be allowed to offer the program. The school must also
havequalified teachers and access to sport facilities and equipments. In order to be
retained in the program, students must at least maintain a grade of 85 percent in a
specialized subject in sport and at least 80 percent in all the other subjects. We are
pleased to inform you that the program has been producing winning athletes in local,
national, and ASEAN sports competitions. There is also high retention rate as observed

in the schools offering the program. This can be explained bythe fact that when students
take what theyare interested in,they are going to stay in the school. The challenge would be to
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provide government support to sustain theprogram. There isalso a need for continuity for a
career insports oraPhilippine Sport Institute to beestablished. This isyetto beestablished.

Special program in the arts

NowImove to another special program forthosestudents whoareinclined inthe arts. The
intention hereisto develop students withspecial talents inmusic, visual arts, theatre arts, creative
writing, media arts, and dance. Curriculum isa comprehensive secondary education program
centered onthearts covering a range of artforms anddisciplines. A daily two-hourperiod has
been allocated forapplied arts. Thestudents entering the program should have anaverage of 82
percent inorderto takeaperformance- based qualifying examination and theyshould also
maintain anaverage of 83 percent inthe specialization anda general average of at least 82
percentClass size shall notexceed 50 students. Only schools withfacilities shall beallowed to
offerthe program. Students enrolled inthe program dowininnational and international
competitions. Just like insports, weonly piloted in 15schools.

Technical vocational program

Another special program istechnical-vocational. Theobjective here is to develop employable
skillsand prepare the students for gainfulemployment. The program comes in four areas:
homeeconomics, agriculture andfishery, art and entrepreneurship (it forms the core of the
program). Specialization starts in the second yearandshall be offered basedon the interest
of the students, demands of the community, andthe capacity of the school to offer such
specialization. Schools areencouraged to enter into partnership with local industries. To be
retained in the program, the studentsshouldnot incura grade lessthan 80 percent in the
areaof specialization. There arenow 237 secondary schools offering the progra~. The
challenge again is to provide additional government subsidy andthe need for usto talk to
TESDAso that there will bea ladderized program.

Special education program

Now the last program is the education for learnerswith special needs. The objective here
is to provideequalopportunitiesfor all learners with special needsand to develop their life
skills to ensure these learners' active and sustained participation in the learning process.
The curriculum shall be based on the curriculum prescribed for regular high schools and
maybe modified to address specific learning needsor disabilities. The modified curriculum
for the visually impaired for instanceshall include among others, sensorytraining, and
special instruction in brail music, computer application, and sports. So there is a modified
curriculum for the deaf, learners with behavior problems, handicapped, for those with
cognitive deficits or mentallychallenged. Wealso haveprovisions for community-based,
home-based or those who cannot avail of school-based programs. There are SPED

.,,
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centers for every region. The goal is to mainstream these learners into the regular school
system. Special education was only offered to those in elementary education, now we
have succeeded in moving on to secondary level. The challenge is to provide specialized
leT. When I say ICT, I am referring to the technology that will respond to the specific
needs of these children. Another concern that we have is the migration of specialized
teachers to other countries. The special programs we have designed for the secondary
level is to respond to the diverse needs of learners and so we have moved from

standardized to one that responds to the multiple intelligences, the various learning
needs of children.

Open Forum

Mr. Patricio Dionio (Association of Christian Schools, Colleges and Universities):

Why should we insist on the Revised Education Curriculum when we don't even have
time to finish the curriculum in half a day? In most schools, they have two sessions a day.
I cannot imagine a good teacher finishing the curriculum in half a day.Why don't we look
at the curriculum and have less and teach in-depth?

Dr. Andrada: That is why effective this school year, we are introducing some
refinements on the existing curriculum. It will go for depth, mastery rather than on
coverage. Curriculum development is a dynamic process, so we continuously revisit,
review, and look at how we can strengthen and provide for greater mastery.

Participant: What concrete efforts have you taken to ensure that changes are taking

place in the classroom when it comes to the social studies area?

Dr. Andrada: We have to improve the way we teach history. It should be issue-driven so
the students need to know about various issues in the period, in the different periods of
our history as a nation and this is going to be the focus of social studies.

Participant: I noticed that in your presentation, there is a reduction of load and it is
usually in the social studies?

Dr. Andrada: To some extent, the content in social studies is already being used in
Filipino. I think we can do a reduction without sacrificing the essentials in social studies.

Participant: I would like to find out the real thing regarding the achievement of the
Philippines in TIMSS.Why are we not participating? We are looking at the performance of
the majority of the schools.The science high schools only take up 126 of the 5,000 plus
public secondary schools.We have participated in three TIMSS, the last one was in 2003

.-
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and that was where we got our latest results. In the next TIMSS, we said we might not

participate because we are going to focus our resources on the development areas we fund.

Participant: I just want to know if there have actually been attempts to measure the
effect of training and other additional materials on the learning achievement of students.

Dr. Tan: The UP National Institute for Science and Mathematics Education conducts

follow-up with teacher trainers, but not on a big scale. The approach we are doing now is

following up with the mentoring program. It is a five-week program. We go to their
schools to see how they are doing. There have been big changes in terms of enhancing
learning environment. The teachers are now more confident in playing around with their

concepts because that was how they were trained. In many of these training programs,

we have a research component so we improve on what we are doing every time.



The Rationale & Modalities
of Education Decentralization
& The Localization of the Curriculum:
The Indonesian Exeperience

lindonesia has 33 provinces and a population of 200 million. We have 470 districts or

municipalities and 700 villages. We also have about 29 million primary school children

with 1.5 million primary school teachers and around 800,000 junior and senior
secondary school teachers. The central government provides for the minimum service
standards, content standard and exit performance standard in education. Exit
performance standard is actually like a desired learning outcome at the end of a
particular school level, for example, primary school. However, the district or municipality is
expected to design the curriculum in accordance with its particular context.

In 1994, we had a centralized curriculum although there was a provision for 20 percent
local content. Each province had to include a local curriculum subject, for example, local
language, local art and craft, landscape, agriculture, forestry, or local history. Since many
of our students come from different ethnic groups, there were difficulties in including
local language in the curriculum. For instance, some students have to learn Sundanese
even if it is not their ethnic language. This was very problematic. Our other problem was
the high mobility of the teachers at the local level during this period.

In 2000, when we achieved regional autonomy, everything was decentralized. This also
led to the concentration of budget to district administrators. In 2006, the government
regulation for the implementation of the 2003 Education Law prescribed that we have
the National Board of Education Standard. The Board provides exit competencies, but
does not prescribe curriculum. The decision was to adopt school-level instead of district
level decentralization. We give operational school budget directly to schools from the
central government. This is very radical, but we anticipate good outcomes. Schools will
have stronger ownership of the curriculum and will be more committed to improving
instructional practices, resource utilization, etc. It will also lead to higher morale of
teachers. And most importantly, it will create greater accountability not only on the part
of schools and teachers, but also on the part of parents and community in ensuring good
quality of education.

At this time, of course, we have a number of contextual issues or challenges. For
example, many of our schools collapsed because of earthquakes, tsunamis or landslides.
We lost a lot of teachers, resources etc. Even in normal conditions, without these
disasters, there were still problems including insufficient information about competence
based curriculum. .-
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For non-formal schooling, decentralization is still only up to the district level. Non
formal schooling is growing because many people are dissatisfied with formal
education. I would say that as an analogy, "the schools provide quality clothes, but the
clothes do not fit". Because we want drastic change, the government already provides
flexibility for teachers to design their own curriculum. Non-formal schooling is now an
option. We provide many alternative education services such as the mobile classroom,
which is also appropriate for disaster areas. Through these mobile classrooms, non
formal tutors can now teach and reach more communities. We encourage this door
to-door education. We accommodate elite home schooling as well as those who want
to use English as the language of instruction.

School decentralization remains the responsibility of the National Board of Education
Standards. In Indonesia, several curriculum reforms are proposed but the improved
2004 curriculum is not yet implemented. Majority of the schools still implement the
1994 curriculum with 20 percent local content. Those who still use it are focusing on
improving the local content to make it more relevant to students.

Open Forum

Dr. Miralao: I think that was a very informative presentation. In Indonesia, is there a
formal training system that accredits the educators for non-formal education? Is it
completely free for the students? Does it mean that after being in these courses, they
can just take an exam and that would give them the credentials to enter into some other
things?

Dr. Yulaelawati: There are people questioning the quality of non-formal education, but it
is gradually growing. It's a kind of solution for an inefficient school system and it is
provided for free. However, we provide limited budget to the non-formal equivalent of
secondary school because it's not compulsory. The government provides funds from the
national budget. About the examination, we have our own exit performance standard
similar to that of the formal schools but with specific notes for specific programs. Many
people complain of formal schooling. Eighty percent (80 percent) of those who complete
higher education from Indonesian universities become civil servants or employers who
work for money. On the other hand, less than 20 percent of secondary school graduates
work despite the quality of job. It is for this reason that we want to provide non-formal
schooling for the latter group. It's not because of socio-economic status anymore.
Some of them don't need certificates as they already have the skills. But we provide
something similar to an assessment record because otherwise the authorities will charge
us of illegal examination.

~
I

Mr. Opertti: Thank you very much for the presentation. It was a very informative
presentation, generating a lot of questions and challenges for all of us to address. I just
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want to make more comments on the community of practice and what we are doing in
this area. One of the issues that the community of practice has brought up in this'
worldwide setting is the analysis of the competency approach of the curriculum-based
approach. We believe that it is important to share this type of experience because there
is a lot of conclusion about the approach by competencies and how to implement them.
'here are different approaches, different visions and different schools and traditions.
Thus, there is a need to facilitate the sharing of these different practices and
experiences. Secondly, there is also some conclusion about the relationship between the
approach by standards and the approach by competencies. One mentioned approach by
competencies and its relation to approach by standards. The question I want to ask you
is how you are approaching this relationship between standards and competencies and
also from which approach of competencies are you developing your educational reforms.
I am asking this in consideration of the different school traditions- for example, we have
the Canadian, American, and the French traditions. There are a lot of different traditions
that represent diverse conceptualizations. Temporarily,you may be invited, as part of the
community of practice, in the mailing list of the different communities. We are going to
organize a new forum about the approach by competencies in the second semester of
the year. Right now, the University of Ouebec in Canada is preparing for us a document
to post the preliminary meeting curriculum as well as the details on the competency
approach. It would be an opportunity for all of you to participate in this discussion
considering that this idea is a worldwide issue. Thank you very much for your
presentation.

Dr. Domingo (SEAMEO-Innotech) : Thank you Mr. Opertti. That was really a very
good comment because we in the Philippines are also grappling with the issue of
competency-based training. If there is no one else who would like to ask, I wish to ask a
question for Dr. Ella. I would like to use my hat as a participant in the forum. Regarding
the competency-based decentralization curriculum that you have, I am very curious
about the certification given at the end of the training program. For instance, when a
trainee completes the training on welding or refrigeration, what kind of description does
his report card show so that any future employer could gauge the competency of that
particular completer?

Dr:. Yulaelawati: First, let me address the question of Mr. Opertti. It is a very interesting
question on the relationship between standards and competency. I should say honestly
that in Indonesia, the meaning of competencies and standards is not understood by
everyone. We note that competency might still have behavioral objectives. Although
wbat we mean by competency is mostly work-oriented, it should be accompanied directly
with performance standards. But in the standard of the National Board, I can still feel
that we have behavioral objectives and not competencies - they do provide information
so that the employer, business, or industry can easily gauge that somebody already
achieved work competency or not. Anyway, the issue in this competency-based
curriculum is that the Central Government will not provide the guidelines on what to be
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taught. The government only provides a very brief set of general competencies. This is
not a problem for some competencies such as ICT, language, or reading, which are
relatively more clear and easier to identify. For example, being able to read 6,000 words
is an indicator of success and performance. In mathematics, progress could also be seen
quite clearly. But in other subjects such as the social sciences, some people still cannot
make a distinction between behavioral and instructional objectives of competency.

On the examination, we utilize a two-part exam: the objective test and the multiple
choice test. But the first one is very abstract and the latter is more practical. I believe
that they also do not call it competencies in other countries. As opposed to marking
using 7, 8, 9, or 5 (with the red mark for grades below 6), we use a grading range of A,
B, or C, but with no further explanation.

Dr. Domingo: Thank you. Would anyone else like to share or give comments? Dr. Ella,
just two more questions please. I am really very interested in your decentralization
scheme. We havebeen grappling with decentralization issues in the Philippines for ten
(10) years but I think Indonesia has made very significant strides along this dimension.
For instance, you have been able to really bring the budget down to the District level and
impose 20 percent localization. This remains a dream in the Philippines because we do
not have the will power to show that money is really down there where the action is. Can
you describe your experience on how you were able to decentralize fund management?
We would like to get your reflections and a description of your experience on how you
were able to ask your District or local offices to go decentralized and manage the money
well. What were the safety nets that you put in? What were the enabling initiatives you
put in so that you could put in place this kind of decentralized scheme? Thank you.

Dr. Yulaelawati: I think one of the major drivers for this is the political change. After the
New Order, or what we called the Reform Era, everything was decentralized. The
educational system accepted foreign politics and religion. Education became even more
and more decentralized up to the school level due to the work of the members of the

Parliament. As the operational department, we are getting more clever now on how to
work out the decisions for the budgeting system. Before we only work with the National
Bureau, and then with the Finance Department, and with the Education Technical
Department. Currently, however, we are already able to do a lot of lobbying with the
members of Parliament. I do not know your system but in my case, the cell phone has
been a very useful tool in coordinating meetings with them. Regular lobbying was
necessary to increase the budget for non-formal education, which is always considered
as a peripheral activity. We cannot have one policy for all using a decentralized system
because local governments and communities havediverse potential. For example, it was
problematic in one community because they haveautonomy and it really paralyzed the
educational system when we consulted them what they want. I do not know whether I
am answering your question but the School Committee is responsible for the
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oroqrarnminq and utilization of the funds. So when we provide funds to them, it is not the
nead teacher nor the principal, but the School Committee that decides how to utilize the
funds. The School Committee has stronger power independently than the principal or
teachers.

Dr. Dominqo: Thank you Dr. Ella. I think this is pretty much akin to what was described
yesterday by Mr. Prilles when he highlighted the role of our very own local school boards
in charting the destinies especially at the non-formal sector. As you also mentioned,
non-formal education in Indonesia is considered as a peripheral activity. In the
Philippines, we are not even receiving one percent of the national budget, which is not
even enough for the Central Office. We had the chance to do some innovative work in
the 1990s when we were given some assistance by the Asian Development Bank.
Through that assistance, we were able to put in place some important systems such as
the Accreditation and Equivalency System and the Training of Instructional Managers
but that was implemented only at the pre-service level. Only one or two universities such
as the Philippine Normal University would have the program. You said in Indonesia you
have ten. We only know of one or two in the Philippines focusing on non-formal
education so most of the work is really on training of instructional managers done
basically by non-government organizations or by foundations. In the Philippines, it is
really the partnership of local government units as well as the business sector under their
corporate social responsibility. But the Central Office of the Department of Education is
a bit weak on this because we do not have the resources. We do not have the money
and not much could be done with less than one percent of the budget for our non-formal
education sector. You are in a better position now because you have decentralized both.
I think ours is still in the embryonic stage and we have a lot to learn from you. Thank you
very much.
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t me begin by a comment on Ella's presentation. After my talk with Ella during the

morning breakfast, I realized that her equivalency program was not only aimed at
dults. In our exhibition area we thought this equivalency program was aimed at

both aduit illiterates and the out-of-school youth. So from her presentation, we realized
that this equivalency program is aimed at 30 percent of the out-of-school children. They
are also aiming at the achievement of the same curriculum and the achievement
standards such as those in their counterparts in the formal school system. This kind of
equivalency program has a fundamental implication for curriculum change in a formal
scnool system. Basically, I think that the challenge here is two-fold. This is like designing
and making different sizes of shoes for thousands of children. Who should be responsible

for the design and production of these shoes with different sizes? Initially, as everyone
would recognize, there is no one-size-fits-all. Secondly, even if the size is right, it does not
necessarily fit each individual well, so only an individual would know whether the shoe fits
his or her feet perfectly. Thirdly, even if the size fits the individual perfectly, each individual
prefers a different design so who should be responsible forthe design and production of
the shoes? Also, what kind of sizes could be well designed to meet the actual learning
needs of each individual? So I think this kind of equivalency program is the challenge to

the traditionally very rigid school curriculum. Actually, the pillars of learning, which we are
speaking about may not be translated into a curriculum standard, such as translating it

into actual learning content, or into learning extra-curricular activities which enable
individual learners to achieve the standard designed for them. So, I think that this kind of
innovation and actions that are taking place in the grassroots level in other countries is
very intelligent and promising.

My presentation is mostly based on my work for UNESCO and at UNESCO. As you
know, UNESCO is a laboratory of ideas. In some occasions, it is criticized as a kind of
talk only and no action. But from the practices now underway in some of the member

countries, I see some kind of hope. So I hope that this will not be a kind of empty talk. It
could lead to some kind of action. In fact, action is already there. My presentation will
be brief. After said presentation, I will talk about why this should be popular. What other
roles are there in organizing educational content in the 21 st century? I will define the
popular change in the learning environment. Lastly, I will offer some suggestions as to
how these pillars of learning could be turned into actions on curriculum change.

In contemporary time, there had been different landmarks in educational thinking. And
over the past 30 years or so I could mention two of them. One is the old report titled No
Need To Be. This is actually chaired by the former Minister of Education of France who
chaired the International Commission on Education for UNESCO. The report was
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produced in 1972, and the central idea of the report is that due to technical progress,

there has been a kind of risk. The young generation of students, and also the public, are

being animated or dehumanized in the process of material progress. So a major proposal
was made that the fundamental end of education shall not only be the cognitive or
intuitive development but the fulfillment of a complete process in all dimensions of the
richness of a personality. The second landmark is the report entitled, Learning: The

Treasure Within. This was based on the discussion about contemporary education. The

classic debate on this is whether education should end in personal development or
societal development, notwithstanding that they are non-mutually exclusive ideas and
are interacting with each other. The tension between the local and the global, especially

in the current era, is increasing. In reality, there has been increasing competition among
individuals, among institutions, among countries, and also at the international levels.

There are two tensions here: the tension between information and knowledge creation

and the limitation of human capacity in assimilating knowledge and information, and the

tension between the spiritual and the material. Actually, we can feel that tension in our
Asian educational system: tension brought about by cooperation, competition, and
between the spiritual and material. So, central to the ideas in the report is that education
is a fundamental means for personal and societal development. Education should
provide not only maps for complex work but also simultaneously provide the compass

that will enable people to find their way in the world. Thus, I highlight the key to the 21 st

century, which I believe is fundamentally Education for All. Education for All emphasizes
the full flowering of human potential of each individual and learner, offering talent and

skills that serve as the embedded treasure within every person. This is the rationale for

the title, Learning: The Treasure Within. Also, the development of the service sector
makes occupational skills become secondary and human qualities for interpersonal
relationships essential. The process of globalization implies the increasing need for

popularization of cultural identity and for cultural understanding. So I think one sentence

in the first chapter of the report is, if it is to achieve its education goals in the country,

the system should be organized around the four pillars: learning to know, learning to do,

learning to be, and learning to live together.

Rationale for the four pillars of learning

Why the four pillars? I think that in the first place, we need to have these pillars for

learning instead of quantified information of factual knowledge in discipline-based

subjects. One, because the learning environment has changed. Two, technology has
been breaking the barriers of time and space to update information for anyone, anytime
and anywhere. Moreover, these technologies have created a learning environment to be
completed not totally by the teachers but increasingly by the learner themselves with
their own learning styles and pace- or how fast they should go from one unit to another

unit, and from one learning area to another. This learning environment encourages
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interaction not only between the teacher and the learner but also among teachers, which'
is not possible in the university. Nowadays, the Internet could bridge the distance
between the experts and the learners. And this learning environment also encourages

learners to publish their own materials in the process of their learning. This is again

impossible in traditional curriculum settings and in the traditional way of teaching and
l:earning.

The goals of learning have also been changed from learning as the instrument of
productivity to learning as the fulfillment of personal and societal development, to
learning to live in peace in a globalized world. Also, the new content of learning is from
certain knowledge that leads to intellectual abilities, from discipline-based curriculum to
something more integrated and interdisciplinary. It is also evolving from the mastery of
itemized information or factual knowledge towards the acquisition of instruments and
tools for knowledge creation and understanding. This is the new balance of scientific,
technological and socio-cultural content. And also we have neglected the balance
between general education and technical education. I think this aspect of curriculum
content is not only for the students in vocational school. It should also be made as a part
of the curriculum in basic education. But this has not yet been done adequately. In most
of our Asian school systems, little attention has been paid to this aspect. So we have a
new process of learning from the linear model of education to the curriculum paradigm
of study and work automation in pursuit of lifelong learning. We know that in some parts
of Europe, in some European educational systems, this kind of sandwich course design
has been encouraged and has become part of the secondary school curriculum for study
and work. Further, in China, during the 1960s, we have what we called half-work, half
study program for most of our secondary schools. But this kind of program was
ciscontinued in the 70s and 80s and it was continued only later in other forms in
vocational and technical schools, but not yet in general high schools. Also, modes of
learning have evolved from one-stop knowledge acquisition to more diversified entries
into learning activity. Much of our problems is the one entry, one exit system. That made
our educational system very much rigid, making curriculum change very difficult to
implement. Students of different aptitudes are having difficulty in choosing their own

program of interest. This kind of one-stop, one-exit, one-entry system made our
educational system very rigid.

One major problem I observed in our traditional school system is the isolation of teachers.
Teachers for centuries are regarded as professionals working in isolation. I used.to
prepare my own lesson plans and teach at the classroom. While we had a mechanism
for teachers to work together in groups, it has been quite difficult to share and learn
from each other. I think that the isolation of teachers is the major problem in our
traditional educational system and this new learning environment has broken this kind of
isolation. So we now have online curriculum for teachers that enable them to work
together. This allows them to collaborate in the production, design and development of .'---
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e-lesson plans. This also encouragesthem to learn from their counterparts and peers
through online resources. Thus, I think that this kind of interaction not only between
teachers and pupils but among teachers is veryessential. It is part of the new process.
Increasingly, we should not neglect havingnew types of learning.

As I said in myfirst presentation, those who are in the classroom todayare verymuch
different from those in the classrooms in the 1960s. I refer to these new learners with
different values, and speaking in different languages. Forthe first time, I felt this kind of
generationgap when I talked to myson. When mysecondson was in high school he
complained that he felt psychological stress. He felt unhappy, and he felt psychological
pressure indialoguewith histeacherandclassmates just because he was lagging behind
in several courses. And that kind of learning environment, that kind of curriculum design
and curriculum implementation mademanystudents fail andsuffer psychologically.
Nowadays, they speakwith their classmates in different languages. When we search the
website, we find manywordsthat the teachersmaynot understand- some kind of
language, somekind of culture, different ways of thinking, reacting, responding, and
getting motivated. Forexample, lastyear, the imageof the champion-a young lady, a
college student, was put on the coverof Newsweek. Shewas madeone of the two heroes
from Asia. Shewon a nationwide contest of volunteer seniors from amongcollege
students. Traditionally, schools would have a bias againstthis newgenerationof motivated
and Internetsavvy students. These are new generations who undergotutorials through
and on the Internet, with skillsand competencies oftentimesbetter than their teachers in
usingthis powerful learning tool. Wealso have a new generation of learners with a more
diverse background andcultural identitiesin terms of age, ethnicity, linguistic, economic,
religious andworkingexperience, especially at college level. Also, we have learners with
new traits of independence, creativity, and open-mindedness. So, whenwe go to the
classroom, there are manypupils who find that they are wastingtheir time sitting there
because they already know, they have already mastered this kind of knowledge being
delivered bythe teacher. Theyalready know everything but they have to sit still. Theyhave
to do manyhoursof homework after class. Theyarewastingthe time of thousandsand
thousandsof young people andtheir talents. Manyof those collegestudents maynot
competewell because they maynot agreewith the traditional teaching methodsand
modesof examination. These arethe newtypesof learners.

Given this reality, we have to havenew curriculum content and new ways of delivering
this content. Weshould also havenew spacesof learning horizontally from schools to
workplaces, communities, massmedia, and other social learningenvironment, noting that
the impact of media has become so powerful. I think in China they are the same. The
impact of manyhours of teaching by teachers is counterbalanced by one minute of
learning from the Internet. The teachers talk so manyhours so when the pupils come
back to the real world, what was taught in the school becomes irrelevant in their
development. The impactof mass media, pop culture, and the community is increasingly
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more important. One reality we have to face in designing a curriculum is that teachers in
the former curriculum can no longer assume that they are the authority of knowledge

and information. In the former curriculum, it cannot be assumed that it is delivering what
you should know for a lifetime, for our future jobs, for our happiness.

I think the four pillars of learning propose a new conceptual framework beyond what the
21 st century generation should learn. There have been different kinds of interpretations

to these pillars of learning. When I was talking with Sheldon, our Director of the
Regional Bureau of Education, he said that we should have a fifth pillar. One pillar he
proposed is learning to change or learning to transform. So there could be more pillars of
learning, But as a framework, if we have a broad understanding of what these four

pillars are, we may have a better framework for thinking how learning and curriculum
content could be reorganized. I think that these four pillars are fundamental reflections
and conceptions of the roles of education. They are both a means and an end. They also
indicate a fundamental shift of content from the instrumental view to one which puts an
emphasis to the development of well-rounded human beings. Further, these four pillars
complement each other and help identify fundamental skills, competencies, adaptabilities
and values needed for the new century. These four pillars offer a set of universal
principles for teaching and learning at all levels of both formal and non-formal education

in all phases of life. What Ella presented on the equivalency program which challenges
the formal curriculum is very meaningful. It represents a framework for re-organizing

educational content and processes.

The four pillars: learning to learn, learning to do, learning to live to
qether, and learning to be

I would now briefly go through these four pillars. Learning implies actually mastering the
instrument of knowing and understanding. Fundamentally, it implies learning to learn;
that is, to discover, to understand one's environment, to think in a coherent and critical
way, to acquire knowledge of scientific methods and instruments, to develop a scientific
spirit and an inquiring mind, and to acquire independence of judgment.

I think there was some kind of misinterpretation on the second pillar, learning to do.
Many think this pillar simply implies doing vocational technical skills in life. On the
contrary, this implies the development of skills, know-how and competence. Skill is quite

I
different from competence. It is not merely applying what has been learned from the
classroom to your life. This implies the development of the ability and the development of
knowledge toward innovation. From this develops competence which could be
understood as a mix of high skills of social behavior and attitude necessary for teamwork
and readiness to take risk. So, competence is a mix of different kinds of skills and it also
includes values and attitudes. These are new types of skills-more behavioral than
intellectual. This means that the function of learning will no longer be limited to work. It
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involves the response to participation in development, a matter of social as well as
occupation skills. It includesthe ability to communicate, to work with others and to
manageand to resolve conflict. We havedifficulty in finding the correct word for "do", so
we translate it in doing practical things. It is actuallydifferent from what is implied in
learningto do.

The third pillar, learning to live together, is akin to discovering other people, to
appreciate the diversityof the human race, to be receptive to others and encourage
others to dialogue and debate. Also, it impliesto care and to share, to work toward the
commonobjectives in cooperative undertakings, and to manageand resolve conflicts.
Thus, it also includestolerance, which is advocated by UNESCO and manyother
organizations. I think the message is not only to tolerate but to appreciate cultural and
valuedifferences. I think this pertainsnot onlyto values but also to behavioral actions.

I now moveto the last and most essential pillar, learning to be. Forthe book Learning

to Be I suggested a subtitle, To Be Truly Human, to cover the developmentof the mind
and body, intelligence, sensitivity, and personal responsibility. This is also verydifficult for
us. Maybe, some Asian countries can translate this word "to be" in their language. In the
70s,when we translatedthe report into Chinese, it was wronglytranslated because in
Hamlet by Shakespeare the first sentence is "to be or not to be, this is the question". It
was then translated literally into Chinesetitled "learning to survive", which is actually very
different from the essenceof the report. So, I think this pillar implies the developmentof
the human qualities including imagination, creativity, andadaptability. Thus, I emphasize
that education is a very individualized process but at the sametime the process of
constructing social interaction. Whilethe Westemphasizes individualism, our educational
system, our society, emphasizes the societal or the collectivedimension more. I think
that the processshouldbe well balanced with this kind of social interaction.

Integrating the four pillars in the school curriculum

How could thesefour pillars beturned intoactions inthe school curriculum? Wetook some
actions to try to translate these four pillars intoa curriculum. That iswhywe have the first
project, the "Basic Education Curriculum inthe 21 stCentury", which isalso coordinated by
Lucille, andthe second oneon"Managing Curriculum Change". We had an intention, we had
the motivation, and wetook actions. I think noother region isworking on this. Although
theseactions arepreliminary, it is important to notethattheyimply somekindof results.

I
r

II

I am simplyoffering mypersonal ideason howto translatethese four pillars into the
processof curriculum change. First, use the four pillars as principles in re-defining the
curriculum objective, in re-designing content, in facilitating curriculum structural changes
and guiding the re-organization of content. Secondly, we mayuse the four pillars to
define the fundamental competencies in a competency-based curriculum. Thirdly, we
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may use these four pillars to develop a conceptual framework for the reorganization of
curriculum content. Fourth, we may think about ways in translating the competencies
into learning experiences within a given learning area of a particular school, subject to
interdisciplinary thematic learning models. I think what Ella presented through this kind

of equivalency program is aimed not only at illiterate adults and out-of-school youth but
also to those children who might acquire learning in light of the curriculum standards set
for all school-age children in basic education.

I would like to make a comment regarding the use of pillars in defining fundamental
competencies because as we said, competence is a mixture of high skills acquired not
only through technical and vocational education but also through learning in an informal
school setting, such as the development of the attitude for teamwork, problem-solving

skills, or readiness to take risks. For example, in science education, the teacher of
science does not only end at the acquisition of basic knowledge about laws, chemical
formula, or biological diversity, but also the acquisition of basic skills in doing scientific
experiments, values development, how to pursue the truth, how to develop approaches of
scientific inquiry, or how to adapt the knowledge to the learning environment. Part of
that purpose of learning in science is also to develop an attitude in pursuing the truth.
The acquisition of knowledge and skills is secondary to the development of a scientific
spirit, the attitude toward the scientific spirit is more important than the development of

attitude and competence for teamwork. A good example for this is Mongolia, which uses

the four pillars of learning in designing curriculum standards and organizing the actual
contents in different subjects. In the teaching of mathematics, chemistry, physics, and
history, time is allocated for the discussion of the four pillars in teaching how to learn,
how to know which is the basic knowledge that should be acquired in a given area, the
development of skills in the particular subject area, and the identification of values or
attitudes one should develop in a specific school subject. Actually, they gave different
kinds of models to define curriculum content and instructional time for a given content. I
have not seen the textbook developed on this because it is not yet translated into
English, but I think it is a very meaningful initiative. It is a kind of experiment and
innovation. There may be some kind of continued debate on whether this kind of
competency-based curriculum is relevant to actual national settings but I think the
University is meaningful in development. Secondly, in China, my home country, the two
pillars, learning to be and learning to live together, have also been implemented in the
curriculum change starting in 1990s before these two pillars of learning were
emphasized in the curriculum reform objectives.

Further, I think that never before has the value of human rights and democracy been given

emphasis in our curriculum. Now the words "human rights" and "democracy", which are
critically sensitive words, are included in both our curriculum objectives and content. So every
school should establish and nurture the value of our relationshipswith family members,
classmates, teachers, people in our community,and also with people of other nations. --
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Peace and harmony arenewconcepts, new contents, whichare part of our curriculum
reportobjective. They arealsothe pillars reflected in ourcurriculum standards. We have,
for example, a course entitled, 'Moral Character Building and Society"which is offered for
six unitsto first upto sixth graders in publicschools. Thiscourse is expanding to cover
self-identity, self-respect, self-reflection, honesty, and respect for others. This is taught in
both extra-curricular andcurricular activities. There is alsoanothercourse, " and My
Family'; whichemphasizes the value of responsibility, equality, communication, harmony
with the neighbor, andcaring for the environment andthe community. Another one, "Iand
My School", teaches the values of mutual respect, friendship, andcooperation, or beingone
with the community or with a team. Anothercourse offered is I' and My Hometown': I am
Chinese andsothere isalsoanothercourse which isgeared towards the global family.
These six units which focus from oneself, to school, to community, to nature, andto the
globalcommunity areexpected to betaught in orderto develop values representing the
four pillars whichI haddiscussed earlier. Inscience education, the relationship of the
studentwith the family andwith the school is alsotaught, so the scientist is being
developed with sufficient respect for others, hisor hercommunity. To learn andto live
together harmoniously arenot onlytaught in the "Character Building and Society"courses,
but also in science andeven in the teaching of Chinese language and literature, and
environment education. Differentkindsof courses areoffering andteachingvalues
inspired bythese four pillars of learning andthe result of these four pillars is alsoreflected
in the curriculum assessment. Assessment is being donein Chinanot only in terms of the
acquisition of knowledge andskillsbut alsoin the development of values. Learning to be
and learning to doaremoral character building courses offered in secondary and primary
school. Learning to be and learning to livetogether have now integrated the
competencies of learning with extra-curricular activities. Thus, the pillars of learning should
not remain asconcepts but transformed and realized intoactions.

Open Forum

Mr. Opertti: Thankyou very much, Zhou. That was a verysubstantial and informative
presentation on how we can move forward from a conceptual framework to reality. You
havepresented a big challenge faced by all of us in the pursuit of substantial educational
reforms. I believe that one ideawhich Zhou's presentation and also Indonesia's
presentation represent is the identificationof the ongoing practicesof different nations
on curriculum change. We can look at life from this focal point in order to see the
change in the paradigm framework. The richness of this framework is that I see where
we are going politically andsocially. It tells us, for example, howChinais doing with this
kind of approach in honing citizens' values andsense of democracy. It is importantto know
that it started with a new kind of thinking translated into action because of curriculum
change. It is liketwo complementary dimensions. Onedimension is the substantial
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dimension-: the inclusion of new values which emphasize learning to know, learning to live

together, and learning to do in the curriculum, which are guided by practice and experience.

Through the approach by competencies, we gain a better understanding of better
opportunities and settings. What are our concrete experiences on how could our

curriculum approaches help us or not? In which way can these help us in addressing these
pillars at hand? It's like a two-dimension discussion. How are these values, attitudes, and

beliefs embedded to the curriculum? Would these curriculum approaches, which develop

national standards and competencies, really help and bring about positive change? Are

they really making a difference as against traditional approaches? Are they really making

an impact in the classroom? Are they improving the council of students? Are they really
improving the learning conditions and the quality of students? How are they doing that? It
seems that we are having a divorce between what is the curriculum and what is really
happening in the classroom. Here we are, identifying good practices, and good models.

Let's lay them on the table and say how they really are in practice. What are the clues

behind the success of these new models? The impression of many is that these curriculum

approaches are mainly theoretical and do not have much impact on what's really

happening in the classroom. Some teachers are afraid and cynical of these new
approaches because of many different reasons. So what Zhou is teaching us is isolation
and aggregation. How can we endorse a kind of correlative teamwork among teachers?
How can we do it? How can we get our acts together? Are these new curriculum

approaches helping us to cultivate teacher collaborations? I believe we have to take these

into consideration to really strengthen and understand what is happening from curriculum

to reality. But what I find in the community of Asia in practice, here, in the Philippine Social

Science Council, in the University of Shanghai, and in the Center of China, is that we can

do a good effort to put it into assimilation. Thank you very much.

Dr. Zhou: I think one way to respond to this challenge is a kind of design of
interdisciplinary thematic module, a curriculum block which teachers and students could
use in a flexible way, in a discipline-based curriculum. It would be very difficult to
implement and also to acquire competencies as opposed to the four pillars of learning.

For example, this teaches the different subject areas which could work together. The

curriculum discipline is very difficult. The organizational structure, the syllabus, and the
schedule would not allow this to happen even though the teachers have the willingness

or the intention to work together. The actual organizational arrangement would make it
difficult. So I think, to break the isolation among teachers and to enable them to work

together, we have to rethink how this educational content would be reorganized. It will
therefore be an addition or a reduction in our given courses. Otherwise, the learning load

of the pupils could not be reduced to say,20 or 30 percent, or even if they are reduced,
the learners may not have the time to acquire those skills, knowledge and values in
adequate time. But what is most important is how the content should be reorganized in
an efficient and relevant way.
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Ms. Aleta Villanueva (UP College of Education): The first time I heard about the four
pillars of learning was in the classroom, in the College of Education, and when I actually
went through the book, Treasure Within. I don't find it unfamiliar because I look at the
four pillars more of an ethos already being practiced by small schools in the Philippines
with very progressive philosophies. There has been a new curriculum being developed in
the lines of social studies as the core curriculum in international schools where it has
grounding on the local culture as well as from those happening on the "outside". So
what I'm saying is that, I think, the Philippines already has those practices but most
schools have financial difficulties in networking with other schools with similar situations,
such as of being small and progressive. Perhaps, it's about time that we can actually
bring a venue where we can have these small progressive schools sharing the models
that they already have. I know that in Dumaguete, Manila, and in Iloilo, there are relatively
small schools but they are able to do some kind of practices that are actually in line with
the four pillars of education. As I've said earlier, I think the only challenge is for these
schools to have a venue where they can share what they already have.

Maybe the DepEd should consider first and foremost that they really have to do
something about the teacher-student ratio. This kind of curriculum can only work if you
have a certain number of children in your class. I know that because I've been teaching
for the longest time in these small schools and I know that if a class has more than 30
students, the quality of education suffers. But if you have 20-25 students, then it's a
good number. Now, when it comes to curriculum development, it really has to be school
based. I really support localized curriculum planning and development but there must
also be some kind of framework where we can develop such localized curricula. This is
where the curriculum specialist comes in. What is the common framework that we can

use to make sure that we can put this local culture and history content into the
curriculum? Maybe if we can have an agreement of what curriculum design and
framework we can have, then we may bring down to the level of the school as to what
content should be placed in that curriculum. Another challenge involves the
development of structural materials. Even if we have a very good curriculum or a good
design, in the end, it has to work in the classroom. The way to make it work is to have
social scientists come up with educational materials that are good with the primary and
high school level. Let us not just leave things to academic writing and research. It has
to come down to that level that children can really benefit from what is being done by
social science scholars. This is a good ethos, this is something we can really strive to
do, but the way to do it is to start looking at the models that we have. What local models
do we already have and from those that we have, the Department of Education can use
the kind of curriculum we want and work our way towards achieving this. How will you
operationalize such a curriculum? So, this is where I'm coming from, being a teacher for

the longest time, and knowing what actually works. I have this hope that such could be
done in our public school system.

i
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Dr, Domingo: Thank you, Aleta, for giving the voice to our teachers from down there
because sometimes we focus our activities in the central offices too much that we
forget about them, especially in terms of reviewing and seeing to it that the materials
and curricular framework are really being used and are really relevant in the field level.
May we hear reactions? Our colleagues from Baguio?

Ms.. Agoo: We focus on the e-Iessons for peer sharing. We have a project which involves
the interface between the elementary and the secondary level. At times, we provide
one-week vacation for the students, called the semestral break. During this season, the

teachers come together to review, we call this the Mid-year Review, and encourage

them to interact on this matter. We, the primary and the secondary teachers, come

together to discuss the weaknesses or the competencies. We also discuss the possible
reinforcements given to the secondary level. Aside from this, we also have the Pre
Review and the Year Review which bring our teachers together. In July, for example, we
discuss nutrition, so there must be a partnership with the English teachers with regards
to this theme. They will be using terminologies in connection with nutrition. Then from
the home economics department, they could use these terminologies to maybe exhibit, or
to cook, then have an exhibit using these terminologies. The culminating activities comes
in a two or three-day program wherein everybody is into the concept of nutrition. The

same is true with the Linggo ng Wika (Filipino language week) which happens in August.
Social studies also delve on the importance of language in our culture. I have been
working with DepEd for the past 37 years and it has allowed us to localize and indigenize
our own materials. It's just the capacity building on the part of the teachers that brings
about the necessary creative ideas. We see in DepEd that the competency is high so

we're coming up with refinements, where teachers can analyze them at their own levels,
localize and indigenize them.

Dr. Yulaelawati: I think it is important to localize the curriculum. The most important
thing is said to be the practice in each school. But this is not only in small schools like
what was discussed but from many alternative ways and venues for learning, apart from
the schools. I learned from Indonesia that learning could also come from mosques,
churches, Saturday and Sunday schools, and traditional religions in schools. Our religion
schools don't want to be called traditional, and they don't want to convey the system of
schooling in a formal way. The formal schooling of religion is what we call madrasah, but
the pasantron, for example, teaches Islam but is also taught in Japanese, Arabic and
English. They teach mathematics, they can communicate in Japanese and they are
smart The government did not give recognition to these modes of alternative learning in
the past. We don't call them schools.

I agree that capacity-building is very important in the centralization of the curriculum.
We are doing what we could in terms of building capacity. I campaign through the media
and we advocate the importance of non-formal education as effective in building
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capacity. We have to continuously collect several guidelines and convey these to the
district administrators, provincial officers and teachers. Wealso needto develop informal
and non-formal education to complement formal schooling.

Ms. Gwen Borcena (UP Department of Sociology): I'd like to thank Dr. Zhou, I
appreciate the veryconcise summary about the aimsand intention of education and the
new spacesanddimensions of learning. Iwas schooled at the De La Salle University
where I also teach, so myupbringing is private Catholiceducation. I agree with you that
in the Philippines, the new learners are very high-tech, verydigital. So as a teacher, I
really haveto adjust. I also learn from mystudents. I also work with NGOsand when we
are on training, the framework used is the KSA or "knowledge-orientation-attitude".1
was comparing it with your four pillars: the learning to think is the knowledge, then
learningto be is the attitude orientation, but maybe the learning to do and the learning
to livetogether will fall underthe skills. Maybe it is alsogood to separatethe learningto
do and learningto livetogether.

I think that for the Filipinos, the challenge for both publicand private schools is learning
to be more Filipino, to be patriotic. I saythis because our countryhas been colonized by
Western powersand nowwith globalization, a lot of schools are changing into nursing,
physical therapy, that cater to the demands of the international job market. Thereare
also manyschools beingestablished to cater to information technology. So I was
wondering, and I am concerned, even if we are training them to go abroad, perhaps they
can retain nationalism and love for their country. Thus, they would desire to help our
country in one wayor anotheror bring the Filipinovalues even if they are in Italyor
China.

I'dalso like to share with you oneof the things I appreciate in myUP education. I have a
. projectwith the Aetas in Zambales and Idid mywholereport in the Filipino language and I
wasso surprised to seethe impactof mywork onthe indigenous group. Duringthe
meeting, theysaid: "Gwen, many anthropologists and othersocial scientists have come to
our place, wrote aboutus, but this is the first report that we read and received in Tagalog!"
Sotheyappreciated it a lot. Their inputswerealsoused in our learning in class.

Dr. Domingo: Thankyou, Gwen. I think Gwen mentioned an equally important-aspect,
which is the language issue. If you talk inyour linguafranca, the impact is deeperand
the reflection notesbecome moremeaningful. Gwenalsomentioned the elementof
immersion at the baccalaureate level, with emphasis onthe value of immersing the
learners to environments that they are not really quite familiarwith.

""

Participant: This is just a follow-up on Dr. Ella's alternative learning system. As,we said,
we have an alternative learning system now. I want to point out that locally, we use the
baranggay hall as a venue for learning. We also have three mobileteachers. The
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teachers are transported from one baranggay to another. They use the module needed
by a particular community. There is also project ba/aiwhich includes learning activities for
the out of school youth. It is supported by non-government organizations and integrates

the juvenile justice system, the child abuse system, into the project.

Mr. Lachica: I'm speaking from the point of view of a new teacher. At the Community of

Learners where I taught, I felt that what would have taken five years to learn, I learned in
just one year. One of the most important things I learned was how to deal with students'
vanability At the Community of Learners, they are mainstreaming students with special
needs, identifying students with dyslexia, autistic children, students with special needs,

students with learning disabilities. Individualized Education Program or IEP is being

developed for these kids with special needs. We also have various ways of assessing the

level of learning and methodologies. We prepare different kinds of assessments for these
kids including different kinds of grading system. We also prepare progress reports in
order to explain the grading system to the parents. For example, what does getting a
grade of 90 or 80 mean? With 80, does that mean the child is performing low or simply
meeting the minimum expectations? I then transferred to my alma mater, the Mother

Goose Special Science High School in Dagupan City. The school prides itself as being

the number one school in Pangasinan province. It's a very traditional school but I wanted

to impart what I learned in the Community of Learners. However, I encountered

difficulties because in Mother Goose, we simply have the same learning objective for all

the students, whether low performing or high performing students. I had a difficult time
adjusting to this system, which is very different from the approach at the Community of
Learners where we are trained to develop a varied set of learning objectives to cater to

particular student needs. I was surprised to realize that the conditions of the school have

significantly changed. For one, a lot of students have learning difficulties. They are very

much lacking in reading skills. I believe that the teachers should learn that reading

should be taught actively, regardless of the subject. It is a pity that most teachers seem

to assume that all the students have good reading capabilities.

Mr. Baunto: I saw the four pillars of learning and there's one in which focuses on 'new

spaces' dimension. Iwonder about the implications of this dimension on the mobility of an
individual across social identities.The current paradigm now in economics is that people have

the preconception that identity is given and we do not have any choice at all. However, we
know for a fact that individuals have different kinds of identity. I'm speaking in the context of

Islamic education such as the madrasah. It seems to me that we focus the social dimension
on religion. However, I believe that this is very problematic. Is there a way of moving forward

in education where religion is not the focus of defining the social identity?

Mr. Opertti: In continuation of our work in the community of practice, I wish to
emphasize community of practice to the need to systematize all these experiences in
different schools within and outside the Philippines. We can build stronger networks to
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talk about these experiences further and we can connect schools that will enable the

sharing of what is being done and what they can share with others. This is a
progressive process and will allow a replication or expansion of good practices. We
could upload them into a website and disseminate the information in television. Secondly,

I would like to emphasize the need for capacity building at the community level. I believe

we need to explore further the role of capacity building in curriculum development and

implementation at the regional or community levels. Having a good conceptual
framework is not sufficient to move towards the community level. It is a greater
challenge to generate good activities and allow people to understand the basic concepts

based on good practices and developments. There is a gap between the conceptual
frameworks and fieldwork. Thus, I propose that we strengthen the link between capacity

building and the process of curriculum development and decentralization. Thank you.

Dr. Domingo: Thank you Mr.Opertti. I think he did a very good job of synthesizing for us the

lessons learnt so far. He captured all the diverse elements that we have been discussing

since Monday, and also gives us a broad idea on the next steps that we may take.

Ms. Gregorio: I would just like to point out that the Capacity Building Resource Pack
CD contains all the modules we have been discussing the past two days, particularly on
how to integrate the four pillars of learning in curriculum content. Kindly check your

CDs for these resources.
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Values Education & Citizenship Education

Ella Yulaelawati, PhD
Ministry of Non-Formal Education,
Indonesia

Iwould like to give you a background of the educational system in Indonesia. By law,
we recognize the three components of our educational system: the formal, non-
formal and informal educational systems. The madrasah is considered a kind of formal

education. It has religion and Koranic studies as subjects which are integrated with
informal education. Madrasah sometimes send the students to Malaysia or Cairo to
become Muslim scholars. Aside from the rnadrasah, we also havethe pesantren which
offer Koranic studies. We are trying to communicate with them the importance of

interfacing informal and non-formal education. Our ideologies include: belief in one God,
humanity, democracy, and justice. Values education is taught to everyone.

After the reform, we recognized the other religions: Catholicism, Buddhism,
Confucianism, Protestantism, and Hinduism. What's unique with Indonesia is that we
provide a national curriculum for the five main religions and we have common
competencies for all religions, such as in learning to be and learning to live together.
However, the values are operationalized and conceptualized according to a particular
religion. I want to emphasize that in order for students to develop good civic skills and
attitude, active citizenship is necessary. For the junior high school, we introduced the
principle of human rights and provided them with human rights education and the basic
international human right principles. You can see then that the competencies are
gradually being improved from kindergarten onwards. Through pansasila education, the
Muslim society is taught that they have to participate in globalization. It is very important
for everyone to complete the nine years of compulsory education, and the Junior High
School, being the last stage, should be able to impart values such as understanding and
respect for different nationalities, and his or her countrymen. We teach them that
everyone is equal but each person is different. It is not always easy to teach them this
because people from the cities sometimes think that they are better in many ways, for
example, in terms of literacy. But we also note that they are not good in farming. So we
say that no one is better than the other, they are only different. We also introduced
politics, democracy, and nationalism. Why? Because they do not know democracy. They
think democracy is only about going to the streets and havedemonstrations.

From teaching nationalism, democratization or the political system, we teach the
concepts of love, care, respect, responsibility, environment, family, unity, neighborhood,
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society and school, school regulations, righteousness, justice, equalityand human rights.
We encourage livingtogether for people from different groups, but we also practice
autonomy. In different districts with conflicts, a student from one district cannot be
accepted in another district, and that implies not livingtogether well. We encourage
mutual dialogue. We put emphasis on values education and building to living together
harmoniouslyas a society. But what is the societal outcome?We also try to develop
good assessmentsystems. Assessment is another issuebecauseeven if we provide
good valueseducation and acknowledgethe traditional assessmentsystems, the
National Examination is problematic becauseit does not encourage diversity. Forvalues
education,we haveto encouragecommunityenvironmentor service to the school
community. In order to pass, exams on the Indonesian language, mathematics, and
English must be passed along with a good attitude and conduct. Forexample, in formal
schools, you mayhavestudents with early pregnancywho cannot passschool because
they do not get married. But for non-formal education, we accept this because
education should be for everyone. Thus, we havevarying standards for formal and non
formal education. It's not becausewe havedifferent attitudes. It's just that we have
different priorities and opportunities. Thankyou.

Usee. Manaros Boransing
Departmentof Education

-niSpresentation hastwo parts. Part 1 is the status of the madrasah education in
the Philippines. Part 2 is what we are doing for the developmentand
institutionalization of madrasah education.

The problem onthe recognition of the status of ourownmadrasah system in the Philippines
ischaracterized byseveral reasons. First, it isnota partof the Philippine formal educational
system andnot being recognized bythe Philippine government. Second, the curriculum for
this madrasah schools isnotunified. Inotherwords, one's madrasah curriculum is notthe
same-as the othermadrasah curriculum bythe othercountries. These started inother
countries, suchasthe Islamic education, whichisalsonot partof the formal system. Because
of the madrasah, the Filipino Muslims have goneto schools inthe Middle Eastandinsome
Muslim countries. Sotheystudy in thesecountries witha strong emphasis on religion. Some,
however, took upothercourses likeEducation, but someof themstudied Islam from high
school. Sotheystudied inthe Middle Eastwith littleknowledge of the Philippines' basic
education andwhat they learned fromthemaremostly inArabic, withinthe Arabiccontext
andmostlyon religion. They have notstudied English, Filipino andPhilippine history. What
theyhave studied thenarenot partofthe Philippine curriculum. If a Filipino Muslim comes
backandestablishes a madrasah school, hewill notusethe Philippine curriculum, butwill
instead useanArabic one. Thesame applies for thosewhostudied in Pakistan, Morocco, or



Kuwait Thecurriculum of this formal madrasah is fromthe curriculum of the countrywhere
they camefrom and it'svery hard for the Department of Education to recognize this because
this is not partof our basic curriculum.

t,\t the same time, Filipino Muslimsdo not haveinstructional or teaching materials from
where they havestudied. In addition, the teachers do not haveeducation courses from
the countries where they came from.Though some got their education abroad, and
although education is supposedlyuniversal, theirs is in the form of another language.
Students who study madrasah on Saturdays and Sundays normallycome from public
schools whose parents want them to study religion during weekends. Another type of
rnadrasah is the integrated madrasah which has greatly evolved by now. It offers basic
education within the Department of Education curriculum,but at the same time offers
religion in Arabic language. These madrasahs havegovernment recognition.

This was the status of the madrasah education before we came in. There are some who
saythat madrasah institutions train extremists.This is not true. The Muslims in their
respective countries study religion and even their prayers in Arabic. It is the language to
which their prayersare written so they haveto study and pronounce it well, lest Allah will
notunderstand them. Theideological base of Muslim struggle dates backeven before, andthe
MoroNational Liberation FrontorMNLFhas longbeen inaquestto preserve theirown religion
andculture. Thegovernment has recognized thiseven before the Marcos era He wanted to
develop the madrasah andthe taskwasgiven to the educators. Iwaspartof thatgroupandour
leaderwasDr. Corpuz. Although wewanted it, wewerenotable to design a system that would
beacceptable to the Philippine educational system andalsoto the Philippine government, since
thereis respect to the Constitutional provision of the separation of the Church andState. Thus,
at thattime, inthe Mindanao University, wetriedto develop the madrasah institutions inthe
Philippines, butwedidnotsucceed. Recently, however, theVice Governor of theAutonomous
Region of Muslim Mindanao andatthe same time, the Philippine Secretary of Education
wanted to dosomething aboutthe madrasah institution. TheARMM Vice Governor isa
politician, but isalsoascholar whohas deeply studied Islam. He asked meto helphim. Iwas
surprised that Ididnotknowsomuch aboutreligion. Anyway, wehadseveral discussions since
2002 andfinally discovered thatwe have to simplify andstartbuilding a newcurriculum to
support the madrasah education inthe Philippines.

I will now discuss the developmentof the madrasah education in the Philippines as a
component of the Philippine educationalsystem. We had about 45 Muslim scholars who
helped design the curriculum and we grouped them with experts from the Department of
Education. We instituted a curriculum through Department Order No. 51, the Standard
Madrasah Education for the ElementaryLevel. This was also adopted by the
Autonomous Region of Muslim Mindanaoor ARMM, and was further developed after our
visit in Indonesia. The program was funded by UNESCO.

.~-
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The curriculum we madehave significant influences fromthe Indonesian madrasah schools
that we visited. The madrasah curriculum consists of the following learningareas: the
Arabic language, Islamic values for publicschool, Islamic values for 60 minutesa day, and
Islamicvalues for 40 minutes for publicschools. The Islamic values do not representthe
Islamicreligion perse, but presents moral values taught on the basis of Islam. Forpublic
schoolswherethere aremostlyMuslims, these two subjectswill beaddedto the secular
basiceducation. Forthe private madrasah, there will be three additional subjects (Our-an,
Aqeedah andFiqh, andSeerah and Hadith).ln otherwords, our Filipino Muslimscholars
have combined all these Islamic subjectsor entry learning areas in additionto the Arabic
language.

Inthe public schools, youhave all the secular subjects likeEnglish, math, science, Filipino, and
Makabayan. Weadded Arabic language andIslamic values aswell. So for Muslim students,
they have to stay40 minutes longerthan non-Muslims. Forthe private madrasah, thereare
four learning areas: threeIslamic religion subjects and oneArabic language. Withthis
curriculum, we have experts to detail, refineand reduce the subject, to scopethe sequences,
andthe framework of competencies. Thesame curriculum experts wereaskedto writethe
textbooksonthe curriculum framework. Thelearning materials consist of textbook, teacher's
guide, andstudentworkbook. If the booksareinArabic, thentheywill be translated to
English, andvice-versa, for transparency purposes. Inaddition to that, we have to prepare
the books, the Islamic values, andrespect forconstitutional provisions.

Wearehoping thatwiththiscurriculum, we can achieve universal Islamic education. Inpublic
schools where 85 percent study Muslim religion, Ihope thattheywill understand andwill beable
to practice the Muslim tradition. We have three levels of teacher training anddevelopment.
This isthe mostdifficultpartbecause notall educational institutions inthe country have the kind
of education thatwe have inourschool. Weneed teachers whoknowArabic language and
Arabic values. At thesame time, the Ulama orMuslims whostudied inMuslim territories abroad
do not knowEnglish and theydonotknowhowto teach. Sowe have to come upwiththree
levels of teacher training and development. Allwhoare teaching inpublic schools must
undergo a 23-daylive-in training workshop. We call it language enhancement. Astheydo not
knowEnglish, we have to teach themhowto read, write, listen, speak, andprepare lesson plans.

Thenext level of training iscalled the Accelerated Teacher Education Program. Itwasformed
withthe participation of the Commission onHigherEducation and the Professional Regulation
Commission. Theidea is for teachers to study for 12 months inorder to earn a Bachelor's
degree inElementary Education. The mode of delivery ismixed. When the classes started, they
aretaughtthrough modules, distance learning, and tutorial sessions, among others. Theschool
yearisdivided intothree and afterthat, theyhave to takethe Board Exam for Teachers. Only
when theypass dotheybecome accepted asteachers inpublic schools. Thethird level iswhen
theyareintroduced to two areas of studies, the Islamic values and theArabic language.
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What I've discussed is the situation in public schools. But what about the private schools?
Well,we have also institutionalized some reforms. We are encouraging madrasah schools

to adapt to this new curriculum starting from Grade One, and we also encourage them to

eIlo what Christian schools do. One cannot study in Ateneo or La Salle if they are not rich.

We hope that private madrasahs would later on evolve to become the center for quality
education of Muslims. Parents from affluent families don't lettheirchildren study in public
schools. They don't study madrasah but they study in Catholic schools.

In Marawi city, there is a very good school built by the Protestants, the Dansalan College.

A large percentage of the students there are Maranaos. They are paying very high

tuition fees. We are also encouraging Maranao businessmen there to put up a school in

Marawi to compete with Dansalan College. In Cotabato City, 30 percent of the students
in Notre Dame University are Muslims. I heard that even Ateneo de Davao and Notre

Dame are thinking of offering this curriculum for their Muslim students. I told the Muslim

people, if you won't put up your own madrasahs according to this curriculum, the
Catholic schools will be ahead of you by offering this curriculum. They can easily offer
that because they have Muslim students. Joking aside, that is the policy direction. We
are encouraging them to organize a non-profit, non-stock corporation. We are
encouraging them to charge tuition fees and we are getting some response already. In
Ouiapo, here in Metro Manila, a group of young Muslim mothers decided that they should

put up this kind of madrasah school in Quiapo. They now have a school, one that is

airconditioned, with all the facilities including computers. But of course they charge very

high tuition fees. In Maharlika, Taguig, they are also offering this curriculum and charging
tuition fees. We hope that soon this will change the education opportunities for the
Muslims and then we shall have the madrasah institutions becoming more Islam friendly.

Our advocacy is to be accepted nationwide because in the Christian areas there are

Muslims with teachers in Arabic language and Islamic values. The Department of

Education cannot pay the salary of these people. First, because they are not qualified, they
do not have the qualifications of a teacher. Second, they do not have the money. So, we
are encouraging the local government through their special education fund to pay modest
honoraria for these Arabic teachers in the public schools. Last year, here in the NCR, there
were 15 elementary schools that offer these subjects. Tomorrow, we shall have a kick-off

ceremony because there are now nearly 40 schools in Metro Manila that will offer this.

There will be a ceremony at the Commonwealth Elementary School where books will be
distributed. In the NCR, we have trained 130 Muslim Ustads on that first level of training.

It is interesting to note that the local government pays for the honorarium. The Mayor of
Manila is paying an average of P3,500 in honoraria per month for the Ustads to teach the
two subjects. This year, I was informed that Quezon City Mayor Belmonte has increased

the honorarium. Quezon City pays the highest honoraria of P8,OOO per month. In Davao
City, Mayor Duterte is paying the Muslim Ustads P5,OOO a month and in Puerto Princesa,

107i
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MayorHagedorn is paying P6,500 permonth. This indicates the gradual acceptability of
the Muslims inthis country. Today, the Muslims areeverywhere. Because of the poverty
andconflict in someareas in Mindanao, the Muslims aremigrating to the rest of the
country. I wastold that thereareabout 20 Muslims in every boat or ship from lIigan, Jolo
or Zamboanga who wishto migrate to other cities. In MetroManila, there are now nearly
600,000 Muslims. Dueto the conflict in Mindanao, the Muslims arecomingandthe social
scientists muststudythis movement of Muslims. InFrance, for instance, whentheir Muslim
population migrated there, theydid not manage it well. Thefirst generation of migrants
maynot poseas much problems because theymigrated in search of livelihood. Thesecond
generation, the children, onthe other hand, areMuslim but they do not get to fully
understand their religion beforetheyare immersed to a totallydifferentsociety. I think our
Department of Education andthe local governments have alsorealized this.

We started in 2004 with no moneyat all. Later on, we were able to get some small
amount of moneyfrom the Asia foundation, SEAMEO-Innotech, UNICEF, and World
Bank,which gaveabout P25 million to financethe production of these textbooks.
BEAM (AUSAlD) gave aboutP160 million to improve Muslim education in Mindanao. The
biggestsupportthat we got wasfrom Libya. We had anagreement with them. They will
donatethe fundsto printthe textbooks, including all learning materials from Grade Oneto
High School. Weestimate that in the period of 10 years they mightbe spending about P
500 million. ThePhilippine government has started putting in some money andunderthis
budget, which is likelyto bedisapproved, the government hasappropriated P100 million for
madrasah education. I am goingto be in troublebecause we already have programs
ongoing andwith this budgetbeing disapproved, I don'tknowwhereto get the money.

Onthe program management, howisthisdone? What will bethefuture inthe Department of
Education or theARMM?They have already organized the Bureau of Madrasah Education. In
the Department of Education, wedidn't follow them. We thought thatthemadrasah institution
should bepart of thebasic education. Thus, there will beamadrasah education unitunder the
Bureau of Elementary Education and under theBureau of Secondary Education at the national
level. For the regional level, there will bea madrasah unitunder theRegional Director, and atthe
Division level, there will beamadrasah education supervisor forschool divisions thathave a
substantial Muslim population. We did this to integrate and harmonize fully themadrasah
education aspart of thebasic formal education of theDepartment

Themadrasah system Philippine model isdifferent from Indonesia and Malaysia. I realize that
wewereunable to develop the madrasah during the timeof President Marcos because we
weretrying to model the madrasah institution afterotherMuslim countries such as Egypt and
Saudi Arabia They aregood too buttheyaremeant for a different context, a specific reason
isthat the Muslims inourcountry are the minority. This country ispluralistic, multi-religious
andsecular, with a Constitution that practices a separation of Church and State. I think we
have found a solution asto where wecould pattern thismadrasah education Philippine
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model. It hassomesimilarity in Singapore. InSingapore, they have alsoa 10 percentMuslim
population. Theyhave alsocomeupwith their ownsystem. Wewereahead of Singapore in
termsof Muslim scholarship. Wehave moreMuslim Ulamas thanSingapore has. I think that
they weregood because of the wisdom of Lee Kuan Yew. Perhaps inanothervenue, we
could have the Singapore system andexperience presented anddiscussed at greater length.
Again, thank youverymuchandgoodafternoon to all.

Open Forum

Ms. Agoo: That was a very informative discussion. On the madrasah education being
given by the City of Baguio, our concern is the delivery of education services because
we believe that we haveto find somebody who is reallyqualified to give these Islamic
values to our Muslim brothers in Baguio. There has been an increase in the number of
Muslims in Baguio overthe recentyears. They own at least 20 percent of clothing shops
there and we haveto cater to them. In fact, we have problems concerning pupilswho are
not being sent to school, becauseparents fear that they are not being given the kind of
education that they want. We havethe foundation, the Save Our Street Children
Foundation who fought for educatingthe parents in sending their kids to school. The
problem here is who shall handlethe Islamic values. Maybefor the meantimewe havethe
regularelementaryteachers who are trained on Islamicvalues, but of course there will be a
limitation on how they will impartthis. It would be better if we could haveMuslimteachers
who would really be qualifiedto teach in the publicelementaryand secondary level.

Dr. Boransing: I was in Baguio last year and I had a dialogue with your Superintendent.
I think I may have to come back because there are now plenty of Muslims there. You will
haveno problems in getting teachers but your Superintendent must implement the
curriculum ahead. The teachers mayhavenot been trained, so we really need to make
another visit soon.We are coming up with a Training Program for Muslim teachers in
Regions 1,3 and Cordillera. There maybe problems with the Regional Director, they are
my friends, but we will attend to that because Baguio is very important case.

Mr. Baunto: Mytraining is actually in Economics but I have an interest in education. It'sa
niceendeavor to standardize the basiccurriculum for madrasah, including the secular
subjects, but we fail to look intothe choiceof an individual. Forexample, there aresome
Muslim Filipinos who wantto studymadrasah only; therearesomewhowantto studyboth
madrasah and seculartraining. Yet, there aresomewho want seculareducation only. Now
they have interactions with the three educational structures. First, if they complementeach
other, peoplecan viewthat they go together. Theycanviewthem assubstitutesor they can
viewthem as independent. A certain educational structureisseenasa social identity, giving
them social network, social capital andsocial insurance. .'------



The standard madrasah curriculum developed by the Department of Education is an

actual recognition that they are complementary, but on whether they could be taken as
substitutes or independently is not clarified. My second concern is regarding the donors.
For example, in the investment perspective, if you want to set up a school, you usually
take into consideration the ROI or return on investment. So I wonder what the

implications of donor funding and ROI considerations have on the challenges that we are
facing for the madrasah. Third, while the standard curriculum for madrasah recognizes
horizontal mobility, there seems to be no vertical mobility. For example, those who

undergo training under the madrasah curriculum can go to the public schools and those

who went to public schools can go to madrasah system. However, there is recognizably
no vertical mobility if a Muslim Filipino wants to move up the educational ladder. If I want

to specialize in Islamic studies, if my training is under the revised curriculum would it be
recognized for example in Saudi Arabia or in the Philippines if there were a higher
education program for Islamic studies?

The next issue in relation to vertical mobility is on the testing or examination standards.

Do students get standard exams on Islamic values, Koran and Arabic language or are

they tested in English, science and mathematics only?

Dr. Boransing: It's all right. Don't be conscious of the fact that you are an economist. I
was also an economist when I was younger. I am essentially a finance man. I started as
an accountant, then I studied Business Administration, and then I ended up as an

economist. That is why I got very confused. Now, back to your question. On your first

point, we approach madrasah education as part of basic education. In other words you
have the elementary and high school. Basic education is where you learn the tools of
language, mathematics as a tool of thinking, analysis, so on and so forth. So this

curriculum has been designed to make madrasah as part of the formal basic education.
Now you are saying is it separate or in other words secular, should you separate secular

from sectarian education? You know, our thinking is that you must decide that after you

graduate from high school, because that is when you specialize. That is why we

emphasize on basic education, because it's going to equip you for the future. You learn
citizenship in basic education. Now if you want to specialize then after that you can be an
engineer or Ulama. You can be a PhD in Islamic jurisprudence. You can be a PhD in
Koran studies, but the beauty of that is you are already grounded on your basic
education. You know, if you read the history of Islam during the early days, the Muslim

scholars were dominating all sciences. That is what they refer to as the glorious days of
Islam, and this dominance of scholarship abruptly declined because Islam does not
distinguish knowledge in secular and sectarian. In fact, the first revelation of Islam is Iqte,
education is the first commandment of God. If you are an Imam and you are educated
only in Islam and not in social sciences or in basic sciences, then your viewpoint of the
world is rather limited.
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For instance, the Minister of Education in Brunei changed the Islamic education
structure in Brunei. In Islam, there is a school there for young children. They were taught
to memorize the Koran. And in every Muslim country there is this kind school, there is a
same school in Indonesia and Malaysia. In Brunei, this Minister changed the system. He
said it is all right to memorize the Koran but you must learn English, science and
mathematics. So any curriculum of all Islamic institutions in Brunei should learn English,
science and mathematics. I asked him why. He said, these young people, when they
become twenty or fifteen, they might change their minds. Suppose they decided they
wanted to become an engineer, how can they shift if by that time they did not have the
basic capabilities and skills? Not everybody can be an Ustad. All of us have to earn a
living. If Muslims want to regain their place in scholarship in science or everywhere, then
we have to be educated in a well-rounded way.They must have a well-rounded
education beyond Islam. At the Islamic International University of Malaysia, they have
what they call "acquired knowledge" and "revealed knowledge". Revealed knowledge is

the Koran.

Dr. Yulaelawati: Thank you. I would like to expound on the standard of our madrasah.
Yes, we have a very high standard and actually, we have very limited public madrasah
institutions. Most of our madrasah is privately owned. What I mean by private is that it is
conducted by common natives but they are all under the Ministry of Religion Affairs.
This is because in our law, everything is decentralized except religion. Secular education
is decentralized but not religion. That is why we have a national curriculum for all
religions and this is recognized in our 2003 Education Law as well. We honor the right
of the child to have religion education and be coached by a religion teacher. For
example, if a Muslim child enters a Catholic school, the Catholic school should provide a
teacher for him/her. Although it is a rare case, but if a non-Muslim wants to study Islam,

the schools must also provide for religion teachers. In madrasah, they will have more
hours for religion. There are also standards for students who memorize the Koran from
start to end. They learn this beginning six years old. For this group of learners, the
minimum competencies of mathematics, language and science are also taught. The
Ustads or kiyayiappreciate this very much as they also have to earn a living. In terms of
quality, however, I believe that we need to improve mathematics and science education
in the madrasah. This is because the madrasah used to only teach Islam, Islamic rules,
and Koran values. The teachers themselves lack academic teaching qualification. I hope
many agencies will join us in enhancing basic education.

Ms. Villanueva: I am a teacher and I am also a student at the College of Education. I am
interested in the madrasah and the Arabic curriculum. Do you also have room in the
curriculum which would allow children to appreciate other religions besides Islam? Is the
system ready for that? Would they have learning units where children may be able to
compare or see other expressions of faith or how other religions celebrate? Is there room
for it already or is it not yet time for that?
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Dr. Boransing: I think eventually, if we follow this curriculum, it will interfere with the

acceleration of our madrasah educational system. It might evolve, like what is happening

in Singapore. In Singapore, there are two parts of Islamic education. One is the formal

education which is in the madrasah and informal education where students are not

learning in madrasah. They have developed curriculum teaching modules and they are

teaching this in their own mosques. In their administration of their mosques, they open
their teaching for inter-faith dialogue. Singapore is a multi-racial society and they imbibe
it in their society. Hopefully, it might be the same for us in the future. That is why I am

suggesting that we look more on Singapore because in a sense, we are similar. Their
Muslims are a minority as well as here. We cannot use Indonesia as our model because
madrasah education there is shouldered by the government. I went to public school

madrasah in Indonesia and although it is a very religious institution, they top in science
and math. That is a very religious school near Jakarta. I think it was founded by
President Habibi. They are at the top in terms of natural science and mathematics
education so hopefully we would evolve into something like that. In Singapore, they don't
ask their government any money. In fact, for the Singaporean Muslims, it is an insult to

them to ask support for the madrasah. Their madrasah also is topping the national

examinations. I was told that there was a time when Singapore wanted to close the

madrasah and the Muslims were against it. I think this was the time when they imposed

a compulsory and free basic education. The reason for doing this to emphasize that while
they are Muslims, they are still first and foremost Singaporeans. If basic education is not

at par with the Chinese and the Indians, then that would be problematic because they
would not be competitive in the job market. So the Muslims there requested that they be

allowed to have their own madrasah, but they will comply with all the examination that

the Singapore Ministry will give. Today, they are also topping the national exams. Of

course they were given time. If they don't pass the level screening examination and all
the other examinations given by the government of Singapore, the institution will have to

be closed. That is when the Singaporean Muslims realized that they are living in a
multiracial society, secular at that. They have to compete and we hope that we would be

able to adopt this attitude in the future.

Why do we have a problem? In the job market the Muslims cannot compete but the Muslims
are not inferior in intelligence. Look at the Muslims in Greenhills.They now control the pier
market. This is my answer now to your questions about the grading system. In the public
school, the grades in Arabic language and Islamicvalues are also graded subjects. If Muslim

students are in mixed schools,Arabic language and Islamicvalues are not included in

determining honor students. If they are all Muslims, then it will be computed. The principal of

the school will decide to honor outstanding students in Islamic language and studies.

I
I

Participant: What I mean with a standard exam is, if these subjects will be included in
the National Secondary Assessment Test, for example? Would it be by school which
would accommodate the madrasah or would it be revised?
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Dr. Boransing: No, I think it will not be required. I don't think it will be a prerequisite in

£Ioing to high school. Well if they fail in Arabic language and Islamic values, they will not
qraduate because these subjects are now formally part of the curriculum of basic
Philippine education. That's the beauty of it.

Mr. Ducanes: What do you see with regard to the participation of school age children in
terms of standard test? The participation rate of the ARM M Region is 15 percent lower
than the rest They are about 12 points behind the average in the country. On the
participation rate, how much of that deficit is due to under-counting because the madrasah

is not included in the counting of the students? How much of it is because children are not
going to school? What accounts for the lowered scores in the standard national test?

Dr. Boransing: You should establish a trend. The participation rate is due to the fact that
the Muslims during that time have not yet accepted public school. Now, since a few
decades ago, the participation has increased; it is now about 90 percent. The
participation rate must have gone down because of the conflict in the area, but the
participation rate in the school of all the Muslim community should be the same

elsewhere. Perhaps, Muslims accept the fact that they need education. Less than 10

percent of them actually go to madrasah now with this introduction of the system. The
formal madrasah private institutions should also be counted. I think if you look at the
participation, there might be some impurities because of the conflict and poverty. What
worries me is the achievement level of the Muslims. If the participation rate is low and
the achievement level is low, we are in trouble because they have to compete in the job
market. For instance, the Muslims in Mindanao compete with each other, but they are
poor and so the competition is among poor. But here, in a mixed community where the
Muslims are in the metropolitan areas, if the education of the Muslim children is not
good, then we will have some problems later.

Participant: I like the two presentations about this challenge in developing this type of
school. I believe that this is an issue in trying to achieve a multi-cultural society. Your
experiences are very nice in terms of trying to achieve and in trying to realize the
importance of segregation of integration, respecting and empowering. I believe that it is
important to document these experiences. In many countries today, there are a lot of
discussions on multiculturalism. It is related to different issues, domains and challenges.
There is a need to document these experiences, not to say that this is positive and this is
negative, but to understand the process, the mentality and the approach that is behind all
this. Many times, when we talk about curriculum change, there is not much emphasis on
how this process is being done. There will be good points and challenges along these
processes and there is a lot of learning to be generated from documenting the data.
Thus, we could take the case of Indonesia, Philippines, or Singapore for example and
compare their experiences. We can start by documenting these cases so that we can .--
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see what we can learn from them. We can disseminate it as an input to understand how

we can address diversity in real situations. Thank you very much.

Ms. Borcena: While listening to you I noted that it might be that it's already being done.

Just allow me to share the suggestions that I have on my mind. I was inspired by how
social scientists, especially sociologists and anthropologists can help refine or improve
your program in the Philippines. On the madrasah Philippine model, it would be good to
process document the institutionalization and development of this model. It should not
involve solely a mere reporting of accomplishments but rather describing, documenting
the process. I've learned this recently and I've tried to do this, its called sociography. It's
a combination of a bit of sociological approach perspective but yet ethnographic and
also depicts description. Second, I was talking with an anthropologist earlier. We
discussed how it's a very new program, starting only in 2004. I think it's still fresh and
two or three years or so in the making. The government may tap consultants to do an

evaluation, not of impact, but an "effects evaluation" and "process evaluation". But then
she reminded me that there has to be a baseline. Whether there is a baseline or none,
the baseline can be reconstructed since it has only been three years. And then based on
that evaluation, the results then may be used to refine the materials before publishing
them. This is also my dream but I will also tell Fr. Albert Alejo, who is based in Ateneo de
Davao. There is an anthropology MA or PhD program there. Three schools are trying to
do this. It would be good if we can get a Muslim scholar to study in that school and

maybe simultaneously help in developing or evaluating the madrasah, and perhaps teach

someday. I was wondering if you conduct teachers' training for those who want to teach
madrasah. Do you havea module for cultural sensitivity or anthropological sensitivity
training? I noticed also that we get a lot of money from USAI D. The question is, how do
we develop long-term sustainability? We have funds now, but later if the money is not
there anymore how do we gain long-term financial sustainability for the program?

Dr. Boransing: You raised a very good point. I think the social scientist should come in
and examine what we are doing, especially since most of us working here are

government people. On sustainability, indeed I agree that this is very important. Now
sustainability would be dependent on several things: first, the wider acceptability of the
Philippine society. I believe that is where the social scientist should come in. It helps
significantly if there is acceptability and if it is perceived that this program is of national
importance, in building national unity, for example. Then, I think it becomes imperative

that people will support the program's sustainability. Any program that has no social
acceptability will not last long, so this is where I would like to invite the social scientist,
given the challenge that we are a multi-religious society. Shall we maintain that or are
we going to be a dominant Christian country that would be intolerant of this minority
religion? If this kind of thinking remains, the program will not survive. But if the social
scientist would help provide the evidence that this is essential to national survival and
unity, then government will have to react positively.
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In the Department of Education, our teachers, supervisors, and principals are working
very hard to make this a success, and they are mostly Christians. Do we want to
maintain the Christian majority's intolerant attitude towards minority people like us? As I
said, we are now evolving as a very tolerant society and I'm very happy and proud of that.

The second issue concerns the Muslim community directly. Are they going to persist in

their attitude of trying to ask the government to give this to us? They need to have
imvestments and from the standpoint of the Muslim community, is this the program that
they want? Is this essential to the survival of their religion? Are they prepared to
integrate into a multi-religious society? In the end, it will go down to the ideology of our
people in the South. Are we going to persist in saying that they are separate people;
they're a separate country? If that is their attitude, then this program will not succeed.

The Muslims should re-examine themselves as well. Are they part of this country? Do
they struggle to become part of this country?

These two things in my mind are essential. The money coming from the government, the
money coming elsewhere will only come if these two issues are resolved. There is going
to be a tremendous change required by younger people like you. For us, we are already
at the five o'clock of our lives.

Dr. Ma. Emma Concepcion Liwag (Ateneo de Manila University): Can you please
explain to us how the Department of Education promotes this madrasah education at the
ARMM Education Bureau? As you mentioned, the ARMM also has its own Education
Bureau which promotes a certain type of Muslim Education. How are you able to
reconcile this or are there any tensions or overlaps? Could you please clarify the
bureaucratic and organizational aspect?

Dr. Boransing: We have to respect the authority of the ARMM. If one agrees or
disagrees, the fact is that we have to support that. I am very sensitive on the autonomy
of the ARMM, which is why we have to find a way to work around it. There are problems

that are peculiar in the area. For instance, this curriculum is implemented ahead in non

Muslim, non-ARMM areas because the teachers of Arabic languages and Islamic values
cannot be paid by the Department of Education. First, this is due to the fact that these
teachers are not qualified teachers. Secondly, we have no appropriation yet. So, the
local government pays the honorarium. And we have provinces and municipalities outside
the .ARMM that are Muslim-dominated such as Lanao del Norte. Now, due to the
financial difficulties of these municipalities, the teachers are not being paid their
honorarium yet. That is our difficulty. The DepEd is now studying this so we could provide
funding. The ARMM is now slowly adapting the curriculum. The ARMM Regional
Governor has issued an Executive Order adapting this curriculum. After all, this
curriculum started in the ARMM. This means that we are trying to work together, but
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gradually slowing down because of the change in administration. Nonetheless, we have
opened the lines of communication. The Department of Education is responsible for the
areas outside the ARM M.

Mr. Opertti: I feel that this seminar has covered very substantial discussions of a variety
of issues. I believe that we are in a good condition to move forward towards developing
this idea, of this community of practice. I believe that there are two types of challenges
that are connected. The first challenge is setting the conditions for the coordination and

open exchange of information and experiences. Educational discussions should be open.
The first stage should therefore be knowledge sharing and I believe that here we have

identified a series of issues that can be a hand to move forward on this idea of
knowledge sharing. We can help in identifying the importance on strengthening the
linkages between research and decision-making and of improving the use of research
output in policymaking. This implies the necessity of deepening the links between the
quality of research and its dissemination and the quality of decision-making.

The third element that is important is how to integrate all of the interesting experiences
shared in this forum. How do we avoid the problem of using a universal framework
within the context of diversity. The idea of community of practice is to make public our
own experiences. This implies the sharing of the visions or the process behind these
movements and innovations.

So the first stage of community of practice should involve active knowledge sharing,
while the second stage is knowledge contraction. This means that we can share
knowledge but we can also contract knowledge. The Asia Pacific Resource Pack is an
excellent sample of knowledge contraction. What will the community of practice do in
order to support this process on knowledge contraction? The Asia Pacific Resource
Pack, for example, is trying to incorporate different case studies of different regions. The
rationale, philosophy, and foundation, that animates that resource pack is knowledge
contraction. So I believe that in knowledge contraction, we can work on widening this
resource pack. We should try to incorporate more case studies and resources. This
resource pack can be translated to Spanish, French, and other languages in order to
widely disseminate the information and experiences to the world. In fact, this translation
to different languages is a challenge in relation to knowledge contraction. Lastly, I wish
that the community of practice should also help nations, curriculum developers, and

specialists in qualifying concepts. There is a lot of confusion in understanding basic
concepts due to the tendency of simply importing models of educational change.
Sometimes, the necessary process of adjustment according to particular contexts is
forgotten. There is more confusion when these are translated in the classroom. Even
teachers are confused. Teachers oftentimes feel isolated from the process of
educational change because they don't understand where the lecture is going forward.
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There is therefore a need for the communityof practice to clarify concepts:What do
they mean by approach to competencies?About approach by standards?What are the
re.ationships between them? There is a long glossaryof terms on educational change.
Manyterms can be taken with varying significance. I believethat the community of
practice can also help build the cooperationamongthe countries in clarifying concepts
and ideasand in establishinga common interpretation of the concepts and processesof
educational change.

I~ is important if we can get all your e-rnailsand all the people who can and are willing to
participate in the communityof practice. We sharedocumentations, case studies,and
experiences. It is also a way for you to get information, documentsand visions from other
parts of the world onwhat's happening ontheeducation. It is important to sustain thisnetwork.

Thank you very much. It's been a real pleasureto be here. I learned a lot from all of you,
the ideas that we heard are very important. I want to deeply thank all the hospitality, all
the kindness, and all the affections of this group of people who have been very polite.

I feel grateful for this opportunity to join this seminar-workshop. Actually, this seminar
workshop is the first forum activity to the UNESCO-IT Seminar in July 2005 on the
establishment of a communityof practice in curriculum development. I acknowledge
the efforts of Zhou as a regional focal point in China, and alsoVirginia Miralaoof the
PSSC. This workshop is verywell-organized, in terms of participants from all state
colleges.l think the outcome of this seminar is also relevant, something we can be proud
of. There has been no such kind of seminar-workshop in other regions.

Second, the quality of participation and interaction among policymakers, research
scholars, and teachers, is very high. Due to some reason we don't havea large number
of participants.But the qualityof presentationsand discussions is of high quality. I hope
this kind of presentation and papers would be integrated in a disc and disseminatedto
everyone. Manyof them could be used as relevantguidelines or materials.

Ibenefited a lotfrom thisseminar. Also, Ithinkourparticipants and educators here would be
able to makesome follow-up activities to translate vision to action, from action to regional and
international networking. Ihope wedonotjustthinkglobally and act locally butthink locally and
actglobally. We need thisperspective because it isthrough local practitioners thatwegenerate
the vision andinsight thatcould move global actions at the international level. Sitting at the
International Bureau of Education inGeneva, wedonothave these kinds of insights thatare
generated from thiskind of discussion among school teachers from different islands.

UNESCOprograms arevery supportive of this kind of innovations that take place at
classroom level. As the UNESCOneeds to bring programs to differentnations at the local
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level, I think this community of practice could be effective only when we join hands with
UNESCO, national government policy makers, local school teachers, and community leaders.

These are the kinds of innovations and best practices that UNESCO should identify and

disseminate. UNESCO is organizing an international conference on Educational
Sustainable Development in Asia Pacific. We can organize a Roundtable and I will be

taking part of that, and I am already discussing this matter with my colleagues. Let us go
to Bangkok in early December and attend international conference.

The first conference was organized in Shanghai, China and now we are having the

Phase One. In Shanghai, we were part of the conference and we felt committed. But we

want more of our stakeholders to join in this kind of conference to encourage greater
partnership and networking. We want to encourage our Asian educators to make
greater efforts in promoting curriculum change and education for sustainable development.

Participant: Thank you very much. I would like to say that I'm very happy to be here

listening to the points of view exchanged on education. Sometimes we unconsciously

contest between majority and minority. I think we should not focus on contesting the

strengths and weaknesses but strive towards preventing the poor from becoming poorer.
I agree that we should encourage various case studies. One of these studies should

focus on what kind of education is appropriate for the more remote areas. What kind of
education do could we get from the madrasah in the Philippines? I think we should avoid

calling the Muslims as a minority group in the Philippines. Also, I would like to propose

that we commit towards gender sensitivity in our educational system. It seems to me

that some systems are designed to support the domination of the male gender. For

example, during primary school, mother-like teachers support the girls in primary schools.
However, in secondary school, there are more male teachers in physics and
mathematics. In some madrasah, female teachers are limited to teach only in Grades
One and Two. We should try to encourage gender balance among those teaching in the
madrasah across primary and secondary levels. Respect for women should also be
added in values education to help reduce the violence and bullying. Thank you very much.

Dr. Aguilar: As Chair of the Philippine Social Science Council, I would like to thank

everyone, especially our guests who have come from overseas. As a teacher, I have
learned a lot from the discussions and presentations and I hope if there is a future follow

up activity similar to this, you would be willing to come again to the Philippines to share
your expertise with us. It is important, of course, to always remember the difficult work

the teachers are doing out there. It is always easy for us to talk about curriculum
change, but we have always mentioned the need for teacher training. Indeed, this is a
very big task and I hope that in future workshop-seminars like this, we can actually have
not just administrators but teachers themselves, so that we can replicate and multiply the
benefits from the conference such as this.
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The Phiiippine Social Science Council is very pleased to partner with UNESCO
International Bureau of Education and with other international organizations such as

SEAMEO-Innotech and other groups in this endeavor and we hope that our partnership
will continue in the future. We are also eager to partner with institutions in the Philippines
locally so that we can push ahead many of the ideas that were raised in this seminar
workshop including such things as revising textbooks, which are very important indeed if
we are to achieve a lot. We have heard many lamentations about the quality of textbooks
in the Philippines over the years and yet very little has been done. Some people are doing
what they can, including Arnold Azurin who is no longer here, but we hope that the
PSCC can chip in and do what it can. We are also considering the possibility of
partnering with the Naga City provincial board as discussed yesterday, so that we can
hopefully work with Naga City government as well as with the Department of Education
of the local level and see what we can do about curriculum change,including the very

specific problem of what to do with computers the city government is buying, and yet
there is insufficient time being allocated for students to utilize those computers. We also
hope that just as there is a National Institute for Science and Mathematics Education,
we hope that someday, with the assistance of various friends like Ms. Lucille Gregorio,
we can hopefully come up with a bill that would institute a National Institute for Social
Science Education or Social Studies Education to promote social sciences along with
math and science and other critical elements in the curriculum. Finally,we do hope that

we can continue to partner with the Department of Education on various issues
particularly with Dr. Boransing on a number of other issues that are close to his heart
and other issues that will try to really reduce and minimize all sorts of gaps and disparities
that are evident in our society. I would like to thank, of course, the Philippine Social
Science Council Secretariat, particularly Dr.Virginia Miralao and the staff, for the
splendid work they have done in organizing this very first follow-up activity from the first
one that you have in July last year. My congratulations and gratitude to them for the kind
of work that they have put into this conference. I cannot thank you enough for the kind
of stimulation and stimulus that you have given to us in these three days and I hope that
member organizations and the various disciplines represented in the Philippine Social
Science Council will indeed be able to hear even if indirectly and vicariously the various
ideas that were generated in this seminar-workshop. Thank you very much to all.

Ms. Gregorio: I would just like to thank all of you for your participation and for the very
productive interaction here. I regret that we invited so many people but because of the
timing, I think, they were not able to participate. For those of you who were able to come,
thank you very much, and I hope that we will not stop here. We hope that the community
of practice will continue and we assure you that we will try to revise this resource pack.
We will also put together your case studies as suggested. All the questions that you have
raised earlier have already been integrated into the resource pack. It is your turn now to
look at the resource pack.
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Thereare modelsfrom other countries that we can follow. Forexample, you were asking
how we look at the content of the four pillars of learning in a schoolcurriculum. We havea
model to showyouandthe model of Mongoliafrom designing, planning, evaluating, and
evenpiloting of their curriculum is included inthe resource pack. You were asking for
localization, luckilywe have Ellaherewho hasdiscussed howdecentralization is beingdone
in Indonesia. Her materials arealso included in the resource pack. The languagebarrier
and the issueof teaching in English suchas in the caseof Chinahas alsobeen included
here. We have examples from Nepalon the wholeschool approach or the multi-grade
teaching. On HIV/AI OSprevention and how it is integrated in the curriculum, you will see
a substantial discussion onthat in the casestudyfrom Laos. On life skills, you will see that
in the case studiesfor Cambodia. I therefore hopethat you will beable to appreciatethe
contents of the resource packandthis is still a draft going on revision. With your help, we
will be able to move forward andmaybe start with printing a few copies for review. We
needyourcooperation. Weneedyour commitment. Thankyouverymuchfor coming here
today and for the interesting interaction within last three days. Thankyou!
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Cilosing Remarks

Erlinda Pefianco, EdD
SEAM EO-Innotech

UNESCO National Commission of the Philippines

It iisvery difficult to close a workshop that refuses to end, and I think that's good. The
continuous discussion of what you want to accomplish after the workshop, I think, is a
good measure of how successful the activity has been. I think Lucille was right in saying
that the timing of the workshop is not so good. We are missing a lot of people, and so we
will leave it to Undersecretary Boransing to bring home the lessons and propagate them
in the Department of Education.

First, I want to wear my hat as Director of SEAMEO-Innotech. Mr. Opertti was talking
about networking. I would like to share that we have a network in SEAMEO-Innotech.
Indonesia and the Philippines are involved in that network. We are actually running an
online course now for principals at the National Capital Region, and all that we are
talking about is how to change, adapt the curriculum, and improve it at the school level.
We have 30 of them who have been enrolled in a course for almost a month now. This

course is on instructional and curriculum leadership for school heads, the people who
really are on the driver seat as mentioned by Dr,Aguilar. We have a chatroom now. In
fact, I just came from Malaysia and Malaysia is joining this conversation with Filipino
school heads. You could really use the Internet to enhance your community of practice.
I am happy to know as well that we have this resource pack we can use because
principals need to have models.

I want to talk now as Chair of Educational Committee of the UNESCO National

Commission. At the start of the school year, we are always worried about the shortage of
classrooms, lack of this, lack of that. In this venue, we saw a very refreshing opportunity
to talk about things and ideas that really matter; things that happen inside the classroom.
I wish that more teachers and more DepEd people participated so they could talk about
their experiences, particularly how they are making sure that learning really happens in
the classroom.

I am also very glad that Dr. Zhou reminded us that we are already six years into the 21 51

century. Six years after we talked about the pillars of learning, we in the Philippines are
not yet really internalizing everything that we need to do. Lucille and I were thinking that
perhaps we should invite the DepEd to sit down with us at the UNESCO and talk to
them about the real concerns with regard to our learners. We really must be concerned
about making sure that our learners are learning to do. At the UNESCO National .1----
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Commission, we are also concerned about helping our learners learn how to be their own

person. The message of Undersecretary Boransing is also very important: learning to live

together in peace and harmony. One other thing that the National Commission wishes to
emphasize is that when we talk about Education for All as a covenant signed by the
government, we are not really talking about schooling for all. Education does not happen
only inside the classroom or in formal settings. Education happens everywhere, and this
includes alternative, non-formal and informal education. Further, how do you measure

learning from media? These are some of the things that are important to us now.

On that note, let me say that this workshop-seminar is really a success. The UNESCO
National Commission as well as the SEAM EO-Innotech are glad to contribute to this
effort. We will encourage our school heads who are actually involved in developing the
modules on instructional and curriculum leadership to be involved and participate in this
community of practice. All the other school heads in Southeast Asia could also all be

part of this community of practice and therefore continue to contribute to these valuable

discussions.

I would like to congratulate the Philippine Social Science Council, UNESCO's
International Bureau of Education and the UP National Institute for Science and
Mathematics Education for making this workshop happen. I think we have a good thing

going on here and all we need to do is replicate what we have done and follow through

our plans. So thank you very much and congratulations, we look forward to more

interactions with all of you.



Code-switching practices
in tertiary-level courses:

FEATURED PAPERS

ISABEL PEFIANCO MARTlN,2 PhD

On September 1, the Pamantasan ng Lungsod ng Maynila (PLM) launched its English profi
ciency program through directive number 15-2004, aiming to achieve excellent command of the
English language initially by requiring that only English be spoken in specific "English zones."

This research project investigates linguistic conventions of oral interaction in Science courses
in selected Philippine tertiary-level institutions. In particular, the project seeks to study the

practioe of code switching among Filipino tertiary-level teachers and students.

Courses in Science are expected to be delivered in English. However, there is widespread

perception that Filipinoteachers and students freely code-switch. Many school administrators view

this code-switching practice as undesirable because they believe it is detrimental to the

develoornent of English language proficiency among the students. Thus, they respond to this
perceived deficiency by imposing a strict English-only policy in their schools.

This analysis of code switching in Science courses in selected Philippine tertiary-level institutions

hopes to determine if the practice is beneficial or detrimental to Science education.

21 September 2004 I

The Birthing Pains of PLM's English-Only Policy
By Ellalyn B. De Vera and Ronald S. Lim I

I

This controversial policy basically divides PLM into free zones, where the use of English is
optional, among them the school canteen, restrooms, the quadrangle, open field and gymna

sium. On the other hand "English only" zones, where the use of English is strictly observed,

have been imposed on all classrooms, faculty lounge, offices, lobby and corridors.

The policy also set specific "English hours," from nine to 11 a.m. and two to four p.m. everyday.

I ~ut less than a month into its implementation, it appea.rs that faculty and student body hav.e
~ifferent takes on the policy's growing pains...

-ne newspaper article above reports about a new policy that was introduced in a
Philippine university in 2004. However, this practice of implementing English-only
programs in Philippine schools dates back to early American colonial period. In

1903, Fred W Atkinson, General Superintendent for Education for the Philippine Islands,
defended the decision of his department to teach English to Filipinos. He writes:
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To confine him to his native dialect would be simply to perpetuate that
isolation which he has so long suffered and against which his insurrection
was a protest" Opponents of English education find no sympathizer
among the Filipino people. (Bureau of Public Schools 1954)

The news report talks about "growing pains" experienced bythe universitycommunity
where the English-only policywas implemented (De Vera and Lim 2004). Although not
from the sameuniversity, I experienced these growing painswhen I suggested to the
teachers, during a teacher training session I was asked to conduct,that they consider
code-switching as a strategy for making content knowledge more accessible to their
students. I did not know at that time that the university hadjust implementedthe
English-onlypolicy. You cannot imaginethe Pandora's box I haveunleashed.

Background

Inthe Philippines, the practice of code-switching ispopularly perceived asaviolation of the
Bilingual Education Policy (BEP)4 which explicitly identifies two languages as Mediaof
Instruction (MOl)for two differentsetsof courses (excluding the language courses): English
tor Science, Math, and technology subjects; Filipino for Social Studies, Music, Arts, andthe
like(Espiritu 2002). It may be inferred fromthe spiritof the policy that the two languages
arenot to be mixed when the courses aretaught. Theunderlying goal Ibelieve issothat one
language isnot corrupted bythe other. And sobyhaving solely English in MathandScience,
it isexpected that content knowledge would bebettergrasped bythe students. Philippine
educator Allan Bernardo (2005) notes that the BEP is really symptomatic of the prevalence
of the "monolingual assumption (which) presumes the need to preserve language purity and
to avoid language mixing, mostespecially inthe formal education context" (p, 157).

As the BEP is intended asa policy for language inside the classrooms, school administrators
have begun to thinkof more creative ways of arresting the perceived deterioration of English
language proficiency inthe Philippines. This widespread perception of English language
deterioration, when combined withthe rapidly growing demand for Filipino contactcenter
aqents," pushes school administrators to become more inventive and resourceful. Thus, the
English-only policy wasrevived bysome schools. This policy effectively extends the BEP's
reach to personal spaces- the lounge, the lobby, the corridors.

Understandably, code-switching, especially code-switching insidethe classroom, is
anathemato implementers of both the BEP andthe English-only policies throughout the
country. But is the practice of code-switching truly detrimental to education? Here I
echo Bernardo's question: "Can code-switching be appropriated for educational
purposes?" (2005, 160).

A
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Inthe Philippines, therearevery few studies of code-switching inthe education domain. One
such studyis Roce Jane Limoso's 2002 MAthesis on code-switching intertiary-level
literature courses, which reveals that the practice "serves a number of educational objectives
im a literature classroom" (p. 84). Limoso concludes thatcode-switching "facilitates cooperation
andunderstanding" in the literature classroom (p, 84). Anotherstudyof classroom discourse
is Gladys C. Nivera's "Spoken Discourse inthe Tertiary Level Mathematics Classroom"
(2003). Although this study didnot focussolely oncode-switching, Nivera findsthat both
teachers andstudents inthe studyprefercode-switching intheir Mathematics classes.

Other studies of code-switching in the Philippines utilizecorporafrom domainsother
than education.Ma. Lourdes Bautista (1998) looked at email messages, Amaury
Chanco, et al.(1999) observed television hosts, Danilo Dayag(2002) analyzed code
switching in Philippineprint ads, and RogerThompson (2003) studied basketball
commentary. It may be inferred from all these studies that in the Philippines, code
switching is practiced in various domains, by different groups, for different reasons. This
is expected in multilingualand multicultural contexts such as the Philippines'.

Still, that code-switching is natural, inevitable, and perhapsnecessaryin Philippine
education is a touchy issue, especiallywhere content-area learning is concerned.

In 1987,soon after the PeoplePower Revolution, at the SolidaritySeminaron Language
and Development, leading linguists, educators, governmentofficials,and media
personalitiesmet to set future directions for English in the Philippines. It was the
consensusthat "English languagein the Philippinesshall be maintained for utilitarian
reasons, specifically, for access to the world's knowledge specially in science and
technology" (Gonzalez 1988, 14).

In that same seminar, science educators Manuel Eugenio and Ester Ogena (1988) notes
the peculiarity of science education in the Philippines in that "it utilizesa medium of
instruction definitely alien to the population-English" (p, 101).Theywrite:

While we boast of Filipino academicians6 doing well in select institutions of
higher learning abroad or ofa Filipino engineer who designed the Moon
Buggy of the Apollo 1/ Luna Module that brought the first man on the
moon, the status of science in the country has remained low-level if not
stagnant, and Filipino technology was virtually relegated to the 'assembly
line' type over the pastyears. Could it be that our graduates are tailors for
'English' technologies? (p. 101)

Aimost 20 years after Eugenioand Ogena madethat statement above, Filipino school
children continue to perform poorly in international measures of science and math
proficiency. The 2003 Trends in InternationalMathematics and Science Study (more .1--
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popularly known as TIMMS) reports that out of 46 participating counties, Filipino fourth
graders placed 19th,while eighth graders placed 33rd in Math and Science scores
ranking (Gonzales et al. 2004, 75-76). How then will the country realize PresidentGloria
Macapagal Arroyo's claim that the Philippines is a "nation of English speakers and
engineers?" (2006).

Theconcernabout language in scienceeducation in the Philippines remains
unaddressed to this day. It is myhope that this study of code-switching in Science
courses wouldcontribute to language planning in Philippine education.

The present study

Thisstudyof discourse in tertiary-level Science courses hopesto determinewhether the
practiceof code-switching in the classroom is beneficial or detrimental to Science
education. Two cases areanalyzed, with both cases involving freshman general
educationscience(GEC)courses from private, non-sectarian universities, namely, Far
Eastern University FERN College (FEU FERN) and University of the East - Manila
(UE).7 It is noted that in both cases, the teachers reported that their universities strongly
encouraged the useof English outsidethe classroom, in addition to observing the
Bilingual Education Policy requiring that English be used in Scienceclasses.

A brief profile of the informants, as well as a description of the setting, is provided in the
table below.

Table 1. Description of the informants and setting of the study

University

Language policy

Subject matter

Setting

Students

Teacher profile

Length of audio-video

recordings

FEU FERN

1987 BEP and English-only policy

The flow of blood through the human

body

Classroom

At least 30 students present; freshmen

of various fields of concentrations

(majors)

Male; in his late 50s; has graduated

from and later taught in a state

university where he claims Science is

taught in Filipino; is aware of an

existing policy in his present school

that only English is to be used as MOl

in Science courses

1 hour and 30 minutes

UE Manila

1987 BEP and English-only policy

The chemical structure of fats, oils, and

fatty acids

Laboratory

At least 45 students present; freshmen

of various fields of concentrations

(majors)

Female; not more than 60 years old;

had already retired as a full-time

teacher and is presently teaching part

time; was once department head; is

aware of an existing policy in the

school that only English is to be used

as MOl in Science courses

2 hours
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Inboth casestudies, the teachershad been informed in advance that audio-video recordings,
as well as informal post-observation interviews, would take place. During classroom
observations in both cases, the teachers introducedme to the students asan observerwho
is conducting research. Before the lesson formallybegan, I hadalready positioned the audio
recorderon the teacher's table, andthe videocameraat the back section of the classroom
so as not to distract the students. I found that the students were generallyunfazed by my
presenceor bythe presenceof the videocamera. The teachers had laterexplainedthat
classroom observations were regularly conducted in their universities. At the sametime,the
students, being city dwellers, werealsousedto beingvideotaped for various purposes.

The main source of the corpus is the audiotape transcriptions. The videotape recordings
were used mostly to identify those utterances that could not be clearly identified. In
addition, the videotape recordings helped me confirm my interpretation of emotions
displayed by the informants in the verbal exchange.

In analyzing the corpus, I used as working definition of utterance what would correspond
to a sentence with full stops in written texts. In spontaneous oral discourse, this is
determined by locating long pauses, final falling intonation in statements, and rising or
falling intonation in questions," As I did not utilize an inter-rater scheme for classifying
the utterances, I do not claim that this study is accurate. Another limitation of the study
is that it does not intend to provide a comparative analysis of Case 1 and Case 2.
Instead,the study hopes to generate information and insight about code-switching
practices among students and teachers in the Science courses.

Inmy reviewof code-switching studiesthat hadalreadybeen conductedthroughout the
world, I stumbled uponwhat Erman Boztepe(2003) refers to as "terminological confusion"
(p,4) To avoid such confusion in this study, I wish to adopt ShanaPoplack's (2000) definition
of code-switching which is "the alternation oflwo languageswithin a singlediscourse,
sentence or constituent" (p, 224).1 am alsoemploying as one tool for linguisticanalysis the
syntactic structure of Poplack, which identifies three code-switching types, namely, tag
switching, intersentential, and intrasentential (Hamersand Blanc 2000, 259-260).

However, the study also contextualizes the code-switching phenomenon within the
framework of sociolinquistic behavior. Thus,another perspective in defining code
switching is to position the practice as not solely structural, but also cultural. It is vital in
analyzing code-switching in classroom discourse to account for not just the linguistic
aspects, but more so, the functional terrain. J.C. Peter Auer notes:

"Grammatical restrictions on code-switching are but necessary
conditions; they are not sufficient to describe the reason for or effect of a
particular switch. If linguists regard code switching simply as a product of
a grammatical system, and not as a practice of individual speakers, they

.~
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may produce esoteric analyses that have little importance outside the
study of linguistics per se..." (Nilep 2006, 2)

This study is concerned with classroom discourse. A classroom discourse, by its nature,
aims to achieve understanding between teacher and students; it is imperative for
communication to be successful. It is hypothesized then that code-switching is a
strategy deliberately used by teachers to ensure communication success. Such
assumption is consistent with the observations of Ralph Adendorff (1996) in his study of
code-switching among high school teachers and students in South Africa. Adendorff
writes:

...code switching is in fact highly functional, though mostly subconscious.
It is a communicative resource which enables teachers and students to

accomplish a considerable number and range ofsocial and educational
objectives. (p. 389)

Results and discussion

The corpus of this study consists of exchanges between teacher and students, which in
both cases, are predominantly carried out in English. That English is the base language
is expected. The 1987 Bilingual Education Policy explicitly identifies English as the MOl

for Science courses. The table below presents the prevalence of English over Tagalog in
the two cases observed.

Table 2. Description of the corpus

No. of identifiable English and Tagalog words uttered by

both teacher and students (%)

No. of identifiable English words uttered by both teacher

and students (% of English words)

No. of identifiable Tagalog words uttered by both teacher

and students (% of Tagalog words)

1,399 (100%)

1,296 (92.6%)

103

(7.4%)

1,658 (84%)

311

(16%)

It is also evident in the corpus that the teachers dominate classroom discourse. The few
student utterances in the corpus mostly came in the form of questions or replies to the
teacher. Case 1 registers 18% utterance of students, while Case 2 registers 10 percent
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Figure 2. % Utterances in Case 2

D Utterances by
the teacher

II Utterances by
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it D Utterancesby
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percent utterance in Case 2. The two figures below illustrate the difference in frequency

between teacher and student utterances.

Figure 3. CS instances in Case 1 Figure 4. CS instances in Case 2

DCS by the
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II CSby the
students

DCS bythe
teacher
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students

The teachers in both cases did not only dominate classroom discourse in terms of

number of utterances, they were also found to have produced the most occurrences of
code-switching, as presented by the two figures below.
Case 2 presented in Figure 4 above is particularly interesting in that teacher utterances,

given two hours of lecture and laboratory work, comprise 99.3 percent of the total

occurrences of code-switching. Could this be a case of what Monica Heller discovered in

her study of French/English bilingual students that code-switching is used as a strategy
"to collaborate with or resist the monolingualizing and standardizing efforts of the school?"
(Boztepe 2003, 16). Could this be a case of situational switching, as described by Jan
Petter Blom and John J. Gumperz (2000, 111-136) in the following manner:

... teachers report that while formal lectures - where interruptions are not
encouraged - are delivered in (B), the speakers will shift to (R) when they
want to encourage open and free discussion among students. Each of
these examples involves clear changes in the participants' definition of
each other's rights and obligations. We use the term situational switching
to refer to this kind of language shiftY (p. 126)

.~-
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Table 3. Code-switching occurences by syntactic structure in case 1 and case 2

Categori~$i

Total number of code-switching occurrences of both 34 (100%)

teachers and students

136 (100%)

No. of tag switches (%)

No. of intersentential switches (%)

No. of intrasentential switches (%)

14 (41%)

19 (56%)

1 (3%)

2 (1%)

122 (90%)

12 (9%)

In an attempt to make the corpus more meaningful for this study of language in the
Science classroom, I grouped the code-switching occurrences of both teachers and

students into Poplack's syntactic structures, which resulted in the following data:

In both cases, intersentential switches registered as dominant among the three syntactic
structures. This finding is consistent with J.e. Peter Auer's (2000, 185) who found in his
study of conversational analysis in an Italian community in Germany that code-switching
was most frequent at sentence boundaries. Table 3 also reveals that, where Case 1 and
Case 2 share similar findings in the aspect of the dominance of intersentential switching,

Figure 5. CS by types in Case 1

II % tag switch
instances

• % intersentential
switches

D % intrasentential
switches

the two cases vary in percentage of tag and intrasentential code-switching occurrences.

Case 1 is presented below as Figure 5 which provides a bird's eye view of code

switching by syntactic structures.

In Case 1,there was only one occurrence of intrasentential switching and this was
produced by a student. More than half (56 percent) of code-switching occurrences were
found at the intersententiallevel, while a smaller percentage (41 percent) were identified
as tag switching. In Case 2 (Figure 6 below), tag switching occurred least (only two

Figure 6. CS.by.types in Case 2
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occurrences) and it was the teacher who produced the switching. A large percentage of
code-switching (90 percent) occurred at the intersententiallevel, while a much lower
percentage (9 percent) of code-switching occurred at the intrasententiallevel.

Tihe teacher in Case 2, who dominated 99.3 percent of code-switching occurrences in
the corpus, is an example of a skilled code-switcher who is certainly not deficient in the
Elnglish language. She is not an imperfect bilingual, as code-switchers are traditionally
perceived to be, especially in the Philippines. Her utterances are characterized by what
Poplack (2000) describes as a "smooth transition between L 1 and L2 elements,
unmarked by false starts, hesitations or lengthy pauses" (p. 241). In fact, in all of the
code-switching utterances documented in this study, I have found all switching to be
smooth. This is consistent with the findings of Bautista (1998, 128-146) who asserted
in her analysis of code-switching in email exchanges between Filipinos that "CS is a
natural mode of discourse for the Manila speech community and.... therefore smooth CS
is the norm" (p, 137). In addition to identifying smooth switching all the utterances in the
corpus, I have also found that no code-switch utterance was ungrammatical for either
the teacher or the student. 10

While the utterances where grammatical, they were also highly functional. Consider the
foliowing exchange between T1 and his students:

(1) T1: What's the main purpose of a valve? What? Dali! + Para hindi ano ++
(Hurry! + So as not to++)

Ss: Para hindi bumalik yung ++ (So that ... will not go back ++)
T1: Para hindi bumalik yung ano?(So that what will not go back?) So as to

prevent what?
S: X «in Tagalog»

The exchange above follows the I-R-F flow of classroom discourse: lnitiation-Response
Feedback, which is believed to be the most common pattern of verbal exchange in the
classroom (Mortimer and Scott 2000, 131). In Extract 1 above, the teacher begins with
a question in English and then continues with Tagalog as a strategy for encouraging a
quick response. This practice of using Tagalog to push students to respond or act is also
found in the following extract from Case 2, where the teacher triggers a competition
between two students who are writing a chemical structure on the blackboard.

(2) T2: Ha? 0 sige+ Su2. Try it there «Pointing to the blackboard where
another student is already working on the reconstructing a chemical
structure» Unahan kayo. Unahan kayo. Do it there. (What? Go ahead
Su2. Try it there. See who will finish first. See who will finish first.)

.'-------
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It is also noted that the teachers in both Case 1 and Case2 have a tendency to reply in
Tagalog to student utterances in Tagalog, despite the teachers' awareness that only
English is to be used in Sciences classes. This is evident in Extract 1 above, as well as in
the following extracts.

(3) T1 : Identify first which are the ventricles + which is the left + which is the
right. Identify first. Which is the left? Which is the left?

S: Yung maydalawang ana?(Thatwhich has two what?)
T1: Yung maydalawang? May dalawang?(That which has two? Has two?)
S: Yung maydalawang hiwalayna++ (Thatwhich hastwo separate++)
T1: Maydalawang hiwalayna?(Has two separate?)
S: Sanga (Branches)

(4) T2: Wego to the next topic. Look at your outline. Ah+ hindi + babalik tayosa
page 1.(Ah + no + we will go back to page 1.)Page 1!Go back to page
1+ OK? Fatsand oils can be seen in general kinds of formula like this
one. When will you considera triglyceridefat and when will it be oil?

Ss: Pano nga ba?(How can one tell the difference?)
T2: Panonga ba?Hindi ba binasa nyoyung handout? (How can one tell the

difference?Didyou not read the handout?) OK.What is no. 1 difference?
Ss: Source
T2: Source! Where do you get fats?
Ss: Animals
T2: Tapas? (Then?)
Ss: Plants.

That the teacher replies in Tagalog to the students'Tagalog utterances, despite the
teachers' awareness of the language policyfor Science classes, maybe an indicationof
the teachers' desireto makethemselves moreaccessible to their students. In Manila
schools, Tagalog is the perceived language of the students, as English is the perceived
languageof academics. Thus, byaddressing their students in Tagalog, the teachers may
be exercisingwhat Anne Pakir (1991, 109-130), in herstudyof English in Singapore,
describesas the "rapport andsolidarity factor" which unifies, but also separates groups.

This desire for rapport and solidarity isalso evident inthestudents' code-switches. InExtract 5
below, it isobserved thatone student speaks Tagalog when hetries toconnect hisexperience
to thesubject matter, which inthis case istheflowof blood through thehuman body.

(5) T1: That is why there is what you call the blue baby++ What
happens?«S raises his hand.» Yes.

S: Sir, yun bayung sinasabi nila na, ana++ Nagkakaroonpo
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ng++ (Sir, is thatwhat theysaythat ++ Something is formed++)
T1: Yes. Nagkakaroon ng ana?(Yes. What is formed?)
S: Nagkakaroon po ng butas?(A hole is formed.)
T1: Bakit nagkakaroon?(Why does that happen?)
S: Hindikopo a/am++ Kasi poyung kapatid ng tatay ko+ ana

posiya+ blue baby + tapas ana + di po siya naoperahan
tapas + kaya after 18 years + namatay po siya (Because the
sibling of my father + he is + blue baby + then + he wasn't

operated on so + so that after 18 years + he died.)

In Mortimer and Scott's (2000, 131-133) analysis of discourse in the Science classroom,
five forms of pedagogical intervention were identified and described as follows:

I. DEVELOPING THE CONCEPTUAL LINE: The teacher makes scientific ideas

available to the students.
II. DEVELOPING THE EPISTEMOLOGICAL LINE: The teacher introduces some

aspects of the nature of scientific knowledge.
III. PROMOTING SHARED MEANING: The teacher presents individual or group

ideas to the class.
IV. CHECKING STUDENT UNDERSTANDING: The teacher asks for clarification of

student ideas, as well as manages the forming of consensus about certain ideas.
V. MAINTAINING THE TEACHING NARRATIVE:The teacher introduces or presents a

preview of the next lesson,as well as reviews progress or refocuses discussion.

It is observed from the corpus of this study that code-switching is utilized by the teachers
in forms III, IV, and V of the pedagogical interventions described above. The use of tag
switches, for example, in Extract 6 and Extract 7 below already indicates the teacher's
attempt to check student understanding:

Code-switching in the form of tags are also utilized by the teacher to check student
understanding, as revealed in the following extracts:

(6) T1: What is ventricular septal defect? Yes?This is a congenital
disease ana? (right?)

(7) T2: Othercooking oilscome from? Pork. Soyabean. Soyabeanoil.
Sesame oil. Corn oil. Olive oil. All right, they are all plants.

But they are labeled as vegetable oil+ no? (right?)
Vegetable or plant or whatever!

Tags, by their nature, aim to confirm or disconfirm a listener's understanding of a message.
Thus, it is only expected that the code-switched tags uttered by the teacher are attempts to .--
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checkstudentunderstanding. However, this form of pedagogical intervention occurseven
at the level of intersentential switching, as observed in Extract 8 and Extract9 below:

Then+ if you dropthesetwo thenyou change the endingof
the parent. Ano naanggagamitin nyo?(What will you use?)
I.N.
OK+ I.N. Therefore what's the shortcut name?
XX
Bakitnatin pinaigsi?Hindi bayan anghilig niyo?Puro shortcut?
0My did weshorten it?Isn't thatwhatyou prefer? Always shortcut?)

Ss:
T2:

(9) T2:

Ss:
T2:
Ss:
T2:

(8) T2: Now+ how manyesthergroups?
Ss: Three.
T2: Kaya ngayon (So now)+ that's the original namethat you

have there+Triglycerin. Tama?(Correct?) However+ all
right+ fats and oils are mainly X tri-esthers since this is
almost always true+ you candropthis off. Tama?(Correct?)
Tama po (Correct)
Yes.

Inadditionto checkingstudent understanding, the teacheralso utilizes code-switching
to promoteshared meaning in the Science classroom. Extract 10 below is an illustration
of this form of pedagogical intervention.

(10) T2: OK. So X of predictingthe products. Now class take note.
There aremany ways of writing the formula of the triglyceride.
You can write it alsothis way<<T2 writes on the board»
In this structure+ we indicated the glycerol first. But you
can+ write that+ 00 (yes)+ the other way around. OK. I
don't knowif X prepare. 0 ayan. Oi ba? (There. Isthat right?)
This is alsotriglyceride. Ito rinyon+ binaligtad lang natin. 0
kayonaman! 0 ayan. (This is the same+ wejust reversed
it. 0 it's your turn! There.) It's easierthat way. You don't
have a break+ di ba? (right?) H-H-O-H. Dito papasok
yung H.(This is where H comes in.) Dooripapasokyung
O-H. (That is where O-H goes.) Ahhh. OK na? (Is that OK?)
OK na? (Is that OK?) Get na? (Did you get it?)

Extract 11 below is an illustration that code-switching is also utilized by the teacher to
maintain the teaching narrative. Here the teacher refocuses the class discussion by
indicating a preview of the next topic:
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(11) T2: What about this fat? Hah? X from pork from beef from the+ di·
ba (Doesn't) chicken may (have) fat din (also)?

Ss: Yes!
T2: All right, what else? Oils are? Liquids. Ayon!«Bell rinqs.>

Mamaya na natin pag-usapan iyon.(There! We will talk about

that later.)

It is interesting to note that in this study, the teachers were found to have utilized code
switching in promoting shared meaning, checking student understanding, and
maintaining the teaching narrative. As regards developing the conceptual and
epistemoloqical llnes, the two other forms of pedagogical intervention which are
concerned with providing input about science, the teachers have a tendency to use
English. Extract 10 above is an illustration of this practice of providing input in English

(ways of writing a chemical formula) and then promoting shared meaning in Tagalog.

That teacher input about science is presented in English is expected in a context where
English is the required medium of instruction for Science courses. In addition to this
requirement, instructional materials in tertiary-level science courses are predominantly in

English. Still, it might be useful, for the purpose of evaluating language in Philippines

classrooms, that this teaching practice of presenting input (or developing the conceptual
and epistemological lines) in English be assessed in the light of the Filipinos' poor

performance in international measures of science and math proficiency.

Conclusion

This study about code-switching among teachers and students in Science classes
reveals that the practice does in fact support the educational goals of delivering content

knowledge. Code-switching is a pedagogical tool for motivating student response and
action, ensuring rapport and solidarity, promoting shared meaning, checking student
understanding, and maintaining the teaching narrative.

At this point, I echo Philippine educator Allan Bernardo's (2005) proposal that Philippine
language planners

...consider code-switching not as a compromise or fallback option, but as
a positive option for language in education. Filipinos are most certainly
bilingual persons. We need to understand this bilingual status not in
fractional terms (e.g. two halves of two monolinguals, eic.), but as whole
persons with complete language competencies that draw from two
distinct language systems that share a common conceptual
representation system. (p. 161) .f----
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Transcription conventions'

Tl
T2
S
Ss
Sul
Su2
« »
+
++
x
?
??
!

plain text
italicized text
( )

Teacher in Case 1
Teacher in Case 2
To refer to one student speaking
To refer to many unidentified students speaking together
Used as a pseudonym of student 1
Used as a pseudonym of student 1
For paralinguistic information or classroom activities
For Short pauses
For Longer pauses
To signal unidentifiable utterance
To signal rising or falling intonation in questions
To signal strong intonation contour in questions
To signal louder, stressed words.
To signal final falling intonation of an utterance
For utterances in matrix/base language
For utterances in the non-base language
Translations from Tagalog to English

'adapted from Rolin-Lanziti, Jeanne (2002) Justifying selected uses of the learners of first language
in the foreign language classroom within communicative language teaching subject, Centre for
Languages, Linguistics, Area Studies, Studies in Higher Education, http:www.lang.ltsn.ac.uklresourcesl
conferenceitem.aspx?resourceid= 1428, retrieved 26 July 2006.



Notes

1 Paper delivered at Chukyo University, Nagoya Japan, for the International Conference of
International Association for World Englishes (IAWE) on the theme "Theory and Application: World
Emglishes in World Contexts," 7-9 October 2006.

2 Isabel Pefianco Martin is Associate Professor of language and literature at the School of Humanities,
Ateneo de Manila University. She is also President of the Linguistic Society of the Philippines and a
Commissioner of the Philippine Commission for the Filipino Language.

3 Atkinson is referring to the Filipino revolt against the Spanish colonial government. Unlike the
Americans, the Spaniards did not teach Filipinos the Spanish language. Education during the Spanish
colonial rule was church-based and available only to the Filipino elite.

4 I am referring to the 1987 Bilingual Education Policy of the Department of Education which is based
on the language provision of the 1987 Philippine Constitution which states the following: "For
purposes of communication and instruction, the official languages of the Philippines are Filipino, and
until otherwise provided by law, English:' (Article XIV Sec. 7 of the 1987 Philippine Constitution)

5 Filipino writer Jojo Robles, in his column "Lowdown:' reports the following: "Call centers in the
Philippines are projected to have 300,000 seats, employ 506,500 Filipinos and yield up to $7.3 billion
in annual revenues by 2010, according to an industry group. Not bad for an industry that isn't even a
decade old, earns a decent living for our young people who would otherwise go abroad... " (Manila
Standard Today Online, 28 July 2006).

6 "Academician" is identified in the Anvil-Macquarie Dictionary as Philippine English for "academics:'

7 I wish to acknowledge the support of Dean Carmelita Flores of the University of the East- Manila
and Directress Miriam Garcia of Far Eastern University FERN College who made the classroom
observation arrangements for me.

8 SIL International (http://www.sil.org/linguistics/GlossaryOfLinguisticTermslWhatlsAnUtterance.htm)
defines utterance as "a natural unit of speech bounded by breaths or pauses (SIL International,
2004);'

9 In this study of Blom and Gumperz, (B) refers to Bokrnal, the standard Norwegian language, and (R)
is Ranarnal, a Norwegian dialect.

10 In Bautista's study, she simply assumed that the code-switching cases were grammatical.
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Democracy in the trenches: ROSALIE ARCALA HALL,2 PhD

Re-imposing civilian supremacy in
counterinsurgency operations
in the Philippines

Civilian supremacy, defined as military subordination to elected civilian rulers in matters of
security and defense decision-making, is an integral component of democracy.For the Philippines,
achieving civilian supremacy after the 1986 democratic transition has been challenging because
of persistent threat posed by communist insurgents. In the past decade, the civilian governments
have entered into intermittent peace talks with the Communist party and its armed wing, the
New People's Army, which although still not yielding any conclusive agreements, nevertheless
opened avenues for a non-military solution to the problem. The repeal of the anti-Sedition Law

(thus making the Communist Party legal) and the emergence of the legal Left in electoral
politics in effect redefined who are the 'enemies' of the state. The recently concluded peace
agreement with one faction of the communist group (the Revolutionary Proletarian Army-Alex
Boncayao Brigade) and the moderately successful amnesty program further narrowed down
the insurgents. Civilian initiatives such as legal culpability for human rights violations committed
by soldiers in the field, human rights training for the army and the paramilitary, and legislative
fiscal control on paramilitary recruitment combine to limit the ways in which the military conducts
counterinsurgency operations.But alongside the civiliangovernments also accommodated military

interests in this area by allowing the continued use of paramilitary troops for counterinsurgency
operations (albeit with restrictions on recruitment and training) and by not suspending military
offensives during peace talks.

This paper presents the results of a funded comparative study of civil-military interactions in
20 front-line villages in Iloilo province, central Philippines. Using interviews of village leaders
and survey of army officers, soldiers, police and paramilitary members, the paper compares
the civilian leaders' and the military/paramilitary' assessment of the local insurgency threat,
civilian/military performance in the conduct of counterinsurgency operations and human
rights. Using newspaper archival data, it also chronicles the evolution of the insurgency problem
and military deployment in Iloilo province and in the entire Panay island, within the context of
shifting national policy and military strategy in addressing the communist insurgency issue.

Introduction

Civilian control is an integral element of a democracy (Diamond and Plattner 1996;

DaI1971). For democracy to be operational, those who are elected must be able
to exercise power which cannot be nullified nor vetoed by unelected actors,

including the military. Civilian control, defined as the subordination of the military to the
policy ends of elected civilian leaders, is asserted at the national level. The military
organization and its members are subordinated through national-level mechanisms such
as Presidential control as commander-in-chief, Congressional approval of military budget
and promotions, and supervision by a civilian defense ministry.

--
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Asserting civilian control is specially problematic for countries that are facing insurgent
threats. The danger posed by armed rebels seeking to overthrow the government
inclines many governments to seek an armed response. However, counterinsurgency
operations invariably invest the armed forces with a pronounced political role and

engender civilian deference to military-prescribed courses of action. The "Dirty Wars"
conducted by the Argentine military junta throughout the 1980s illustrate the
tremendous cost to human rights of conducting anti-insurgent operations without civilian
supervision (Stepan 1986). eru's experience in dealing with the Sendero Luminoso
(Shining Path) in the 1980s convey as well the tremendous cost to democracy where

civilian leaders abdicate on their responsibility to oversee military operations. Legislative

acquiescence to President Alberto Fujimori's heavy-handed campaign against the

Senders laid the groundwork for the latter's 8utogolpe in 1990 (Obando 1998). The
current US-backed anti-narcotics campaign by the Colombian government against the
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) further depicts the dangers of
militarization in the countryside (Aviles 2001).

The military's involvement in counterinsurgency operations, or in any internal security
operation, is considered deleterious to achieving civilian control. Stepan (1986) claims

that professionalism arising from an internal security-oriented military (in contrast to
Huntington's [1961] external defense-oriented professionalism, which renders the
military politically neutral) leads to military role expansion and politicization. Throughout
the Cold War,militaries in Latin America pursued anti-communist insurgency strategies
following doctrines of fighting low-intensity conflicts, which dramatically expanded their

civic and developmental activities in the countryside (Bustamante 1998). The armed

forces' prolonged exposure in anti-insurgent operations was also found to engender

highly critical attitudes towards the civilian government and to foster the idea that the

military organization was a more competent and viable alternative to inept and corrupt
civilian rule. For Welch (1976,26), political non-involvement by the military is better
assured when they are not called upon to settle domestic conflicts and are removed from

domestic politics.

In the Philippines, asserting civilian control in the counterinsurgency policy area after the
democratic transition in 1986 was a tremendous challenge. The civilian authorities were

faced with a military which have been invested in internal security operations for over 50
years. The military organization (which included the police force until 1991) and its
material capability were configured to address local insurgent threats. During the

Marcos dictatorship, the military's internal security involvement expanded to include anti
subversion and regime maintenance (Hernandez 1979; Casper 1995). At the onset, the
Philippine military exhibited politicized attitudes owing to its prolonged involvement in
counterinsurgency operations and attendant development tasks (Selochan 1989;
Miranda 1992). Faced with a multi-pronged threat from the Communist insurgents,
Muslim separatists and rebel soldiers, the transition governments relied heavily on the
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military for security and had to accommodate military positions on strategies to solve the
insurgency issue.

This paper explores the local dimension of civilian supremacy by looking into the nature
and dynamics of local civilian-military interaction where actual counterinsurgency .

operations take place. It looks at the empirical aspect of civil-military relations at the
barangay and town level where the military/Citizen Armed Force Geographical Unit
detachments are located. It seeks to answertwo broad questions: (1) To what extent is
the change in national counterinsurgency policy reflected in military operations on the
ground?; (2) How, if any, is civilian supremacy operationalized where the civilian leaders
involved are barangay captains and mayors whose communities bear the brunt and
assume the daily risk of the military's presence? The first part traces the history of the
insurgency problem, military presence and strategies on Panay Island in the context of
changes in national policy and military strategies to address the Communist insurgency
problem. The second part presents the results of a research conducted from 2003 to
2004, which looked into the similarities and differences in the civilian and military

understanding of the insurgency problem in three areas- threat perception, strategies
and human rights concerns stemming from counterinsurgency operations- across
twenty (20) barangays in the towns of Igbaras, Leon and San Joaquin, Iloilo. Using
survey, interviews and newspaper archival research, the research probed the experiences
of those barangays that: (1) have previously hosted or are currently hosting military
and/or CAFG U detachments; and (2) are identified by the military as having an

insurgency problem." Two sets of subjects are featured: local civilian leaders and the
military. The civilian respondents included are 20 barangay captains, four mayors/ex
mayors and three police chiefs/Inspectors.' The military/paramilitary respondents
included: (1) 57 CAFG U members and army handlers and; 74 enlisted men and officers,"

Contextualizing the local

Counterinsurgency policy and civilian supremacy

After the democratic transition in 1986, Philippine administrations have been able to
introduce and explore new approaches to dealing with its lingering communist
insurgency. These new approaches included peace talks as well asamnesty and
development packages designed to attract rejectionist elements within the communist
movement. In parallel, the government also strengthened its armed capacity by agreeing
to deploy more paramilitary units on the front lines.

The changes in the government's counterinsurgency policy, however, reflected both the
continuing efforts of civilian leaders to subordinate the military, and the sustained
centrality of the armed forces to any discussion about solutions. For instance, the
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government relented to military demands not to dissolve the infamous paramilitary units
altogether, but the AFP also hadto accept the introduction of more stringent
recruitmentand training measures as well ascommand responsibility for any human
rightsviolations committed by paramilitary personnel. Foradded measure, the budget of
the reconstituted paramilitary outfit, the Citizen Armed Force GeographicUnit (CAFGU)
was separated from the armed forces andsubjectto periodic legislative assessment of
the continuing need for their deployment. As such, following the decline of the
communist threat in mid 1990s, the CAFG U size wascut. It then increased in 2001
becauseof a reported increase in communist strength. With regards to human rights, the
militarybristledat the Commission on Human Rights' investigations of allegedabuses,
but were relieved when they were givenamnesty in 1992 for acts committed during the
Martial Law era. Later, the Philippine Congress passed a law giving civilian courts
jurisdiction overcases of human rightsabuses bysoldiers and paramilitary troops. During
the controversy overroledelineation with the reconstituted Philippine National Police, the
militarywas ableto postpone the transfer of primary responsibility for counterinsurgency
operations to the former for manyyears. The AFP also promptly got it back (more
permanently this time) in 1998. Ontalking peace with the communist rebels, the military
altered its initial opposition when the government agreed to limited suspension of military
offensiveoperations duringanytalks. Moreover, bysecuring militaryrepresentation on
the government panel and involving the militaryin the implementation of the gun-for
livelihood exchange program (BALIK-BARIL), the militaryhasshownthat it remains a
formidable political player.

Several developments after 1986 changed the understanding of the communist
phenomenon (Who is the enemy? Whatarethe appropriate strategiesto win the
insurgentwar?). First, the opening of democratic spacehasprovided opportunitiesfor
left-leaning organizations dubbed "legal fronts"by the military, to publicize andenhance
criticismsagainstthe military establishment. Manypeople earlier labeled "subversives"
have been appointed to importantgovernment posts. Bayan, long considered bythe
militaryas a legalcommunist front, metamorphosed into a legitimateplayerby fielding
localand national candidates andalsosuccessfully winningthree party list seats in
2001 and 2004 (Bonafos 2002: 18).Second, the government's decisionto enter into
peacetalks and negotiation with the communist rebels (in 1986 underPresidentAquino;
in 1995 underPresident Ramos, in 1998 underPresident Estrada and 2001 under
PresidentMacapagal-Arroyo) provided the movement's leaders sufficient legal cover
and media attention to criticize the militaryestablishment. Thesplit of the Communist
movement into reaffirmand rejectionist factions alsohashada profoundeffect on the
definition of the "Communist enemy:' Following the government's peaceagreementwith
the Rebolusyonaryong Partidong Manggagawa (RPA)and Alex Boncayao Brigade
(ABB) in 2000, the enemy effectively was narrowed downto the reaffirm faction.The
repeal of Republic Act 1700 (the Anti-Subversion Law)also in effect decriminalized
membership or affiliationwith the Communist Party. Operationally, the militarycould no
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longer arrest those considered subversives. As for those who belong to the New People's
Army (NPA), if captured, they can only be charged with illegal possession of firearms
(Defensor 2003). The military could go after a communist insurgent only if there is a
standing warrant for his/her arrest.

The various administrations' dogged pursuit of the peace process (despite repeated
failures to reach a conclusive agreement) complemented rather than undermined the
military's anti-insurgent practices. Military offensive operations were not abandoned
during the peace talks, but were limited in order not to allow the communist movement
room to consolidate. Through the amnesty program and the livelihood-assistance
package for rebel returnees, many NPA cadres left the movement. War weariness from
incessant military operations in known NPA lairs combined with the split of the
Communist leadership all combined to drastically reduce their strength.

Within the military, there also was a parallel change in counterinsurgency strategy in
1988, which invited more civilian involvement. Under its Lambat-Bitag strategy, the

military focused on "clearing" areas of insurgents and increased participation by "civilian
actors"- including the police, paramilitary troops whom they consider civilian reserves
called to duty, local government agencies and civil society groups- in "holding",
"consolidating" and "developing" the afflicted areas. The establishment of CAFG U
detachments was made contingent on the approval by local Peace and Order Councils.
CAFGU personnel were recommended by barangay captains and mayors. Under its
Code of Ethics and new training manuals, the soldiers are told to be disciplined,
courteous and mindful of their behavior towards civilians while in the field. The push for
professionalism in the ranks embraced human rights concerns by raising the specter of
punishment if violations are committed.

The insurgency issue and militarization on Panay Island

The Communist insurgents have long been active on Panay island. The CPP-NPA has a
Panay-wide Regional Committee with 4 known active fronts- Northern, Eastern,
Southern and Central (Panay News 12/6/96, 1).6 The Northern Front operates in the
northern part of Antique (Culasi and Pandan) and mountain borders with Aklan. The

Central Front, meanwhile, operates in the Panay central mountains straddling Cadiz
(Tapaz, Cuartero, Pres. Roxas) and Aklan (Ibajay, etc.), The Southern Front encompasses
the southern towns of Iloilo including Leon, Janiuay, Maasin, Cabatuan, Oton, Tigbauan,
Guimbal, Igbaras, Tubungan, Miagao and San Joaquin as well as the border towns of
Sibalorn, San Remigio, Hamtic and Anini-y in Antique province. The Eastern Front
includes Ibajay,Aklan. Following the split within the party in 1996, the so-called
reaffirmists (CPP-N PA) remained strong in northern Antique, while the rejectionists
(RPA-ABB) were mostly found in northern and central Aklan.

.~-
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From the late 1980s to 2004, four military battalions have been posted in the island's
four provinces with areas of responsibility corresponding to the communist insurgent
fronts. These are the 15th Infantry Battalion (IB) based in Miagao, Iloilo; the 12th IB

based in Cadiz; the 47th IB in Aklan and the 6th IB based in Antique. All these battalions

are part of the 3 rd Infantry Division (ID), which has its headquarters in Camp Peralta,

Jamindan, Capiz. The army also has Special Forces, which, along with the battalions and
CAFG U companies, are under the island-wide command of Task Force Panay. The
constant rotation of battalions, which are dictated by AFP Central Command, leave
some units without any supervision, including CAFGU detachments. As such, even
though CAFG U units are territorially-fixed, leadership and operational control over these
CAFG U detachments constantly shift.

In addition, Panay hosts CAFGU units. In 1992, it had 18 CAFGU companies. In line with
the 1995 national directive to reduce the paramilitary personnel, the number of CAFG U
companies was reduced to 11 by 1997 (Panay News 12/8/97, 1). A shift in national
policy in 1999 allowed for a fresh CAFG U recruitment from 2000 onwards. The CAFG U
Active Auxiliary Charlie Company based in Brgy. Pitogo, San Joaquin, Iloilo maintains 24

detachments in Leon, Lemery and San Joaquin in Iloilo and Hamtic and Norte in Antique

(Galang 2003). The CAFGU detachments in Leon and San Joaquin, which are included in

this study were reactivated in 2000 following requests by these municipalities.

Panay Island was exempted from the 1993-1995 transfer of primary responsibility in
counterinsurgency operations from the military to the Philippine National Police. From
1995-1998, all counterinsurgency operations in Iloilo except for the towns of Calinog,

Bingawan, Leon, Alimodian, San Joaquin, Igbaras, Tubungan and Miagao were led by the

PN P (Defensor 2003). However, the CAFG Us remained under the army's control even
after 1995. Apart from the regular, town-based police, the police maintained four mobile
Special Action Forces for counterinsurgency operations. Since the permanent return of

lead counterinsurgency responsibility to the military in 1998, only one police mobile force
remains and so far has seen little action.

The lambat bitag strategy, which involved sustained, often year-long, offensive
operations using ground, artillery and aerial assaults against known communist
strongholds was adopted early by the military. In 1986, Oplan Bugtuon was focused on

decimating the Northern Front in Northern Antique and bordering barangays in Aklan.
Under Operation Habagat in 1988, the military's operation against the Southern Front
took them from Sibalom and San Remigio in Antique all the way to Janiuay and Maasin
in Iloilo (Panay News 10/26/88 to 11/1/88, 9,12). From 1992 to 1993, the
combined "forces from the 302nd IB (including the 15th IB, the 47 th IB and the 6th IB)

assaulted Mt. Tambara along the border of Tubungan and Igbaras, Iloilo for almost six
months (called Oplan Pukot) (Panay News 11/10/92). These operations reached Sulod
(the indigenous people on Panay) in Maasin and Alimodian (Iloilo) and affected 13
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barangays (Panay News 1/11/93, 7). In the same period, 18 CAFGU detachments
were raised to serve as "holding" forces in barangays from where the insurgents have
been flushed out. Special Operations Teams(SOTs)were sent out to insurgent
threatened and -infiltrated barangays. The SOTs conducted pulong-pulong, a meeting
with community members for "mapping purposes"; that is, for the military to have an idea
of the socio-economic and political make-up of the village (i.e., who's the teacher,
landowner or businessman? who owns a mode of transportation? what kind of social
services do they need?) (Cadurnigara 2003). It is also a tool for the military to survey
the inclination of the community (pro or anti-insurgent). The pulong-pulong is also a
propaganda tool for the military to extol the achievements of the government and to
discredit the insurgents (Cadurnigara 2003).

The military's civic action went beyond the usual medical and dental missions. After
1996, the military moved into community development and organizing through the Army
Concern on Community Organizing for Rural Development (ACCORD), Community
Assistance for Rural Empowerment (CARES) and Army Literacy Patrol Services (ALPS)
programs. Under ACCORD, the military served as a facilitator to bring services by
various government agencies into barangays. The military acted as liaison and
facilitator-directing and bringing concerns like land titling, birth/marriage/death
registration, water and irrigation supply,and animal vaccination to respective local
government agencies (Cadurnigara 2003). In addition to infrastructure initiatives (e.g.
building farm-to-market roads, constructing water systems and toilets), the military
organized barangay cooperatives under the ACCORD. CARES meanwhile is a catch
all initiative including social service delivery,value formation seminars, sports and
entertainment forthe community (Panay News 4/3/98,7). The 47th IB undertook
ALPS and ACCORD projects in Aklan (Panay News 9/5/95, 2), while the 7th IB and
3rd Infantry Division pursued similar activities in the Maasin watershed (Panay News 11/
1/99). Under the ALPS program, the 302nd IB and T" IB entered into a memorandum
of agreement with the Department of Education, Culture and Sports (DECS) in 1996
and 1997, respectively to implement non-formal education courses in far-flung rural
areas in Iloilo and Antique (Panay News 7/8/96, 5). The 47th IB entered into a similar
arrangement with DECS for Capiz and Aklan (Panay News 2/2/96, 3). The military was
also involved with tree-planting projects, including the Green Panay Project of Gen.
Victor Corpuz from 1992 to 1996, which was ajoint AFP-Capiz province reforestation
project in 26 barangays in Dumarao (Panay News 8/9/96,3).

The military was likewise involved in the government's peace and reconciliation efforts.
In Leon, Iloilo, the military spearheaded the Balikatan program, a livelihood assistance
project for rebel returnees that was government and private sector funded (Cabana
2003). The Provisional Infantry Battalion under Col. De Veyra (2003) also participated in
three peace talks with local insurgent leaders, twice in Antique and once in Capiz.
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Therewere no suspensions of militaryoffensives from the time "total war"was adopted
as a policyat the national level in 1987. No troops or from 1992 to 1996 (Panay News
9/4/92,5).

By 1995, the commanding officers of the 3rd 10claimed success in reducing the NPA
into a ragtag army. After successfully capturing high-profile leaders, including Bocala
and Embarque, headsof the Panay Regional Committee, and with the increase in the
numberof rebel returnees, the communistmovement on the island was declareda spent
force. Onlythen were CAFG Us de-mobilized and a partial transfer of primary
counterinsurgency responsibility to the PNP implemented (Panay News 9/5/95,3, 11).
The militarymaintained the four battalion deployment, particularly with the seeming
resurgence of insurgentactivityin central Aklan in 1996 (whenan ambushkilling a
captainand 5 soldiers happened) (Panay News 1/8/96, 1, 13). Concerned overthe rise
in the numberof activeNPA members, the army reconstituted detachmentsto prevent
rebels overrunning them and pressed for the reactivation of CAFGU units, which in 1997
only numbered 11 (Panay News 12/8/97, 1). In 2003, there was a resurgenceof NPA
activity in the towns of Cuarteroand Tapaz (Capiz) and in Tubungan and Igbaras in Iloilo
(Panay News 3/1/2003, 1). Both sites have beendeclared by the militaryas insurgent
"hot spots" (De Veyra 2003; Galang2003).

The first several years of the Lambat Bitag strategyon Panay was the bloodiest and
perhaps most insecure period. NPAassassination of political figures includingthe mayor
of San Remigio, Antique, CAFGUmembers andallegedmilitary assets in remote
barangays were rampant (Panay News 6/12-14/92). Therewere also high profile
ambush killings (including the commanding officers of the 12th IBand 3rd ID), death due
to landmine explosion (severai lqbaras policemen andtwo previous police chiefs) (Panay
News 8/3-9/88, 1,6), and raids on CAFGU detachment(agaw armas) (Panay News
5/8/89, 10; Panay News 9/11/92). From 1993 onwards, the regional office of the
Commission on HumanRights investigated a total of 74 insurgency-related cases
throughout Panay (Bermudo2003). The bulk of these cases(40) occurred from 1994
to 1996, all involving killings bysuspected NPAmembers. Most of the incidents
occurred in Antiqueand in Iloilo communities deemed insurgentaffected: Leon, San
Joaquin, Tubungan, Oton and Miagao in Iloiloprovince, and Culasi, Sibalom, Hamtic and
SanRemigio in Antique. Similarly, reported incidences in Capiz were also concentrated
in known insurgency hot spots like Tapaz, Dumarao, and Maayon.

The military's response to these NPA activities was hardonthe communities. Reprisals
and sustained military offensives in these areas spawned numerous human rights
violations, which many local governments andnon-governmental organizations
complained about (Panay News 10/11-1 5/88, 2,7; Panay News 11/22-26/88, 11,12;
Panay News 11/10/92, 11). Therewere reports of persons missingafter having been
picked up by the military(Panay News 3/13-15/89, 1,8), torture,verbal threats,
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harassment and displacementwhere the militaryoperated(mostlyby 15th 18 elements)
(Panay News 11/22-26/88, 11, 12). In the late 1990s, elements of the 6th/12th IB
were also on the hot seat for allegationsof similarconduct,violating human rights in
Sebaste, Antique,and in Dumarao, Capiz (Panay News 1/11/99, 1)

Insurgency and militarization on the ground

Igbaras, LeonandSan Joaquin arethreeSouthern Iloilo towns located along the
mountainous border between Iloilo and Antique. As indicated onthe map, thesethreetowns
liealong a major mountain thoroughfare traversed and frequented byrebels fromthe
Southern Panay Communist Front. Igbaras borders the Iloilo townsof Miagao, Guimbal and
Tubungan aswellasSan Remigio, Antique. Leon borders the townsof Alimodian, Tubungan,
Tigbauan all in Iloilo, andSan Remigio, Antique. San Joaquin lies onthe western coastline of
southern Iloilo andborders Miagao, Iloilo andHamtic, DaoandSibalom inAntique.

The three towns have a long historyof militarypresenceand reflect similar patterns of
militarydeployment. Theyhad beenor are current headquarters of armyinfantry
contingents and paramilitary companies. Militaryand paramilitary units were posted in
border barangays. Military deploymentvaried in length of time, but in all three,the military
and CAFGU units were pulled out in the late 1990s and reestablished by 2003.

In Igbaras, an army company established its headquarters at the riverside, with
detachments in Barangays Pinaopawan, Curucoan and Mantangon in the early 1980s.
The 31st Reconnaissance Company was postedat Barangay 5 (Cayap) some years
after. Therewere detachments in Barangays Mantangon(1982 to 1997), Corucuan
(Civilian Home Defense ForceandCAFGU detachment from 1986 to 2003),
Pinaopawan (CAFG U detachmentfrom 1998-2000) and Pasong (CAFG U detachment
from 1996 to 1997). CAFGU units were pulledout of Igbaras in the late 1990s.
Currently, BarangayTabiac is host to a unit of the 32nd Reconnaissance Company,
which established a militarydetachment in August 2003. Inaddition, the 31st
Reconnaissance Company in Brgy. 5 remains in operation. There is alsoa military
outpost in Barangay Igcabugao.

Theborders with Tubungan andAntiquehave been the site of numerous military offensives,
NPA raids andextra-judiciary killings. In 1983, the NPA raided detachments in Igbaras.ln
August 1992, anencounterbetween the NPAandthe military on MountTambara (which
is located in the boundary of Tubungan andIgbaras) resulted in a three-month long military
offensive which pounded Barangay Igcabugao. InJuly 2003, ajoint military and police
offensive in the areawasconducted againstthe NPA Panay Southern Front.

1111 Leon, the now defunct Philippine Constabulary deployed mobiletroops in its border
barangays in the 1970s.The PhilippineArmy's 7th InfantryBattalion followed in 1982 .1------1
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(they were based in another town) and conducted reconnaissance operations from Brgy.
Igpajo in Tubungan all the way to Brgy. Bucari in Leon. Following the audacious NPA raid
of the Leon municipal hall in 1984, the 15th Infantry Battalion was posted in the town

proper from 1984 to 1988 (after which the headquarters was moved to Miagao). They
were joined by contingents of the 7th Infantry Battalion for cross-country operations

from Antique to Barangay Bucari, Leon during this period. In the mountainous areas,
brigades from the 12th, 52nd and 11th Infantry Battalions and Air Force conducted
joint operations from 1988 to 1990.

Paramilitary forces have also been organized in many Leon border barangays during this

period. For instance, there was a Civilian Home Defense Force (CHDF) and ALSA

MASA detachment in Brgy. Bayag (close to Brgy. Calusong, Tubungan). As recounted
by the OIC Police Chief Caigoy (2003), their local police used to rotate between the

municipality and in the CHDF detachment in Barangay Bangkal, Alimodian. After 1986,
CAFG U detachments supervised by the 9th and 12th CAFG U Aactive Auxiliary were

put up in Barangays Lonog, Odong-Odong, Mocol, Pepe, Igcadios, Cawilihan, Bubon,
Bulwang, Camandag, Isian San Victoria and Ligtos. In addition, there were also army

detachments in Barangays Tacuyong Sur and Maliao. According to former mayor
Romulo Cabana (2003), Leon had almost 300 CAFGU members during this time. Many

of these CAFG U and army detachments, however, were pulled out in 1994. Two (in
barangays Igcadios and Maliao) have been reestablished in 2000.

In San Joaquin, the Philippine army began their presence with the 15th IB in 1988 and

was later replaced by the 12th IB in the early 1990s. According to Inspector Ciaton
(2003), military outposts were situated along the boundaries with Hamtic, Dao and San
Remigio in Antique. Barangays Iglilico, Maninila, Ulay and Dongoc were particularly
mentioned. The military's stay in these areas ranged from six months (in Barangays

Camia, Igcaratong and Matambog) to two years (in Barangay Sta. Ana from 1991 to
1993) and even four years (in Barangay Escalantera).

Comparison of civilian and military perceptions on the insurgency issue

Threat perception

There are several areas in which civilian and military' perceptions on the insurgency
diverged. In terms of threat perception, most of the civilian leaders contend that the
communists are outsiders, that they are not members of the community. As seen in Table
1,those who consider the communist insurgents as outsiders passing through
outnumber 2 to 1 those who say that they are members of the community. Although

acknowledging that there had been instances when the communists came by to
propagandize and recruit (they would call a meeting in somebody's house and instruct
about the evils of government), respondents allege that these "visits" were intermittent
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and fairly quick (they would stay over night then leave at dawn). There have only been a

few cases of community members joining the armed movement. There is a distinction,

moreover, between those who become "regulars" of the movement (who abandon their
families and live in the mountains) and the "supporters," i.e. "runners" who collect
revolutionary taxes and "chiefs" who gather and provide intelligence.

By contrast, the military view the communists as equally being outside and within the

community. As indicated in Table 1,a roughly equal proportion of military respondents
thought that the communists were passersby (35%) and in the barangay (28%). This is
in line with the military's view that communists thrive because of support from the

community who provide them cover and logistics. The military singles out barangays

lqcadios and Tabiac in lqbaras as having communist organizations on the ground. The
military stated that the non-government organizations operating within lqbaras (women's

and farmers' organizations) are communist fronts. There is also a latent suspicion that

human rights groups who report on alleged military abuses are communist fronts.

Table 1. Civilian vs. military perception of "who are communists"

Who are Civilians Military*
communists

N % N %

Outsiders who 5 20 77 37
recruit

Outsiders who 12 48 71 35
Ipass-by

Community 8 32 58 28
members who
support NPA and
RPA

irotal 25 100 206 100
'Multiple response

Further, there is a marked disparity in the two groups' threat assessment. Civilian leaders,
in general, discount the current threat posed by the insurgents while the military thinks it
is serious. In Table 2, while about a third of the civilian respondents state that the
communist threat is great or very great, almost a third also reported that there is no
threat at all. While half of the military respondents agreed that the threat levels are great
or very great, a minimal number assessed that the threat is nonexistent or even very

small. This disparity is the cause of latent tension between civilian leaders and the military,
notably in Igbaras.The military accuses the civilian leaders of "denial"and "providing cover" .1-----
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for communists intheirbarangay. The civilian leaders, ontheotherhand, viewthe
establishment of military detachments intheirbarangay asunwarranted intrusions andacase
of "military overacting:' The mayor and the barangay captains of Igcabugao andTabiac all
expected thatthe military deployment intheirareas would beatemporary measure (only
threemonths), while the military was noncommittal asto howlong theywould stay.

Table 2. Civilian vs. military assesment of threat degree

Threat degree Civilian Military

N % N %

Very great 4 16 32 24

Great 4 16 34 26

Small 1 4 41 31

Very small 1 4 9 7

None 7 28 5 4

No answer 8 32 9 7

Multiple answer 0 0 1 <1
Total 25 100 131 100

A majorityof the civilian respondents agreed that insurgentstrength hasweakened
since the 1990s (Table 3). This was due, in general, to sustained militaryoperations and
the formation of CAFGUs. With the exception of Igbaras, the militaryagrees that the
communistthreat in Southern Iloilohasgone downconsiderably (compared to a decade
ago). Nevertheless, they remain numerically ableto stageambushes andselective
offensives (e.g. raids) (Galang 2003; Defensor2003). However, the militaryconsiders
this a "lull"during which the movement recruits andtries to expand its massbase. Some
officers suggestedthat the communists are recruiting heavily among student activists
and minors (Galang 2003; Ciaton 2003).

Table 3. Civilian perception of change in insurgent strength since the military arrived/paramilitary organized

Change in insurgent
Igbaras Leon San Joaquin

strength

Stronger 1 0 0

Weaker 4 9 3

No change 2 0 0

No answer 1 0 5

Irotal 8 9 8
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Tihereare parallels in the civilian and military indicators of communist presence. Under
Table 4, the presence of heavily armed strangers or "sightings" (44% of civilian
respondents and 37% for the military) and collection of revolutionary tax (20% for
civilians and 26% for the military) are two of the most prominent markers. Both groups
also mentioned military-insurgent encounters, crimes committed against government
officials and raids as indicators of insurgent activity.

Table 4. Civilian vs. military top indicators of insurgent presence*

Indicators Civilian Military

N % N %

Revolutionary tax 7 20 125 26

Presence of 15 44 170 37
armed stranqers

Military-NPA 4 11 54 12
encounters

Crimes 5 14 52 11
lcornrnitted

laoainstClOVt.

Municipal hall 4 11 67 14
Iwas raided

trotal 35 100 468 100
*Multiple response

As to the distinction between insurgents belonging to the NPA vs. RPA, the views of
civilian leaders and the military also match. The NPAs are active in Igbaras, while the

RPAs are in San Joaquin and Leon. The peace agreement with the RPA appears to have
little significance to the barangay captains of San Joaquin. Several of them maintain that
the RPA leaders are openly active in their community, and that there appears to be an
informal agreement between NPAs (from neighboring barangays in Antique) and RPAs
not to interfere in their respective "areas of operation:' The mayors of San Joaquin and
Leon who have been in meetings related to the Kalahi grant (a foreign-government

grant for development projects which target barangays with an insurgency problem)
expressed surprise over the RPAs involvement in the negotiations. They are also
awaiting national guidelines on how to deal with the RPA. The military, though cognizant
of the peace agreement with the RPA, similarly does not yet have clear instructions on
how to deal with the RPA. Some officers interviewed said that they ignore the RPAs
(hindi namin pinapansin) (Galang 2003; Cadurnigara 2003).
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The civilian leaders andthe militaryoffer contrasting assessments of the extent of
support for the NPAin the community. In Table 5, about half of the civilian respondents
argued that community support for the NPA is up to or morethan 50 percent. By
contrast, about half of the militaryrespondents claimed that NPA support was less than
10 percent. To someextent, the civilian leaders expressed ambivalence overthe threat
presented by the NPA to them. In San Joaquin, one barangay captain thought that the
RPAhelps in carrying out development projects in the barangay. Several also claimed
that they help in providing security, that is in preventing thefts and robberyas well as in
discipliningthose who cause trouble (mga nagatinonto). In Igbaras, three barangay
captainseven lauded the NPAfor dispensing justice againstcommunityoffenders. The
military's rather underrated assessment of NPAsupportcould be explained bytheir
hopeful expectation that their combatand civicaction works have madean impact in
diffusing NPA support.

Table 5. Civilian vs. military assesment of community for the insurgents

Portion of Civilian Military
population who

support NPA or
RPA

N % N %

Less than 10% 1 4 67 51

Up to 25 % 0 0 32 24

Up to 50% 6 24 19 15

More than 50% 6 24 9 7

No answer 12 48 4 3

Total 25 100 131 100

Activities by the military and the paramilitary

Thecivilian leaders and the military offer a parallel listof counterinsurgency activities, with
pulong-pulong, civicaction (medical anddental service delivery), creation of CAFGU,
combatoperations and patrol asthe mostcited (Table 6). Inaddition, there is a widearray
of non-combat activities undertaken bythe military- tree planting, adult literacy, sports
contests (paliga), dance derby, mass wedding andshiatsu training. A fair numberof military
andcivilian respondents mentioned tree planting and adultliteracy. A substantial number of
the military respondents alsomentioned organizing cooperatives, butthis wasnot
mentioned bythe civilian respondents at all. Thecivilian leaders mentioned that the military
provides security during fiestas andbarn dances (bayle). Although the military admits doing
this, it is not partof their mandated function on the frontlines (Piao 2003).
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Table 6. Military-initiated activities according to civilian leaders and the military'

Activity Civilian Military

N % N %

Combat 8 9.7 88 9.5

Civil action 12 14.6 89 9.6

Cseate CAFGU 10 12.2 94 10

pUlong-pulong 15 18.3 88 9.5

road construction 5 6.1 78 8.4

rae planting 7 8.5 89 9.6

adult literacy 7 8.5 81 8.7

assistance to 1 1.2 44 4.7
rebel
eturnees

clean up drive 1 1.2 79 8.5

patrol 9 10.1 89 9.6

prganize 0 0 50 5.4
cooperative

film showing 0 0 55 5.9

sports 7 8.5 1 0.1
contest/dance
derby/mass
wedding/shiatsu
session

Total 82 100 925 100
'Multiple response

Thetypeof counterinsurgency activities undertaken, moreover, varies frombarangay to
barangay. Inmostbarangays, a pulong-pulong wasconducted individually whilemedical!dental
missions wereundertaken jointlyinadjacent barangays. Asto the frequency of theseactivities,
many civilian leaders reported thatthesewerefew andfar inbetween. Five civilian leaders said
thatthe military conducted medical!dental mission only once(kaisa palang), whileanothertwo
said none wasconducted recently. Five reported thatpulong-pulong has been conducted twice
andanother two, once. Forthe other activities, nonewasconducted recently. Mostof the
military noted thattheydoactivities ona monthly basis, whileothers mentioned daily. A few cited
that someof the activities (likecivil action or CVAC) theydoonlyoncea year.

The disparity in the type and frequency of military counterinsurgency activities could be
explainedby its differing threat assessmentand limited logistics. For instance,the military .--



has putmoreenergies in Igbaras inthe pasttwoyears because of the assessment that some
barangays wereinsurgent affected. Throughout the course of this research, the military didtwo
medical anddental missions inBarangay Igcabugao alone inaddition to thethree-month longstay
of Special Operations Training officers inthe area Bycontrast, the barangay captains in San
Joaquin andLeon could only recall military activities wayback inthe 1990s butnot recently.

Theparticipation in military-initiated activities bycivilian leaders issummarized inTable 7. Both
the civilian leaders andthe military acknowledge that the formerparticipate bydisseminating
information, byproviding goods orservices in-kind oreven bycontributing financially, modestly.
It is interesting to notethat noneof the civilians mentioned providing intelligence information to
the military asa formof participation. Although the military hasa budgetfor counterinsurgency
operations aswell asfor CAFG Uallowances, this isoftenaugmented bymodestcontributions
fromthe barangay andthe town, particularly in detachment construction or repairand in
providing snacks during civic action work. Many barangay captains said that they practice
dagyaw, that is, barangay officials shoulder someof the costof the refreshments needed or
offer riceor chicken for the troops' lunchduring detachment construction or medical/dental
missions. Themunicipal governments in Leon andIgbaras alsooccasionally provided sacksof
rice, canned goodsandeven gasoline to defray someof the costof maintaining the CAFG U or
military troops. InLeon, the municipal government alsoallocated somemoneyfor repair of
CAFG U detachments in the two barangays.

Table 7. Civilian vs. military views on types of civilian support for military initiated activities'

Type of support Civilian Military

N % N %

Provide money or 8 30.8 34 20.5

ood

Deliver a 2 7.7 0 0

alkJlecture

Info dissemination 7 27.0 22 13.2

Give referral 1 3.8 0 0

Provide free 3 11.5 63 38
services

Provide 1 3.8 41 24.7

intelligence
information

No answer 4 15.4 6 3.6

irotal 26 100 166 100

'Multiple response
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Civilian assessment of military performance and behavior

For this section, it must be noted that the different barangays in this study were hosts to
military and/or CAFGU detachments during different periods. Under Marcos, the Philippine

Constabulary controlled detachments, including CHDF units in the three towns. They
were replaced by the 15th IB, which came in during the mid to late 1980s, and units

from the 12th IB in the early 1990s. Most of the military and CAFG U detachments in
the three towns were dissolved in the late 1990s, and re-established only in 2000 or

thereafter under different units. Given these, civilian assessments of military performance

and behavior must be appropriately contextualized. The succeeding discussion traces the

changes in these assessments from the Marcos period and beyond.

Seven respondents noted distinct changes not only in the activities carried out by the

military but also the military's demeanor towards members of the community. Those from

Leon and San Joaquin, for instance, state that there were more combat operations
during the time of Marcos. Under Aquino, more emphasis was placed on governance, on
getting rebels to surrender, and on paramilitary personnel being screened and trained. In
both towns, the soldiers from the 15th IB were the most disagreeable- they conducted
more offensive operations without notifying the community; they roused residents in the
dead of the night looking for rebels; they lined up the men to be individually questioned,

scolded (ginaakigan), surprised (gapanggulat) and physically abused (gapanakit) when

they might have done something wrong. Those with known family members in the
movement were particularly pressured and harassed (ginabalik-balikan). Many were

drunkards (maoy), ill-disciplined (they fight with each other) and lazy (ordering the
barangay tanods to do the nightly patrols instead of them doing it). They also steal
chickens and eggs from farmers. By comparison, they note that the current military and
CAFG U members deployed in their area are more disciplined and the officers and

military handlers respectful of local leaders. Mayor Cabardo (2003) of Leon noted that

the military has grown more sensitive to human rights concerns and makes inquiries right

away if there is a reported case of human rights violations involving them. In Igbaras, few
respondents displayed a continuing antipathy towards the current military deployed in
their area. Two respondents claimed that members of the military/CAFG U deployed in
their area were drunkards and critical (mapintas). However, most maintain that the

military's attitude has improved because they know that they can be reported to higher
officials or to Bombo Radyo (local radio station).

,-,

Several measures were used to explore how civilians felt about the military, including
assessment of performance, trust and level of support. Only a few civilians answered
these questions. Ten respondents rated the military's performance in their locale as
satisfactory or very satisfactory, yet more than half did not provide any answer (Table 8).

The same reluctance to assess is evident in their responses to the question of trust. Only

four admitted that they highly or very highly trust the military compared to five who are .'---------1
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.There is an equally large number of civilian respondents who did not
tion. Less than half said that community support for the military is 50
I while again a substantial number did not give an answer (Table 10). ~
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Military assessment of civilian performance

As mentioned earlier, the civilian-military interface in counterinsurgency operations is
mostly during civic action activities and detachment construction. Civilian leaders provide
support to the military by providing good or services in-kind and by helping disseminate
information on the military's civic action drives. Among the civilian leaders, the military
interacts most with barangay captains, followed by the chief of police and the town
mayor (Table 11). Most mentioned that these interactions occur during anti-insurgency
related activities, while some mentioned they also interact when dealing with community
problems SL!Jch as illegal logging, peace and order, corruption, etc. As for protocol, the
military informs the town mayor and the barangay captain of the establishment of a

CAPG U detachment or the deployment of troops in their area. In Leon, the municipal
government itself requested the establishment of a CAFG U unit. This was not the case
for Igbaras and San Joaquin. Usually, the commanding officer of the military submits
requests for financial assistance to the mayor. In Leon again, the military has a much
more regularized interaction with these officials through the Municipal Peace and Order
Council. Based on the MPOC records, the military does not participate in MPOC
meetings in Igbaras (which has only been convened a few times in the past years). In

San Joaquin, the MPOC has never been convened under Mayor Daisy Sibya. The

barangay captains are the civilian leaders whom the military interacts with daily. It is the
barangay captains that answer to whatever repercussions there are to military activities
or behavior in the field, ranging from citizen complaints to the military's requests for
money, food or service's. Their relationship with the military is crucial to
counterinsurgency operations.

Table 11. Civilian leaders with whom the military regularly interacts'

Civilian leaders interacted with Military

on reqular basis

Frequency %

Brgy. captain 86 33.6

Town mayor 58 22.6

Chief of police 60 23.4

Parish priest 15 6.0

Head of government agencies 19 7.4

Municipal councilor 5 2.0

Concerned citizen 1 0.4

No answer 12 4.6

Total 256 100
'Multiple response .'--------
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The military's view is colored by perceptions about the alleged "leftist" credentials (or
not) of the civilian leader in question. For instance, several of the officers we interviewed

alleged that the barangay captains of Tabiac and Buenavista in Igbaras had links to the
NPA, enabling them to win in the last election. By contrast, they view the barangay

captain in Igcabugao more positively, saying that he has been most cooperative
throughout the military's SOT period in the barangay. Nevertheless, a majority rate the

civilian leaders as cooperative or very cooperative (Table 12). Some adjudged that

civilian leaders cooperate little with military endeavors.

Table 12. Level of cooperation received by the military from civilian leaders

Level of cooperation N %

Very cooperative 26 19.8

Cooperative 79 60.3

Little 13 9.9

Not at all 3 2.4

No answer 9 6.8

More than 1 answer 1 0.8

irotal 131 100

The military's relationship with locals during anti-insurgency efforts was also scrutinized.
In the end, it is the locals' hearts and minds that the military aims to win. Given the wide

array of activities the military undertakes, only a few attract residents. Among those

mentioned are pulong-pulong, sports tournaments and the organization of cooperatives.

Many of the military respondents thought that activities supported by barangay officials

produced the highest turn out. Close to half of the respondents said that the locals are
easy to organize, but a considerable number also mentioned that such was not an easy
task (Table 13).

Table 13. Ease of organizing the residents according to the military

Level N %

Very easy 21 16

Easy 59 45

Not easy 28 21.4

No answer 23 17.6

)"otal 131 100
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Human rights

The gravest offshoot of the insurgency problem and the ensuing military presence in the
rural communities is the violation of the rights of the villagers themselves. Both the
insurgents and the militaryare responsible for these violations. The usual charges leveled
against the military are physical and verbalabuse of people suspected of being rebels or
relativesof known rebels;civilian deaths or injury due to encounters and the stealing of
ahickens and eggs from local farms. A few also recalled membersof their community
being detained by the military, as well as cases of men being threatened with a gun
because of suspicion of wrongdoing (i.e. if they violated the curfew). More pointed out,
however, the extra-judicial killings by the rebels. In Igbaras, four barangaycaptains cited
NPA killing of suspected militaryagents.

Table 14. Froms of human rights abuses and alleged perpetrator per civilian leaders'
r-'

Form of human rights violation Alleged perpetrator

Military NPA

Physical abuse/injury 8 0

Verbal abuse 8 0

Killing 5 7

Illegal arrest & detention 1 0

Threatened with a gun 2 0

Stealing farm animals 2 0

Total 26 7

*Multiple responses

Many of these violations go unreported or, in the case of killings,unsolved. Low profile
cases like stealing chicken are reported to the barangaycaptain and resolved at their level
or with the mayor (this happened in Leon and Igbaras).

A majorityof the militarysurveyed alsoacknowledged limitson the conduct of
counterinsurgencyoperations. The militaryofficers we haveinterviewed are cognizantof the
limits in the conduct of counterinsurgency operations and of the legal repercussions for
humanrightsviolations. A substantial number, for instance, noted the presenceof military
ruleson human rights and mostthought that they are implemented most of the time.

Themilitary's rules areembodied intheirnotion of "4 together"- to eat, sleep, learn andwork with
the community. They arenotallowed for instance to acceptfooddonations fromlocals wherethey
operate (local folksoftendonate outof deep-seated notions of hospitality orpangayaw) butonly
to purchase fromthem. InBrgy.lgcabugao, Igbaras, for instance, the military hadto carry a three-
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month supply of canned goods, dried fishand othersupplies forthe duration ofthe Special
Operations Training, and enough money to buynative chicken fromthevillagers. They asked
permission from household members to borrow theircooking utensils andto usetheirkitchen, but
theydidthe cooking themselves (Cadurnigara 2003).There isgreater scrutiny andmonitoring as
well of CAFGU members. According to Lt Galang (2003),the commanding officers strictly
observe the rule of notcarrying arms while off-dutyand any violation of this rule merits a harsh
punishment He mentioned oneCAFGU member inSan Joaquin whowasrelieved fordereliction
of duty Several years ago, thecommanding officerof the 31 st Reconnaissance Unit in
Barangay Cayap, Igbaras submitted to anofficial provincial inquiry held onallegations of human
rights violations byNGOs while conducting operations inTubungan.

Conclusion

There isa greatdeal of consistency between theactual conduct of counterinsurgency
operations inthree towns and the(national) policy mandate. Bothcivilian and military respondents
acknowledge thatthereare human rights limits towhatsoldiers can dointhe field. Although the
civilian respondents acknowledge thevast improvement inthecurrent troops' behavior and
demeanor (compared totheprevious ones inthe late 1980s), thereisalso strong cognizance
among civilian leaders thattheymustbring allegations ofabuse to theattention of commanding
officers orthe mayor. The military also appears to beconcerned and open to responding to
accusations before themedia (Bombo Radyo) and local government officials. Indealing with
armed insurgents, themilitary respondents were cognizant of the limits of thenewpolicy- they
cannot engage orarrest the rebel if he/she isunarmed or if thereisnopending arrest warrant for
them; theycannot touch known RPAs orABBs;theycannot goafter"front" organizations except
to beatthemattheirowngame of propaganda Bothcivilian and military respondents also
acknowledge the inputof local Peace andOrder Councils, themayor and the barangay captains
inthe decision to putupCAFGU detachments and inchoosing recruits.

In terms of military activities, there wasa concomitantshift from mainly combat operations in
the late 1980s to early 1990s,to civicactionanddevelopmental tasks in the pastyears.
From 1996 onwards, consistentwith the shift to the Un/ad Bayanstrategy, there was a
dramaticexpansion of non-combattasks undertaken bythe military. Thecivilian and military
respondents listedtree planting, film showing, shiatsu training, literacyprojects, basketball
tournaments, organizing cooperatives andproviding security duringfiestasand barndances
as someof the tasks the military has recently undertaken.

Counterinsurgencyactivities, however, remain for the most part military instigated and
conceptualized, with little participation by civilian leaders. In terms of combat operations,
neither the barangay captain, mayornor police chief is informed beforehand.The police
contribute by sharing intelligence information with the militaryon insurgent activities in the
area at province-widesecurity meetings,but of military-led combat operations,they have
no knowledge unlessthey are asked to assist or to act as a blocking force. Its secondary
role in counterinsurgencyoperations investsthe policewith some involvement, but it is
contingent on the militaryasking for help. Fornon-combat activities, civilian leaders'
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involvement lie only in implementation- providing assistance in the form of labor and food
cost-sharing; allotting some moneyto purchasefood for the CAFG U personnel and for
detachment construction or repair, and disseminating information and herding up the locals
for pulong-pulong and CVAC. The civilian leaders are "informed" of military activities and
"invited"to participate but the determination of activities to be undertaken in one barangay
versus another or how frequently is left exclusivelyto the military. In the case of Igbaras,
the military is even noncommittal when asked by the mayorand host barangaycaptains as
regards how long their deployment is going to be.

Ihe Municipal Peaceand Order Councils, which were envisioned by the law as a forum for
civilian leaders, heads of governmentagencies, civil society groups,the police and the
military to collectively assess insurgent threat and strategize, were not functioning at all. In
San Joaquin, the MPOC has never been convened under Mayor Daisy Sibya. In Igbaras, it
has met intermittently, but the militarywas rarely present in these meetings. It is only in
Leon where the military's involvement in MPOC meetings is pronounced, but used mainly
to ask for some kind of monetaryassistance from the town government.

CiVilian-military interaction inallthreetowns onthe whole ischaracterized bya strong degree
of civility andof mutual respect onthe surface. Thebarangay captains andmayors notedthe
satisfactory performance bythe military in reducing the insurgent threat in their areas.
However, they remain ambivalent overtrustingthe military or throwingtheir supportto the
military for fear of rebel attacks. Manyhave alsoexpressed discomfort in having the military on
a morepermanent basis intheir backyard (asopposed to the rebels who only"visit" once ina
while). Onthe otherhand, whilethe military recognizes the importance of obtaining the
barangay captain's or mayor's support to get thingsdone, they remain suspicious of their
loyalties, considering someas"runners" and"chiefinformants" for the communist rebels.

Both civilian andmilitary respondents offer a matching listof indicators of insurgentpresence
intheirarea Theseinclude revolutionary tax collection, sightings of armed men, ambush, raids
andsummary executions of alleged military informants. This indicates that bothacknowledge
the presence of insurgents intheirarea. However, there isalsoa considerable divergence in
theirviews about the nature and level of insurgent threat in the community. Manyof the civilian
respondents viewthe insurgents asoutsiders who intermittently "visit" their barangays. Some
alsoexpressed ambivalence aboutwhetherthe insurgents arethe "enemy"- notingthat they
assistaswell indisciplining errantcommunity members andinkeeping order. Themilitary, by
contrast, followsa doctrine-based assumption of the nature of the enemy; theyequally see
insurgents aswithinandoutside the community. They viewthe community members as
providing "logistical support" to the rebels, andcommunity-based organizations ascommunist
fronts. There isalsoa gap intheir threatassessment, notably in Igbaras. While a considerable
numberin that town seethe threatas littleor none, the military views the opposite and is
convinced that Igbaras isanNPA lair. While both civilian andmilitary respondents agreethat
the communists have sincebeenweakened (notably in Leon), the military is not complacent. In
contrastto civilian leaders whoconsider the rebels as practically spent, the military maintains
that theyare merely ina lullandareorganizing their base. .--
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This divergence of threatassessments hasimportant implications to civil-military dealings in
addressing the insurgency problem. First, the military's assumptions aboutthe political
leanings of members of the community, thoughtempered byhuman rights rules, do notallow
for anopen andfrankdiscussion of strategies. Thecivilian leaders' wariness of the military, on
the other hand, prevent meaningful contestation of the merits of the counterinsurgency
activities carried out. Inshort, the civilian leaders are reduced to passive recipients of military
ministrations. Second, while the military considers theirpresence inthe community to be
critical to addressing the threat, the civilians (particularly in lqbaras) consider it an unwelcome
intrusion intothe regularity of theirdailylives. For many of the civilian leaders we interviewed,
theywouldmuch rather be left alone bythe NPAandthe military.

Notes

I Paper was derived from the author's paper presentation at the 2006 American Political Science
Association Conference held on 31 August-3 September 2006 at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA.

2 Associate Professor in Political Science at the Division of Social Sciences, U.P. in the Visayas,
Miagao, Iloilo, Philippines.

3 The barangays from Igbaras are Tabiac, Buena-vista, Tigbanaba, Bagay, Igpigus, Igcabugao and
Mantangon. From Leon, they are Pepe, Manampunay, Tacuyong Sur, Maliao, Igcadios, Banagan and Udong
Udong. From San Joaquin, they are Escalantera, Camia, Jawod, Igcaratong, Matambag and Lomboyan.

4 The inclusion of ex-local officials among the civilian respondents was earlier dictated by the
research's methodological design. However, after finding out that the other ex-mayors for the three
towns were either deceased or have moved residence elsewhere in the country, the proponent decided
to exclude the lone ex-mayor's responses from the survey tabulation for consistency. One of the police
chiefs, who was a new appointee in his first month in San Joaquin, also demurred to offer his
thoughts on the insurgency issue within the town's jurisdiction given his lack of familiarity. Thus, the
total number (N) of civilian respondents reflected in the table is 25, to include 20 barangay captains,
3 incumbent mayors and 2 police chiefs. The interviews with the ex-mayor and San Joaquin police
chief were used to provide insights on the history of local militarization.

5 The 57 paramilitary members and army handlers were from Brgys. Igcadios and Maliao, in Leon; and
in Brgy. Norte in San Joaquin. The 74 enlisted men and officers were from the 31 st Reconnaissance
Unit in Brgy. Cayap, Igbaras; the 32nd Reconnaissance Unit in Brgy. Tabiac, Igbaras and the
Provisional Infantry Battalion in Camp Monteclaro, Miagao.

6 No official estimates are available as to the changes in the numerical strength of the communists.
In 1997, it was reported that there was a slight increase in the number of NPA regulars in the island
from 184 to 200 (Panay News 12/8/97: 1).

7 In subsequent tables and discussions, the category "military" is used to refer to both army personnel and
officers, as well as paramilitary and their army handlers. The paramilitary' inclusion with the "military" outfit
is justified along the grounds that they are armed, employed primarily for counterinsurgency operations, and
subject to army rules and regulations. In contrast the police is by law a civilian outfit whose tasks are
fundamentally different (at least beginning 1991) from those of the army and paramilitary.
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NEWS

87 individuals named Ford Foundation-International
Fiellowships Program fellows

After a rigorous process that included a series of documentary reviews and a final panel
interview, 37 individuals were selected as recipients of the Ford Foundation

International Fellowships Program (IFP) for 2006. The 37 individuals will join the 105 other
Filipino fe!lows who have been awarded the fellowship since its launching in 2002.

IFP is a global fellowship program being administered in the Philippines by the Philippine
Social Science Council. It is directed at academically-outstanding and service-oriented

individuals from disadvantaged communities or sectors who wish to pursue Master's or

PhD studies. The fellowship will allow successful individuals to take up their preferred
academic program in a university of their choice for a maximum of three years.

The recipients were chosen by the IFP National Selection Panel on the basis of their
academic record, contribution to their community or sector, and leadership qualities. The
37 recipients include: Ronald Amigo, Marjorie Belay-as, Bernie Berondo, Ofero Caparifio,
Jaime Castillo, Efren Celestino, Ma. Lyn Estoquia, Felomino Fernandez, Anne Shangrila

Fuentes, Lawrence Gahid, Anne Richie Garcia, Augusto Gatmaitan, Joan Gervacio,
Diadem Gonzales, Joebel Gurang, Melquiades Ibarra, Angelie Infantado, Jonathan Lim,
Elfren Linan, Liezl Longboan, Genalyn Luces, Rosaly Manaois, Rolando Mesias,
Concepcion Metille, Maria Caryl Montales, Gaudencio Natividad, Renata Pelorina, Edwin
Returan, Severino Salmo, Roderick Salvador, Ramie Sanugan, Leo Satana, Diosdado
Tabios, Elizabeth Tomas,John Marlon Traspadillo, Ana Raissa Trinidad, and Hazel Villa.

PSSC is set to conduct an orientation for the selected individuals in August 2006, and

pre-academic training courses on English proficiency; basic computer operation; and

research conceptualization/methodologies at the latter part of the year to prepare the

fellows for graduate school.



Two Filipinos receive ASIA Fellows Awards

Two Filipino university professors areamong this year's recipients of the ASIA
Fellows Awards(AFA). These are Dr. MaryJanet Amado of the Behavioral
Sciences Departmentof De La SalleUniversity, and Prof. Danilo Reyes of the

Departmentof English of Ateneo de ManilaUniversity. Dr. Amado will use the grant to
examine the everyday realities of Filipino domestichelpers in Singapore, while Prof.
DaniloReyes will studyhowThai people projecttheir senseof nationthrough cultural
artifacts and art objectsdisplayed in Thaimuseums.

AFA is an Asia-wide program that aimsto createa multinational network of Asian
specialists in Asia bysupporting Asianscholars and professionals who wish to carryout
research in the areas of arts, culture, humanities, andsocial sciences in anotherAsian
country. Recipients will be provided with research and living allowances that will enable
them to stayand conduct research in anotherAsiancountry for a maximum of nine
months. AFAis being administered in the Philippines bythe Philippine Social Science
Council.

Seven PhD students receive dissertation grants

Seven students pursuing PhDdegrees in the social sciences received dissertation
grants underthe 2006 Research Award Program of the Philippine Social Science

Council. This year's recipients include: Tessie R. Gaurino (PhD Applied Linguistics,
Philippine Normal University); Grace1. Brillantes(PhD Clinical Psychology, University of
the Philippines-Diliman); MaryRose O. Rabang (PhD PublicAdministration, University of
Northern Philippines); NonaMayD. Pepito (PhD Economics, University of the
Philippines-Diliman); Stephen Q. Lagarde (PhD Philippine Studies, University of the
Philippines-Diliman); Violeta B.Alonzo (PhDDevelopment Management, Divine Word
College of Laoag); Aleli B.Bawagan (PhD Education [major in Anthropologyof
Education] University of the Philippines-Diliman).

The Research Award Program provides modestfinancial supportto Filipinograduate
students in the social sciences (or related disciplines) to enablethem to completetheir
thesis or dissertation. Prospective applicants must be master's or PhD studentswho
have successfully defended their thesisor dissertation proposals. Application forms are
available at the PSSC Office at Commonwealth Ave., Diliman, Quezon City. Deadlinefor
submission of application is 28 February of eachyear.



Various lectures and fora held at PSSC

In keeping with its role as a leading venuefor disseminating social science research
findlings and for the scholarly discussion of public issues, PSSC held as manyas six
fora and lectures in 2006.

At the beginning of the year, on 5 January 2006, PSSCcollaborated with the Philippine
Migration Research Network (PMRN) for the conduct of a colloquium on the Filipino
diaspora. Thecolloquium featured two papers, "The Phenomenon of FilipinoYouth in
Rome Today" which was presented by Ms. TinaL1amzon of the Asian NGO Coalition in
Rome, and the "The Impactof Migration on Gender Role, Women's Health and
Reproductive Health: A Survey of Filipino MigrantWomen Workers" which was
presented by Ms. VidaVillalba and Ms. Milky Francis de la Cruzof Un/ad Kabayan.

Soonafter,PSSC hosteda special lecture entitled "Indigenization of Social Sciences in
Korea: Status and Prospects" on 31 January 2007 given by Dr. Gyuseog Han,a
professorof psychology at Chonnam National University in Koreaand a visiting
professorat the Universityof the Philippines. Dr. Han spoke about the current initiatives
and challenges faced by Korean scholars in advancing the use of non-Western
paradigms andtheories in Korean scholarship.

In February, PSSC next hosteda lecture in cooperation with the PhilippineAmerican
Educational Foundation (PAEF). The lecture was given by Dr. John Baker Jr., a professor
of law at LouisianaState University, who was visiting the Philippines as a Fulbright-Sycip
Distinguished Lecturer. Dr. Baker's lecture focused on the constitutional foundation of
the US economy.

PSSCteamed up again with PMRN and the Globalization Research Center of the
Universityof Hawaii in March for a forum entitled "TheGlobalization of Households in
Pacific Asia and Filipino Migration;' Forum speakers includedDr. Mike Douglass of the
University of Hawaii who discussed the patternsof global householding in Asia-Pacific;
former PSSC Chair, Dr. Emma Porio, who talked about the impact of labor migration on
the organization of laborand income in Filipinohouseholds; and Dr. Liling Huang of Ming
Chuan University in Taiwan who discussed the transformation of households in Taiwain
brought about by the country'schanging demography and influx of foreign workers.

InJune, PSSCconducted a Seminar-Workshop on the Managementof Curriculum
Change in cooperation with UNESCO's International Bureau of Education. The three
day Seminar-Workshop featured localand foreign expertson curriculum change,
including Dr. Zhou Nanzhou who co-authored the classic Learning: The Treasure Within
and now Advisorto the ChineseNational Commission for UNESCO;Dr. EllaYulaelawati
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of Indonesia's Ministry of National Education; Philippine Education Undersecretary
Manaros Boransing; and Ms. Lucille Gregorio, former programme specialistat the
UNESCO Asia Pacific Reqional Bureaufor Education.

Finally, two research colloquia were held in October featuring the seven completed
researches of PSSC's Research Award Program grantees. The researches presented
were "The Health Transition among Filipino Older People" byGrace1. Cruz(Sociology,
University of the Philippines-Diliman); "Successful Aging:A GayPerspective" by Ronaldo
A. Motilla (Psychology, Ateneode ManilaUniversity); "Child Abuse, Mental Illness,
Neurologic StatusandSubstance Intoxication as Predictors of Violent Behavioramong
Death Rowand Life Term Offender" byJesus Enrique Saplala (Psychology, Ateneo de
ManilaUniversity); "The Chinese in the Hardware Industry duringthe American Colonial
Period: 1909-1941" byStephanie Marie R. Coo(History, Ateneo de ManilaUniversity);
"TheAbaca Industryand Filipino Settlers in Davao, 1899-1941" by Patricia Irene
Dacudao(History, Ateneo de ManilaUniversity); "The Pahiyas Festival in Lucban as an
On-going Process of Cultural Invention" by Mark Alexander C. Dizon (History, Ateneo de
ManilaUniversity); and "Ang Pagbabalik-tanaw ng mga Macabebe sa Panahon ng
Pananakop ng mgaAmerikano (1898-1908): Isang Pagsusuri" by Renato Pelorina
(History, University of the Philippines-Diliman).
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PSSC hosts the 19th International Association of
Historians of Asia Conference

RSC successfully hosted the 19th International Association of Historians of Asia
(IAHA) Conference from 22 to 24 November 2006 at the Hotel InterContinental
Manila in Makati City. Dr. Filomeno Aguilar Jr., PSSC Chair and Professor of

History at Ateneo de Manila University, served as President of the 19th IAHA
Conference.

Foreign Affairs Undersecretary Franklin Ebdalin and National Commission for Culture

and the Arts Chair Ambeth Ocampo delivered the welcome remarks, while noted Asian

historian, Dr. Takashi Shiraishi of the National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies,
keynoted the event.

Over 220 papers on a wide range of topics on Asian history, culture, and society were
presented at the conference. Paper presenters came from 25 countries in Asia, Europe,
North America, and Australia. In addition to the panel presentations, the conference
included a roundtable discussion on IAHA's historical trajectories. The roundtable

featured past and present presidents of IAHA: Dr. Michael Hsiao of Academia Sinica,
Taiwan; Dr. Wang Gungwu and Dr.Anthony Reid of the National University of Singapore;
Dr. KM Mohsin of the Bangladesh University Grants Commission; Dr.Taufik Abdullah of
the Indonesian Institute of Sciences; Dr. Yoneo Ishii of the National Institute for the
Humanities, Japan; Dr. Filomeno Aguilar Jr. of PSSc. Luncheon lectures were likewise
delivered by Dr. Madhu Bhalla of Jawaharlal Nehru University and Dr. Barbara Andaya of
the University of Hawaii.

PSSC organized the event in cooperation with the Philippine National Historical Society;
Philippine Historical Association; Adhika; Philippine Association for Chinese Studies;
Kaisa para sa Kaunlaran; and the history departments of the University of the
Philippines, Ateneo de Manila University, University of Asia and the Pacific, and De La
Salle University. It also received support from the National Commission for Culture and
theArts, Japan Foundation Manila, Toyota Foundation, Asian Scholarship Foundation,
Ateneo de Manila University, and De La Salle University.

The 19th IAHA Conference was attended by over 350 foreign and local participants. It
is the biggest international conference hosted by PSSC to date.
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International Fellowships Program Call for Applications

DSC is pleased to announce that it is now accepting applications for the fifth

.. round of the Ford Foundation International Fellowships Program (IFP).

Applicants are expected to have earned a baccalaureate degree with above average
grades, with at least three years of relevant work experience that relates to the proposed
graduate study program and to the kind of work or community service that they plan to
do after completion of studies. Applicants are also expected to pursue studies in
academic fields that parallel the Ford Foundation's grant making goals to strengthen
democratic values, reduce poverty and injustice, promote international cooperation and

advance human achievement.

Only those working and/or living outside Metro Manila are eligible to apply. Women,
members of indigenous cultural communities, and those working with social development

organizations are strongly encouraged to apply.

Interested individuals may secure an application form from the following offices:

Central Luzon and Southern Tagalog

International Fellowships Program-Philippine Social Science Council
PSSCenter, Commonwealth Avenue, Diliman, Quezon City 1101
Tel. No. (02) 922-9630; Fax No. (02) 922-9621
Email ifp.phil@pssc.org.ph

Northern Luzon

Human Resources Development
Saint Louis University
Bonifacio Street, Baguio City 2600
Tel. No. (074) 442-3043/442-2793; Fax No. (074) 442-2842
Email assthrd@slu.edu.ph

Office of the Academic Officer
Saint Louis College
Lingsat, San Fernando, La Union
Tel. No. (072) 242-5535; Fax No. (072) 888-3955

Human Resources Development
Saint Mary's University
Bayombong, Nueva Vizcaya
Telefax No. (078) 805-1263
Email hrdc@smu.edu.ph



Southern Luzon

Office of the Executive Director
Ateneo Social Science Research Center
Ateneo de Naga University
Bagumbayan, Naga City 4400
Tel. No. (054) 472-3178/472-2368 loc. 2550; Fax No. (054) 473-9253
Email ssrc@siILadnu.edu.ph

Visayas

O'fice of International Linkages
University of San Carlos
P. del Rosario Street, Cebu City 6000
Telefax No. (032) 253-7183
Email int.linkages@usc.edu.ph

Center for Research and Publications
University of San Agustin
Gen. Luna Street, Iloilo City 5000
Tel. No. (033) 337-4841 to 44 loc. 242; Fax No. (033) 337-7716
Erlail research@usa.edu.ph

Mindanao

Office of the President
Notre Dame of Dadiangas Business Resource Center Foundation, Inc.
Marist Avenue, General Santos City 9500
Tel. No. (083) 301-4606; Fax No. (083) 552-5400
Email brbm@nddc.edu.ph

Office of the President
Andres Bonifacio College
College Park, Dipolog City 7100
Tel No. (065) 212-8462; Fax No. (065) 212-9178

Deadline for application submission is 31 October 2007. For more information, please
visit IFP-Philippines' website at www.ifpphil.ph.
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Year Volume Year Volume Year Volume Year Volume

1973 1 (I) 7 (4) 1986 14 (1) 1994 21 (4)-

I (2)
1980 8 (2) 14 (2) 22 (I)

1974 2 (I)
8 (3) 14 (3) 1994 22 (2-4)

2 (2)
8 (4) 14 (4) 1995 23 (1-2)

2 (4) 1981 9 (1) 1987 15 (3-4) 23 (3-4)

1975 ~ (2) 9 (2)
1988 16 (1-2) 1996 24 (1-2)

3 (3) 9 (3)
16 (3-4) 24 (3-4)

3 (4) 9 (4) 1989 17 (I) 1997 25 (I)

1976 4 (I) 1982 10 (I)
17 (2) 25 (2)

4 (2) 10 (2)
17 (3-4) 1998 26 (I)

4 (3) 10 (3)
1990 18 (I) 26 (2)

4 (4) 10 (4)
18 (2) 1999 27 (I)

1977 5 (I) 1983 II (2)
18 (3) 27 (2)

5 (2) II (3)
18 (4) 2000 28 (I)

5 (3) II (4)
1991 19 (1-2) 28 (2)

5 (4) 1984 12 (I)
19 (3) 2001 29 (I)

1978 6 (I) 12 (2-3)
19 (4) 29 (2)

6 (2) 12 (4) 1992 20 (I) 2002 30 (I)

6 (4) 12 (5)
20 (2) 30 (2)
20 (3) 2003 31 (I)

1979 7 (I) 1985 13 (2)
1992- 20 (4)- 31 (2)

7 (2) 13 (3)
7 (3) 13 (4)

1993 21 (I) 2004 32 (I)
1993- 21 (2-3) 32 (2)

Price per issue: 1973-1978 = P 5; 1979-1984 = P8; 1985-1986 = P 10; 1987-1990 =PI5; 1991-1995 = P20-40; 1996-1997 = P

_~~ ~8-1999=PI00~0~2002=PI2~003-2005=~& ~ _

Subscription Form
PSSC Social Science Information

Please enter my subscription to PSSC Social Science Information for one year.

Enclosed is my payment in the amount of (P/US$ ).

Name:

Address:

Annual Rates (Two issues): Local: P300.00 * Foreign: US$20.00. Plus postage and handling fee ofP75.00 per
issue. Provincial subscriptions must be paid by postal money order.

Send subscription form to:

PSSC Central Subscription Service
Philippine Social Science Council

PSSCenter, Commonwealth Avenue
Diliman, Quezon City

Tel. No.: 922-9627 FAX: (632) 929-2602
Email: css@pssc.org.ph
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Secretary
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